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The Royal Netherlands Navy is ex ining whether women are being

accepted in combat positions aboard =bi11 ..--

The~lax-Planck-Institute for
Psycholinguistics...................................... Richard E. Snow 1

A world center for re,4earch in psycholinguistics, this new institute
is principally interested in language production, comprehension, acquisi-
tion, and disorders.
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ZaCi;er Therapyyith magnetism,..............Thomas C. Rozzell 3

Neuroblastoma, a rare and often fat'al type of cancer in children, is
now being fought with magnetic antibodie.0 developed by Dr. John Kemshead
of the Institute of Child Health in Lond6n.

Ninth (European Underwater Biomedical
Society Convention;,................................... A.R. Manalaysay 3

The conference d4alt with deep diving and decompression sickness, .

hyperbaric oxygen therapy, dysbaric osteonecrosis and general aspects of s-
diving, lung barotrauma, and the cardiopulmonary physiology of diving. .

*% s.

The'fntez-national Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology......................Thomas C. Rozzell 5

The ICGEB is being set up as a center of excellence in research and
training, and as a source of information and advice in genetic engineer-
ing and biotechnology. The organization is to be dedicated to the
specific needs of developing countries.

A..biotechnological Route to
Polyphenylene ~ ....... Vivian T. Stanniett and Thomas C. Rozzell 6

A new method of p'~oducing polyphenylene has been discovered by -

scientists at the RuncorOi Laboratory of Imperial Chemical Industries in
Cheshire, UK./

The Second -Romania-US Seminar on
Polymer Chemistry'.................................... Vivian T. Stannett 7

Romanian and US researchers discussed topics such as elastomers,
,*muluion and suspension polymerization, and synthesis of polymers.
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--? Statistical Climatology ..................... Bruce Hayden and D.R. Barr 8

* Statistical methods are playing an important role in climate re-
search. It is clear that close collaboration of climatologists and
statisticians is needed t solve the difficult problems of climate ._YA.
predication. " 4.ri.

COMPUTER
SCIENCES

A Code for Generating Dynamic Models
of Robots . ......................................... J.F. Blackburn 12

4
The University of Rome has developed a computer program for generat-

ing a model of industrial robots in symbolic form.

Japan's Fifth Generation Computer Project:
Progress and Assessment .................................. J.F. Blackburn 14

The 1983 Fifth Generation World Conference, held in London in
September 1983, included an analysis of Japan's Fifth Generation Computer "

Project. ,

---- +.:--- ..

German Plans for4 ifth Generation
Computing Systems .................................... J.F. Blackburn 17

Although there is no total plan corresponding to Japan's Fifth
Generation Computer Project, Germany is doing work that is directly
related to parts of the Japanese initiative.

IBM Institute '83 at Oxford University .................... J.F. Blackburn 18

IBM sponsored a seminar dealing with their information systems. The
article concentrates on large systems, office systems, computer aided ."-.,

engineering, and communications.

JEARTH SCIENCE

" -New Data Logger ... ...... .............. Robert Dolan 22 - -

A team of geomorphologist *s at Queens University, Belfast, have .

developed a data logger designed for hard, practical use in the field.

Northern Ireland 1983 ...................................... Robert Dolan 24

Although the violence continues in Northern Ireland, geomorpholo- .-. ,'.-'.-
gists and civil engineers in universities are pursuing their research
with optimism and enthusiasm.
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>Erosion 4y Liquid and Solid Impact,
ELSI VI................................ R.W. Armstrong and D.R. Squire 25

Cavit tion, liquid droplet impact, and solid particle erosion of
material were the subjects of this conference organized by the Univer-
sity Cambridge Cavendish Laboratory, Physics and Chemistry of Solids
Gr , which is actively involved in all aspects of erosion research. .,-.

Ph -s i€l1 Chemistry of the Solid Stater~
sandloys.....................................R.W. Armstrong 30

Electron-micros coe observations and application of physical chemis-
try principles to g in boundary interfaces, diffusion processes and,
mostly, mechanical poperties were the main topics of this French confer-
ence; results on orrosion and composite materials were also included.

OCEAN -"SrAENCE.
C__ NATO__Rys)its First Ship--

() .N New Oceanographic Research Vessel ......... Chester McKinney 34

The North Atlantic Treaty Organizition (NATO) has signed a contract
for a $37 million oceanographic research vessel, the first ship to be
owned and operated by NATO.

Oceanexpo/Oceantropipes 1984 .............................. Robert Dolan 35

The meeting included a display of oceanographic equipment and
symposia of invited and submitted papers. Many of the conference ses-
sions suffered from low attendance and weak presentations.

-, -.Progress in tJDevelopment of
Wave Power .................................... Robert Dolan 36

Civil engineers at Queen's University, Belfast, are working on a ..-

system that uses wave energy to generate electricity. . .C'.,

TheATAPSO Symposia and Oceanography
at the 18th IUGG ................................. Robert E. Stevenson 38

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics meeting in August
1983 featured a series of symposia sponsored by the International Associ-
ation for the Physical Sciences of the Ocean (IAPSO). This article
highlights the IAPSO symposia and some of the sessions on oceanography.

RUMARCH

-;New Decision Support System ................................... D.R. Barr 41

A German scientist invites readers to submit military problems for

solution by his system.
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The symposium concentrated on acoustic emote sqnsing of the atmos-

phere; a few papers dealt with underwater afoustic measurements.
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The 44th session of the International Statistical Institute was
remarkable because of its size and the breadth of its program.
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I BEHAVIORAL are available in a report, in English,
SCIENCES entitled "Sailing With Women," from the

Project Group on Women, Department of
GENDER-MIXED CREWS ON DUTCH COMBAT SHIPS Social Research of the Royal Netherlands

Navy, P.O. Box 20702, 2500ES, Den Haag,
by Richard E. Snow. Dr. Snow is the The Netherlands.
Liaison Scientist for PsychoZogy in
Europe and the Middle East for the
Office of NavaZ Research's London Branch
Office. He is on Zea e until Septemb.er 10/28/83
1985 from Stanford University, where he
is Professor of Education and Psycho-logy. .. .:THE MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHOLIN-

GUISTICS
Women are now serving at sea in

four Western navies--those of the US, by Richard E. Snow.
Canada, Denmark, and The Netherlands.
In most cases, the proportion of women
included in the crews has been relative- The Max-Planck-Institute. for
ly small, and the ships involved have Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Nether-
been noncombatant. Now the Royal lands, is the first such institute .. '.
Netherlands Navy has taken a major new created outside of West Germany for
step in a lengthy experiment aboard research in any area of psychology. It
HNLMS Zuiderkruis, a combat-support ship began as a project group in 1976 and was
with sailing programs and areas corres- established as a full-blown institute in
ponding to those of frigates; all 1980. Its directors are W.J.M. Levelt
positions in such a ship are combat and W. Klein. There are now about 100
positions. staff members, including 18 scientists,

A 1-year experiment began in 1981, 23 technical and administrative staff,
with women representing about 15 percent and 25 students. Though presently
of the crew (two officers, three senior housed in what was a Jesuit school and
ratings, and 17 junior ratings). seminary, the institute is to move to a
Questionnaires and private interviews new building in the University of
were used to collect attitudes and the Nijmegen, close to the departments of
concrete experiences of all crew mem- psychology, linguistics, and neurology.
bers. Extensive performance records and The building will also house the univer-
other behavioral data were also kept. sity's interfaculty research unit for
Following this first year, a 4-month sea language and speech.
trip to North America was added. The Thus, the institute has already
ship served as part of a task force, but become a world center for psycholinguis-
part of the crew was new. Here, ship's tics research and may well become the
management reports and post interviews world center in time. It already can
provided the data, boast an impressive list of visiting

Results of the experiment suggested scholars, working conferences, and
that men generally accepted the women as activities in association with other
equal crew members, and the women felt major research centers. In addition to
generally accepted, except with respect its four primary research programs,
to heavy physical work. The ship's outlined below, some of its senior staff
operational readiness met prescribed members have also participated in majorII standards, though extra effort was studies supported by the European
occasionally needed from the men to Science Foundation to build a comprehen-
compensate for training and strength. sive inventory of child language re-

I % 1161 differences. On the long follow-up search in *Europe, to establish an
trip, however, some problems involving archive of such research at the insti-
sexual harassment, interpersonal con- tute, and to launch a major longitudinal
flict, and breaches of discipline were study of second-language acquisition by
observed. Differences between the adult immigrants throughout Europe.
experimental and follow-up periods in This last activity affords a unique
crew, ship's management, and sailing opportunity to make paired comparisons
conditions seemed to underlie these in which learners of one particular
problems; recommendations for future second language come from structurally
improvements were developed, different source languages, and in which

The Royal Netherlands Navy is now learners of different second, or target,
extending the program to a similar ship, languages come from the same source
HNLMS Pooater, and planning a similar language. The pairings being studied
experiment aboard a frigate. Details are shown in Figure 1.

1
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TARGET
LANGUAGE ENG ISH GERMAN DUTCH FRENCH SWE ISH
SOURCE
LANGUAGE PUNJABI ITALIAN TURKISH ARABIC SPANISH FINNISH :.

Figure 1. Language pairings. -.

The study is running for 5 years listeners integrate incoming utterances
(Perdue, 1982). with their mental representation of

The institute's primary areas of preceding context is studied. A parti-.'
research are in language production, cular concern here is the interaction of
comprehension, acquisition, and disor- syntactic and semantic sources of infor-
ders. Work on language production is mation in on-line processing. Finally,
investigating the ways in which a speak- a new project aims at developing explan-
er uses conceptual, linguistic, and atory theories for the extensive collec-
articulatory components to express in- tion of language universals now in hand
tentions in different contexts. One from research around the world.
line of experiments here concerns speech In the language acquisition area,
repairs--self-made changes that occur in addition to the immigrant second-
on-line to correct errors in speech--to language project noted above and some
determine the rules speakers follow to related studies, there are also studies . .
leave listener comprehension undisturb- of first-language acquisition. These
ed. Another line of work analyzes the examine language development as a
context dependency of intonation rules, continuum of reorganizational processes
In another series, gestures and expres- rather than as a series of stages, and
sions are studied to determine how suggest that learners gradually systema-
speakers convey spatial and temporal tize semahtic and linguistic development
positions of objects and events effec- spontaneously, even though such systema- %7"-

tively. Computer models of language tization may not strictly be required
production are also a focus in this for adequate communication. The role of
area. "linguistic awareness" in both first-

Research on language comprehension and second-language acquisition, is also
ranges across studies of form/meaning studied. Other related studies analyze
relations, lexical processing, text com- the development of cognitive and lin-
prehension, and language universals. A guistic skills that underlie cohesivecentral concern is "cohort" theory, in discourse, narration, communicative .['""'

which it is hypothesized that word competence, and spatial reference.
recognition is mediated by parallel pro- Research on language disorders has
cessing of all other words that begin concentrated so far on adult aphasia.
with the same sound sequence. The par- One objective is to determine whether
allel processing is activated at the several different types of aphasias can
beginning of the word and reduces the be attributed to the same or similar *

cohort of possible words on-line as the deficits. Another is whether deficits- -
target word unfolds in speech; the tar- result from specific system impairments
get is recognized as soon as it is uni- or from impairments of the interaction
quely distinguishable from all others in among unimpaired systems. Still another
the cohort (i.e., with which it shares is the degree to which certain pragmatic

. .initial segments). Auditory lexical abilities in conversation are preserved
decision tasks with reaction time as the in aphasics. The work with aphasics is
measure have been developed to test this planned to contribute both to the
theory, and preliminary results using understanding of the condition and to

* target words processed in isolation are special kinds of tests of hypotheses
quite promising. Further experiments about normal functioning.
are examining the interaction of sen- The institute distributes an annual
tence context and word recognition; the report, which contains a comprehensive
recognition point should move forward in list of its publications (the mailing
a word if context helps reduce the address is Berg En Dalseweg 79, Nijme-
cohort but could move back beyond the gen, The Netherlands). It does not.
word in some contexts. In text process- produce technical or .other interim
ing research, the ways in which reports.

2
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Reference First, Kemshead prepares monoclonal
Perdue, C., ed., Second Language Acqui- antibodies against neuroblastoma cells.

sition by Adult Immigrants: A When mixed with bone marrow cells, the
FieZd Manual (Strasbourg, France: antibodies attach themselves to any
European Science Foundation, 1982). tumor cells that are present. The neyt

stage uses .2-p polystyrene beads devel-
oped by Dr. John Ugelstad of Trondheim
University in Norway. The core of each

11/13/83 bead contains a small amount of magne-
tite. These small spherical beads are
coated with a second antibody that is

BIOLOGICAL I specially made to recognize the first.

These microspheres, with magnetite and
______i __N_______ _antibodies, are then mixed with the BMCs

that already contain the original '..

CANCER THERAPY WITH MAGNETISM monoclonal antibodies now attached to
the tumor cells. The first antibody and

bY Thomas C. RoaeZZ. Dr. Roaaell is the second antibody (or anti ntibody)
the Liaison Scientist for BioZogical now merge, holding the tumo ;e'ls to
Sciences in Europe and the MiddZe East the magnetic microspheres. In other
for the Office of NavaZ Research's words, the tumor cells adh to the
London Branch Office. He is on reas- first monoclonal antibody, ne first
signment untiZ August 1985 from the antibody to the second an, intibody,
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA, and the second antibody to t 'd.
where he is Group Leader for Cellular The entire complex--n -P BMCs
Biosystems. tumor cells, antibodies, an. dntibod-

ies, and magnetic microspheres--are now
passed through a glass column surrounded

A rare and often fatal type of by electromagnets that hold the tumor
cancer in children, neuroblastoma, is cells and magnetic beads against the
now being fought with magnetic anti- sides while the normal marrow cells pass
bodies developed by Dr. John Kemshead of through. Several passes are made . .
the Institute of Child Health in London. through the column to finally obtain a

A neuroblastoma is a solid tumor of pure collection of normal BMCs that is
primitive nerve cells that forms on the then returned to the patient. " ..
outer surface of the brain. The disease Kenshead is conducting clinical
almost always strikes children (only one trials at the Hospital for Sick Children
case has ever been recorded in a person in London and currently has about seven
over 20 years old). The tumor soon children under treatment. If this
spreads to other parts of the body, method proves successful for neuroblas-
especially to the bone marrow. Normal toma, it will surely be adapted for
therapy for this type of cancer involves other types of cancer.
the administration of low doses of
potent antitumor drugs coupled with
radiation and surgical removal of the
primary tumor. This is then followed by
a second phase of treatment with higher 10/12/83
doses of drugs.

The drugs and chemicals used to
kill the tumor cells are also toxic to
normal cells and especially to bone
marrow cells (BMCs). Killing BMCs, the NINTH EUROPEAN UNDERWATER BIOMEDICAL -. .
basis for the body's immune system, SOCIETY CONVENTION
leaves the individual highly-susceptible . -
to infection. One way around the by A.R. Manalaysay. CDR ManaZaysay is
dilemma is to remove the bone marrow Exchange Officer for Underwater Medicine
before the high dose treatment. Once at the Institute of Naval Medicine,
the tumor cells are killed, the bone AVverstoke, Uk. . . .-.
marrow can be returned to the patient.

In order for this technique to be
effective, all tumor cells must be The ninth European Undersea Biomed-
removed from the bone marrow before the ical Society (EUBS) annual convention
normal BNCc are returned to the was held from 23 through 25 September in
patient--otherwise the tumor cells will Barcelona, Spain. The conference was
continue growing and spreading. Here is sponsored by EUBS, Centre de Recuper-
where the new technique comes into play. acio" i d'Investigacions Submarines

3
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(CRIS), Generalitat de Catalunya Depart- of decompression sickness. Here, deep
ament de Sanitat i Seguretat Social, diving loosely refers to depths in
Excellentism Ajuntament de Barcelona, excess of 1500 feet. At these depths,
Academia de Ciencies Mediques de Cata- the high pressure nervous syndrome ., -

.1 lunya i de Balears, Asociacio de Mede- becomes a problem, especially if the
cina Aeroespecial Subaquatica i Ambien- diver is expected to perform useful work
tal, Federacio Catalana d'Activitats requiring cognition and fine motor
Subaquatiques, Nemrod-Metzeler S.A., and control. The increased density of the
Boehringuer Ingelheim S.A. Most of the gas at these depths also causes physio-
background work and organization was logical alterations which affect man's
done by Dr. Jordi Desola, with the usual homeostatic-mechanisms.
support of CRIS. Other presentations in this first

The EUBS was started some time ago session highlighted the fact that when
by members of the Undersea Medical decompression sickness occurs, it is not
Society (UMS); they intended to have a a simple case of bubbles forming in the ...
European chapter of the UMS. The EUBS tissues or vascular bed. Bubbles and
evolved into an independent organization the resulting gas-liquid interfaces
which is an affiliate of the UMS. The cause secondary vascular effects, which
EUBS has members from all over the may then become important in the even-
globe, but most come from Europe. tual outcome of the case. Therefore,
Despite the disparate backgrounds and simply applying pressure to abolish the
languages of the society's members, the bubbles does not adequately deal with
EUBS remains the one unifying forum in the etiology of the disease. Many
Europe for scientific exchange and approaches have been proposed, and
collaboration in the undersea field and properly conducted studies should lead
its allied disciplines. The mix at the to better treatment schemes.
latest conference attested to this: Session II was called "Clinical
there were about 150 participants, and Applications of Hyperbaric Oxygen; Past,
less than 10 percent of these were from Present, and Future Indications."
the host nation. Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy has

The EUBS conventions tend to have gotten bad press in the past because
an element of surprise, more so than unscrupulous practitioners used it in
other scientific societies--perhaps ignorance. But the medical community is
because the selection criteria for coming to realize that some conditions
papers are not as stringent as at other improve if HBO is applied rationally.
conferences. This is intentional and is One must hasten to add that there are - -
meant to allow less conventional ideas also contraindications to the use of
to be aired and discussed. For example, HBO, since it is not entirely innocuous.
can atmospheric ionization have a Obviously there are points of contention .-
significant influence on the occurrence in this area, as in other fields of
of a decompression accident and on its medicine--cancer chemotherapy, for
subsequent evolution? Dr. R. Battestini example. In both instances, the User is
noted that positive ions are found in seeking to cure a malady; in both
greater numbers in dry fronts, in cold instances, the definition of a cure is
fronts, 'at dawn, and during the full not always easy to obtain. It is in
moon. Among other things, these posi- these shadowy areas that more informa- N, v.
tive ions can speed the metabolism, tion is needed; it is also in these
increase oxygen consumption, and provoke areas that continued rational investiga-
vessel spasms. Negative ions cause tions may eventually provide some
opposite effects on the organism. answers.
Battestini went on to explain that we The third session dealt with
should consider such factors when dysbaric nsteonecrosis and general
planning and carrying out diving opera- aspects of diving. Dr. R.I. McCallum
tions and treatments. (University of Newcastle, UK) gave the

The scientific program was varied first lecture. He reviewed the topir of
and consisted of 49 presentations during dysbaric osteonecrosis, which has been "
four sessions. Four of the 49 presenta- recognized for some time as an occupa-
tions were filmed sequences from experi- tional hazard for divers and compressed-
mental dives conducted on both sides of air workers. Current investigation
the Atlantic. Session I was opened by continues to try to define the contrib-
Dr. X. Fructus (Marseille, France); he uting factors and predict resulting
presented a lecture titled "New Develop- hazards. Newer, less hazardous screen-
ments in Diagnosis and Treatment of ing and follow-up procedures are being
Decompression Sickness." Papers at this investigated as an alternative to
session dealt with experiments and repeated x-ray studies.
observations on the pathophysiology of The papers on the general aspects
deep diving, and diagnosis and treatment of diving did not fall into any one -

4 V
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category. For example, can a prior back The idea for the ICGEB was con-
ailment predispose a diver to spinal ceived by a group of molecular biolc-
cord decompression sickness involving gists at a meeting convened by the
the same segment of the spine? One United Nations Industrial Development
paper presented two cases in which just Organization in Vienna in February 1981.
such an association was noted. What The group included four scientists born
kind of bacterial contamination may one in India, Pakistan, or China, but now
expect in a hyperbaric chamber which is conducting research in North America;
routinely used to treat hospital pa- Dr. Herb Boyer, founder of Genentech,
tients? Results trom one study showed the first genetic engineering company;
that the bacterial flora would be the nd Dr. Carl G. heden, a Swedish micrc-
usual hospital type, and that currently biologist who has been involved in many -_9. -

instituted antisepsis measures were international projects for cooperation
adequate to prevent unusual contamina- with the Third World in science and
tion problems, technology. The group was aware of the .-.

The last session was devoted to potential impact of the new biotechnol-
lung barotrauma and the cardiopulmonary ogy on health, industry, and agricul-
physiology of diving. Lung barotrauma ture, and believed it posed a new set of
ma; cause a simple pneumothorax, or may problems for developing countries. It
result in arterial gas embolism with was felt that unless these countries
disastrous consequences. There is acquired the science and technology of
controversy about the best single genetic engineering and biotechnology,
approach to treating the cases which they would only experience the deleteri-
turn into disasters. This is not cus effects of the changes that are
surprising because such a ccmplex se- bound to occur, and would not be able to
quence of events may involve different apply biotechnology for their own
causalgias. In fact, there may be more purposes.
than one preferred method, depending on The ICGEB was envisioned as serving
the precise evolutionary sequence. One as a relatively small but dynamic center
paper that was expected to be quite of excellence in research and training,
controversial turned out to be quite and as *a sourqe of information and
conventional. The authors reviewed the advice in genetic engineering and
recommendations for dealing with arte- biotechnology dedicated to the specific
rial gas emboli secondary to lung objectives and needs of the less-devel-
barotrauma. As mentioned earlier, some cped countries. It was expected that
of these cases resolve quickly; others the ICGEB would play a major, role in
do not, and result in serious neurologi- coordinating the independent efforts of
cal deficits. Why this happens is not these countries, assisting affiliated
entirely clear, and various theories centers (either regional or national),
abound. This is another area which and cooperating closely with institu-
could profit from proper investigation. tions with related research programs.

The proceedings of the conference It would set standards to be followed At i
will be published soon. For more and maintained in this field throughout
information, write to Dr. P.B. James, the less-developed countries, to whom it
Wolfson Institute of Occupational would belong as an independent institu-
Medicine, Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, tion--unlike any other organization.
Scotland. As the new biotechnology owes much .-. .-

to the highly complex technology of -

genetic engineering, the ICGEB was seen - -

1011/83 as a center in which the main emphasis
would be on research using genetic
engineering, which is on one hand the
key technology and on the other the

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR GENETIC aspect of biotechnology with which the

ENGINEERING AND BIOTECHNOLOGY less-developed countries have the least
experience.

by Thomas C. Rozzeii. The ICGEB was endorsed in a long ___

series of consultations in developed
countries and in less-developed coun-

At the recent Biotechnology Sympo- tries during 1981 and 1982, and by a
sium, held as part of the much larger high-level meeting of interested coun-
Synergium-83 in Liege, Belgium, Dr. tries held in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, in
David McConnell (Trinity College, December 1982. At this meeting, a
Dublin, Ireland) described the concept committee was selected to determine
and foundation of the International potential locations for the ICGEB.
Center for Genetic Engineering and Offers were made by Belgium, Cuba, %
Biotechnology (ICGEB). Italy, Pakistan, India, and Thailand.

5
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The committee reported these offers for The new method is based on the

consideration at a ministerial meeting discovery that derivatives of 5,6 dihy-
held in Madrid, Spain, in September droxycyclohexa 1,3 diene are readily
1983. The ICGEB was formally establish- polymerized using radical initiators to
ed at this meeting, and representatives high molecular weight polymers. These
of 25 countries signed the legal arti- are very soluble in simple organic sol-
cles of establishment, vents and can be used to cast films,

The location of the center was not coat substrates, or spin fibers. When
decided upon at the Madrid meeting, nor the polymers are in this form, heating
did the representatives decide how the to 1400 to 2400C smoothly converts them
center would be financed. If the ICGE to polyphervlene, as shown in equation
is to be the center of excellence that (1).
its founders envisaged, it will have to
attract a group of outstanding scien-

. tists to its staff; the location could
thus be critical. -0 -oco•

One disturbing note was the absence (Ck'1IO-o0 ,-oCRJ
at Madrid of representatives from many

western nations, including the US,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
and Japan. Perhaps it has not been I
fully realized that many of the most (.
important applications of the new
techniques being developed in the [ {.1
Western world will find their greatest "-RC> I
markets in the less-developed countries. 0 I " I
A global synergy is needed. [ T-...

10/261/83 The ICI team has found that the
simplest route to the dihydrodiol is the
bacterial oxidation of benzene, as shown -A
in equation (2).

CHEMISTRY

C N01 E' #r oH E, :- m ec 2
A BIOTECHNOLOGICAL ROUTE TO POLYPHENY- 2. OH --- (2) "I -
LENE

by Vivian T. Stannett and Thomas C. Normally, the bacteria Pseudomonas
Rozzell. Dr. Stannett is the Liaison Normay thbe ba a Pseudomona
Scientist for Polymer Science and Dr. putida uses benzene as a source for.
RozzelZ is the Liaison Scientist for carbon by converting it into catechol
Biological Sciences in Europe and the using at least two of its enzymes, E lMBiolgicas o Science infEfroe afnathe and El. Genetic manipulation of the
Middle East for the Office of Naval ogns a edrezm ncie
Research's London Branch Off0ice. Dr. organism can render enzyme E2 inactive,

leave until January 1984 leaving the dihydrodiol as the only
Stannett is on lev ni aur 94 oxidation product. This is excreted by Lfrom North Carolina State University, the cell, isolated by solvent extrac-
where he is Camille Dreyfus Professor in tie and thnlan ed by
the Chemical Engineering Department. tion, and then can be purified by

Dr. Rozzell is on reassignment until crystallization.
August 1988 from the Office of Naval Simple bacteria are available fromResearch, Arlington, VA, where he is various sources and can be modified
Group Leader for Cellular Biosystems using chemical mutagens by well-estab-

rr lished microbiological techniques. A

preliminary report of this work, togeth-
er with other details of the polymers

A new method of producing polyphen- and the synthesis, has been published by
ylene has been discc-ered by scientists D.G.H. Ballard, A. Courtis, I.M.
at the Runcorn Laboratory of Imperial Shirley, and S.C. Taylor, Journal of the
Chemical Industries (ICI) in Cheshire, Chemical Society, Chemical Communica-
UK. Until now, only oligomers of tions (1983), 954.
polyphenylene have ever been prepared,
and even these may only be fabricated by
sintering and compression at high
temperatures. 10/26/83

6 . * -. -.
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THE SECOND ROMANIA-US SEMINAR ON POLYMER were less than those obtained by solu- "'
CHEMISTRY tion polymerization. With seeded sys- -.

tems, however, molecular weights up to "

bu Vivian T. Stannett. 20 million were claimed. The system is Nam
being studied for enzyme entrapment.
Dr. M. Matescu (Central Institute of -

The Second Romania-US Seminar on Chemistry, Bucharest) described the .. .
Polymer Chemistry was held in Bucharest synthesis of beads of polyvinyl alcohol
from 10 through 15 September 1983. The by suspension hydrolysis of polyvinyl , ..
first seminar was held in Jassy in 1976; acetate in paraffin oil. Their use for
the long lapse was due to a freeze in enzyme immobilization was also suggest-
US-Romanian scientific cooperation, a ed. Dr. D. Donescu (Center for Plastic -

situation that has now improved some- Materials, Bucharest) described some
what. The seminar was jointly sponsored pilot plant experiments concerned with
by the US National Science Foundation the semicontinuous emulsion copolymeri-
and the National Council for Science and zation of vinyl acetate and dibutyl
Technology of Romania. The chairmen maleate. The various reaction paramet-
were Prof. J.C. Salamone (University of ers were investigated.
Lowell, MA) and Dr. V. Dobrescu Ten papers on miscellaneous topics
(Research Institute for Chemistry were also presented. Seven of these
[ICECHIM], Romania). were from Jassy, five from the well-

known Petru Porii Institute of Macromo-
Romanian Papers lecular Chemistry (PPIMC) , and two from

The Romanian papers were interest- the Polytechnic Institute of Jassy
ing, not only in their own right but (PIJ). Dr. A. Caraculacu (PPIMC) dis-
because they reflected the current areas cussed the influence of dibenzyl struc-
of polymer. research and development in tures derived from the 4, 4 diisocyanate
Romania. The work itself was of a on the properties of polyurethanes,
considerably higher quality than that polyureas, polyimides, and polyparabanic
presented at the first seminar, which acid. The most interesting observation
the author also attended. was that liquid crystal properties could

Three of the Romanian papers, all be obtained with the polyurethanes when . . .
from the Chemical Research Institute in the crystalline block frequencies were
Bucharest, were concerned with elasto- suitably regulated. Dr. V. Barboiu
mers. Dr. E. Badea discussed the (PPIME) described the preparation of
modification of diene rubbers. Antioxi- copolymers of various acrylates and
dants were prepared which contained methacrylates which had donor and
thiol groups. These were found to add acceptor groups substituted into them.
readily to the double bonds of the diene Examples were carbazole and anthracene
rubbers. The resulting rubbers had good as donors and dinitrophenol and dinitro-
antioxidant properties, less than the benzoate as acceptor groups. The
equivalent of added material over the intramolecular charge transfer complexes
short term, but much better for long- appear to induce a certain ordering in .- -
term use.due to the lack of volatility, the copolymers, which also exhibit.. .

Dr. R. Bordeianu reported work on the limited photoconductive properties.
halogenation of polybutadiene with Dr. A. Carpov (PPIMC) presented a
iodine chloride and bromine in tetrahy- summary of his well-known work on the
drofuran. The resulting glassy polymers synthesis of polymers containing quater-
were grafted with polystyryl lithium and nary ammonium groups. Methods of
a number of other reagents. Gels were preparation included both substitution
formed in every case. Dr. V. Gruber and addition reactions via chloromethy- .. -.

described the modification of cis 1, 4 lation and vinyl pyridine polymers and
polyisoprene by the addition of the copolymers. Dr. I. Negulescu (PPIMC)
nitroso derivative Ph-NH-Ph-NO. The reviewed the present state of knowledge
green strength was increased by a free of the isomerism of polyacetylene,
radical modest crosslinking reaction. polyphenyl acetylene and poly 8 ethynyl
Natural rubber responded better than naphthalene, including the activation i_2 -

synthetic rubber to the treatment, energies. Very few new results were
Three papers were essentially presented. Dr. M. Bruma (PPIMC) pre- -..-.-.

concerned with emulsion and suspension sented some results of the synthesis of . -
polymerization. Dr. M.M. Marinescu a number of heterocyclic polyimides. .- .
(Central Institute of Chemistry, Bucha- These contained oxadiazole, benzoxazi-
rest) presented some results concerned none and benzthiazole units. The
with the polymerization of acrylamide in thermal and hydrolytic stabilities of ._
an inverse emulsion system of water and the various polyimides were studied.
white spirits. The molecular weights Both were often found to be superior to

%' %
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the fully aromatic polyimides. Dr. V. interpretation was based on changes in
Bulacocschi (PIJ) prepared a number of the molecular chain packing, and the
condensation polymers with cycloaliphat- transition was found to lower with
ic units in the chain. Trans cyclopro- increasing pressure.
pane and cyclobutane dicarboxylic acids
were used for the syntheses. Some gave US Papers
an indication of having liquid crystal Twelve US scientists attended, all %
properties and were interesting as of welv Uesent iss a n al
potentially thermostable and photoreac- whom presented papers. Prof. 0. Vogl
tive polymers. Dr. B.G. Simiorescu (Polytechnic Institute of New York) -

spoke on "New Polymeric Structures";
plasma-induced polymeri- Prof. V. Stannett (US Office of Naval

zation and copolymerization. The method
Research, London) on "Recent Work on

used, high frequency discharge in the Grafting to Cellulose"; Dr. E.J. Vanden-
gas phase with liquid monomer below, U on
gave extremely high (about 80 million) berg (Arizona State University) on

molecular weights; an example is a "Polyethers with Reactive Side Chains";molcuar eihts a exmpe i a Prof. J.C. Salamone (Unjiversity of"''.
methyl methacrylate-styrene copolymer. Lowell, MA) on "Polymerization of
The polymers were all soluble; water- Loel MA on Plyriaon fIon-Pair Comonomers"; Dr. P.F. Boettcher
soluble polymers might be of interest (Du Pont, Wilmington, DE) on "Recent
for secondary oil recovery and the Progress in the Preparation of Function- .
immobilization of enzymes.

The remaining four papers were all al Methacrylate Polymers"; Prof. W.
from the Chemical Research Institute at Daly (Louisiana State University) on the
BurthCest. Dr.M. Iecu esied a "Modification of Condensation Polymers";Bucharest.Prof. J.A. Moore (Rensselaer Polytechnic'
some improved catalytic systems for the Isiue o "Vin segou r NulehicInstitute) on "Vinylogous Nucleophillic ;
oxidative coupling of 2, 6 dimethylpoxidati coupling ofre 2e 6 deyls Substitution--A Route to New Polymers";
phenol. These were based on the classi- Prof. S.C. Israel (University of Lowell,
cal CuCl 2- aliphatic amine complexes MA) on "The Characterization of Polymers

with new ligands which weaken the metal by Direct Pyrolysis--Chemical Ionization
halogen bond, using the principle of the Mass Spectrometry"; Prof. R.M.
so-called trans effect. The highest Ottenbrite (Virginia Commonwealth
reaction rates were given by complexes University) on the "Biological Activity
having Cu-S bonds. Dr. 0. Bufei dis- of Polycarboxylic Acids"; Prof. T. St.
cussed the development of some catalytic Pierre (University Of Alabama, Birming-
polymers based on the polycondensation ham) on the "Synthesis of Novel Polya-
of chloranil and piperazine, respective- mines and Some of Their Properties"; Dr.
ly, with benzidene. These could then be A.L. Brode (Union Carbide Corporation,
chelated with inorganic salts such as Bound Brook, NJ) on "Phenolics--Non-
palladium and copper dichlorides. Their classical Routes to Solid and Liquid
catalytic activity was tested for the Binders"; and Prof. C.L. McCormick
hydrogenation of styrene to ethyl (University of Southern Mississippi) on
benzene. Good conversions were obtain- "Polymers for Enhanced Oil Recovery."
ed; the activity was found to be a The US papers were well received and
function of their thermal stability, engendered considerable discussion.

Dr. M. Dimonie spoke on the ring
opening polymerization of the cycloole-
fins using the catalytic system epi-
chlorhydrin-tungsten hexachloride, WCl6 . 10/28/83

The ring was found to open next to the
double bond, and olefin complexation
with the transition metal had a decisive
influence. The study was mainly devoted CLIMATOLO Y
to the mechanism and has been extended
to the tricomponent system WCl6, alumi-

num triisobutyl and epichlorhydrin or STATISTICAL CLIMATOLOGY
chloranil. Dr. V. Dobrescu presented
some new evidence for the liquid-liquid by Bruce Hayden and D.R. Barr. Dr.
transition in polymers--polyethylene and Hayden is Professor of Environmental
polypropylene are being studied in Sciences at the University of Virginia,
detail. The viscosity-temperature Charlottesville. Dr. Barr is Professor
curves showed clear -vidence of such a of Statistics and Operations Research at
transition; x-ray diffraction, heat the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
capacity and melt density were also used CA.to support the viscosity evidence. The

8
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The Second International Meeting on Madden has estiwated variances of

Statistical Climatology was held near January mean temperature (c, 2) and the
a

Lisbon, Portugal, from 26 to 30 Septem- expected January climate noise (o 2) for
ber 1983. The purposes ot the meeting n

were to bring together climatologists, the ncrthern hemisphere north cf 201N.

meteorologists, statisticians, and other He suggested that the ratic Ga -/n
2

scientists involved in climatology; to could serve as an index of January
discuss current research in these areas; temperature predictability. As a
and to review the nature of the problems general rule, this measure uf predicta-
of interest and statistical methods that bility is greatest along coastal margins
might be useful in attacking them, and least ini the continental iituriors.

The program for the meeting was The regions of greatest preeictabilit}
dividea into 17 sessicns on 14 different also coincide with dominant storm tracks
topics; a "lead paper" was given at the of the middle and high latitudes. While
beginning of each session, followed by Madden's paper was the only one that -

several contributed papers. About 80 directly addressed the concept of
papers were presented to over 100 predictability, conference participants
attendees from about 30 countries, quickly grasped the ideas and suggested
Primary sponsors of the meeting were the thti igtsre asa ude n
World Meteorological Organization, the funding proposed prediction research and

US National Science Foundation, and the in evaluating suggested prediction research and

US Office of Naval Research; a number of schemes.
scientific societies and academies were The approach using the signal-to-
involved as cosponsors. Prof. Allan H. noise ratio has been applied only to the
Murphy (Oregon State University) was monthly time scale. The lower climatic
chairman of the crganizing committee. noise at seasonal alijd longer scales,

Statistical methods have played an however, suggests the potential for
important role in climate research, in prediction at these scales. Iti con-
analyses of meteorological and climato- trast, the time scale between extended
logical data, and in applications of weather forecasts (up to 14 days) and
climate information. Areas in which the monthly forecast seems to offer the
statistical methods are makirg signifi- least prospect of detecting a climate
cant contributions include: signal amid the weather-related noise.

Successes and Failures. Nigel
" Analysis and modeling of climatoiogi- Nicholls (Australian Numerical fjeteorc-

cal data logy Research Center, Melbourne, Austra-
" Spatial and temporal variability in lia) reviewed the current state cf the

meteorological elements on climato- art of statistical climate prediction. . - -

logical time scales While his review was largely restricted - -

" Climate prediction to work on the tropics and the southern
" Detection of changes in real or hemisphere, his earlier papers attest to

simulated climates his generally pessimistic view of the
9 Climate impacts and applications ot success and value of existing prediction

climate information, schemes.
Only three papers discussed predic-

Climate Prediction tiun methods and evaluated the forecasts

About half-way through the confer- on independent data. It is noteworthy ".

ence the statisticians asked the clima- that one of these papers was offered by

tologists, "What is the fundamental scientists from the National Meterologi-

scientific question you are trying to cal Center of the People's Republic ot

solve?" Allan Murphy responded, "The "hina. They applied a threshold autore-

number-one problem is climate predic- g,:essive mndel (TAR) to the problem of

tions." Within the context of climate monthly precipitation prediction using

prediction, most conference papers fell past precipitation and northern hemi-

into one of three categories: climate sphere kinetic energy at 500 millibars

predictability, successes and failures, (mb) . Basically nonlinear time series

and the value of predictions. were linearized in selected time seg-

Climate Predictability. The ments, and extrapolations to the future

theoretical basis for assessing the were made. Tests for only 5 months were

predictability of climate is the concept reported, so it is not possible to place
of the signal-to-noise ratio. Dr. statistical confidence in the reported
Roland Madden of the National Center for success.
Atmospheric Research (NCAR, Boulder, CO) Bartholy and Kaba (Central Metero-
reviewed the question of climate pre- logical Institute, Hungary) reported on
dictability in the lead paper for the their operational model for monthly
first session on climate prediction. temperature and precipitation forecasts

9
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based on persistenceE in a 500-mb height well under critical post-examinatios by
field. For above and below the mean [people] other than those who presented
types oi forecasts from 1961 tc 1970, the evidence."
they reported correct scores of 70 to 80 Hans von Stcrch and Erich Roeckner ' 9
percent for temperature and 70 percent (University of Hamburg, Federal Republic
for precipitation. Given the verifica- of Germany) evaluated January simula-
tion sample size (N = 10) and a p = 0.05 tions using their GCM and compared the
significance level, further verification results with observations. They con-
is needed before corfidece in their eluded that "all zonally averaged model-
method wculd be justified. gnerated quantities are significantly

The third fcrecasting toethcd was different trom observations." It seems
reported by Bruce Hayden (University of clear that current GCMs cannot predict
Virginia). Seasonal temperatures (Octc- climates with any skill. It is expected
ber-November-December and January-Feb- that model adjustments will permit the .4k.

ruary-March) were forecast and verified product to be not only realistic but
for the independent period 1960-80 for accurate. Such an adjustment is a first
18 stations in the eastern US. The step in the model calibration process.
forecasting method relies on reported Once it can be bhown that a GCM correct-
seasor-to-season persistences in the ly "forecasts" current earth climates, a
first four empirical orthogonal func- second point of calibration will be
tions of cyclone frequencies over required before confidence can be placed
eastern and western North America. in the products of GCM models that focus
Average autumn (77.8 percent) and winter on future conditions.
(80.4) forecast skills were reported. GCMs produce hundreds of thousands
With 21 years of forecast trials, a of climate estimates or predictions; but
score of 71 percent would be significant the models are expensive, and they are
at the 0.05 level, run only a few times, so the sample

While the monthly and seasonal sizes are small. Both Liverzy and von
forecasts issued by the US National Storch detailed this problem and sug- . -
Weather Service's Climate Analysis gested that the number of quantities
Center were rot reported on, they also forecast must he reduced and the number
rely on 500-mb high anomalies and analog of GCM runs increased; otherwise, the
configurations. In the session on climate signal will not be detected in
climate prediction, five papers focused the model's noise. Progress in this L
cn the variability of the 500-mb pres- area is essential before GCM experiment
sure surface and its correlations with results, such as those concerning CO 2
surface monthly temperature and precipi- doubling, can be important inputs for
tation. It is generally believed that related public policy decisions.
anomalies from the mean circulation at Prediction Value. To date, climate
500 mb evolve more slowly than the prediction models of only modest skill
surface weather pattern and so may be a have been achieved. The question is,
key to near-term climate prediction. then, what level of skill is needed if

In the long-term (decades and the prediction is to have value. Dr.
longer) prediction problem, general Roman Krzysztofowicz (University of
circulation models (GCMs) are viewed Virginia) presented the lead paper on
with some optimism. These models the use and value of climate forecasts.
attempt to use known physical principles Krzysztofowicz finds that a probabilist-
with the planetary atmosphere divided ic forecast of even low but positive
vertically into several layers, and forecast skill ma be of real value if
horizontally into 100 by 100 latitude the user makes many decisions, the
and longitude grid cells. The quality forecaster quantifies his uncertainties,
of the product of these models was and the user optimizes decisions against
questioned during the conference, a background of historical climatologi-

In his lead paper for the session cal distrkbutions.

on detecting climate changes, Robert Zhurovsky (Agrophysical Research

Livezey (Climate Analysis Center, Institute, Leningrad, USSR) showed that

National Weather Service, National in the absence of. forecasts, climate

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admini- information in a decision-theory context

stration [NOAA]) observed that "sub- can optimize economic strategies by
stantive climate signals in GCM experi- usg clmtoial dtrbios-.' [
ments often will not be credibly detect- rather than the simple mean statistics.

ed--or worse, sampling fluctuations will Allan Murphy used a decision-analytic
be misrepresented as signals." The approach to the information-value
question of CO2 doubling, he noted, "is problem and concluded that forecasts

similar to the US National Weather
largely based on empirical- and model- Service long-range forecast may have
related evidence that has not held up real value if the user optimizes his

10
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decision-making process with respect to M.M. Siddiqui, M.W. Haurwitz, and R.
the uncertainties of the forecast. Biondini, all of Colorado State Univer- "

The papers relating to decision sity. They described two new statisti-
theoretic applications clearly showed cal methods for analyzing time series
that climatclogical distributions, based havitig characteristics of almost-period-
on either existing data cr torecast ic functions. The first method is a 1-
data, are mcie important than just their high-resolution frequency analysis
low-order moments. There was substan- (HRFA) which has been applied to series
tial interest iii models to fit rainfall composed of known periodic signals with
distributions (12 papers) and wind superposed random noise. It was report-
directiou and intensity data (thrue ed that the technique provides informa- -. -
papers) , reflecting the realization of tion that would be missed by autocorre-
the value or climatological data. lation and fast Fourier transform "
Bydrologists preceded the climatologists methods. The second technique brier and
in appl'iag decision theoretic cuncepts his colleagues reported was concerned
in optimization of their products, and with analysis and prediction of time
this was reflected in the number of series responding in a nonlinear fashion
papers on the topic which were presented to multiple periodic forcings of speci-
by statistical hydrologists. fied periods (which might be known a

priori or estimated usincr HRFA)
Statistical Applications Applications to real and simulated data

We mention here a few papers that suggest these methods are more robust
had statistical emphasis and that were than the usual autoregressive schemes,
especially interesting. Ote instance of with less danger of over-fitting.
fruitful collaboration between a statis- Several examples of applications of the N- b

tician and an cceenographer was reported techniques to analyses and predictions
by Professors Iognaid G.O Muirch~artaigh of geophysical and climatic time series
and Edward C. Mcnahan (University were reported.
College, Galway, Ireland) in their Prof. George Tiao (University of
paper, "Aspects of Cceanic %hitecap Chicago) described models he has devel-
Coverage Dependence on Wind Speed: oped to investigate whether ozone in the
Hetercscedasticity in the Data, and the upper atmosphere has decreased signifi- %
Estimation of the Beaufort Velocity." cantly since about 1970. He was con-
There is a need fcr a precise expression cerned with ozone carried by chemical
relating the oceanic whitecap coverage, reactions with hydrofluorocarbons
W, and the 10-m-elevation wind speed, U. formerly used in aerosol and refrigerant
Such a relationship would facilitate applications. Tiao used time series
estimation of wind speed Zrom remote models with a trend term; using variance
measurement of whitecap coverage with components considerations, he tested the
satellite instruments, for example. significance oi the hypothesis that the
Expressions for the U-dependence of W trend was not negative. The conclusion
are almost always in the form of a was that there is not strong evidence of -- -

simple power law, such as W = U But worldwide decreases ii ozone levels, ,
it is recognized there is a wind speed although with proper adjustment for
below which whitecapping does not occur, other factors, such as volcanic dust,
called the Beaufort velocity, U8. There data from some locations suggest there

has been some decrease.
has been some controversy about the
value of U (estimates range from about Comments

3 m/s up to about 7 m/s) . 0 Muirchear- A significant proportion of the
taigh and Monahan reported the results papers concerned applications of well-
of their rather extensive efforts to fit known statistical methods to climatolog-

ical data. Some of the analyses seemed
the law W=aU -U8 , including estimation to constitute trying numerous approaches

of Us, using several available data in search of "statistical relation-
ships." There were many reports of

sets. They found evidence of heterosce- analyses of data sets using regression,
dasticity in these data, which they correlation analyses, principcl compo-
incorporated into their estimators. nents, and various time series proce-
They ultimately used a weighted least dures. Even though there was a lot of
squares approach to obtain estimates of talk about collaborative efforts between
U in the range 3.8 to 4.0 m/s. climatologists and statisticians, it was

The paper "High-resolution Fre- apparent that quite a few climatologists
quency Analysis and Applications to the do their own statistical work. In a
Prediction of Almost-periodic Functions" discipline as young as modern climato-
was presented by Professors G.W. Brier, logy, one can expect a period of

............................................ .. .. ...
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searching for, and developing, appropri- and implemented in the same lgcl-lik-.
ate statistical methods. Indeed, just procedural language used for access tc
as in psychology and economics, it may the syster. It permits integer and
well be that researchers will develop a rational arithmetics with unlimited
set of statistical methods especially precisicn, manipulation of polynomials,
suited to climatology--Climrato-metrics? rational and elementary functions, and
10etstatistics? It certainly does appear differentiation. Also, "pattern match-
that close collaboration between clima- ing" techniques proveo useful for adding
tologists end statisticians will be new rules for specific applications.
beneficial to both groups--and, of REDUCE is available on many ccmputers
course, ultimately to the population at the size of the IBM 370/148.
large.

Robot Kinematics
An industrial robot ma be describ-

ed as a chain of n+1 links interconnect-
ed by n joints. Only joints with a

10/5/8. single degree of freedom (rotational or
translational) are considered, since a
nmulti-degree-of-freedom joint can be

a split into a combination of rotational
COMPUTER or prismatic (sliding) joints.

SCIENCES A coordinate frame Ri is attached
to the end cf link i, and the orienta-

A CODE FOR GENERATING DYNAMIC MODELS OF tion is related to the type of joint at
ROBOTS the end of the link and to the position

and shape oi the link. Where frames oi
by J.F. Blackburn. Dr. Blackburn is the reference are chosen arbitrarily,
Liaison Scientist for Computer Science appropriate rules must be appliec in
in Europe and the Middle East for the order to simplify the automatic manipu-
Office of Naval Research's London Branch lation of DYMIR and to make the model
Office. He is on leave until September less complex.
1984 -from the National Academy of The displacement of link i relative '.
Sciences, where he is Executive Direc- to link i-l is given by the i joint
tor, Computer Science Board. variable qi. In the case of transla-

tional joints, qi is the perpendicular

The Dipartimento di Informatica e distance Ti between the X-axis of frames

Sistemistica of the University of Rome R and R'. For rotational joints, it
has developed a program for generating a is the angle e. between the X-axes of
model of industrial robots in symbolic ,
form (Cesareo et al., 1983). The code, the same frames. Coordinates of two
called DYMIR, derives the equations of adjacent frames are related by: (1) the
motion of robots, considered as a chain distance, di, between the Z-axes; (2)
of rigiU bodies connected by suitable the angle, ui, between the projections
single-degree-of-freedom joints. The
code can be run on a variety of large of the Z-axes onto the plane perpendicu-
computers, is transparent to the user, lar to the common normal; (3) the
permits the calculation of dynamical distance, Ti; and (4) the angle, ei . In
models with up to 12 degrees of freedom, order to perform transformations relat-

aa tk ino ccount elasticity an
transmission losses at joints. ing frame R to frame R -

, a 4x4 matrix
Ai is employed, where:

Systems for Symbolic and Algebraic
Manipulation xi_ 1  xi

The choice of a Lagrangian formal- Yi- "
ism and symbolic computation for gener-
ating the model led to an analysis of ziI Al Znd
existing symbolic and algebraic manipu-
lation systems. Among others, REDUCE
and SCRATCHPAD were considered. Since cose i -sineicoso i sineisini aicos8 i
SCRATCHPAD is an internal IBM language, ' .'.
is not portable, and requires more core sine i cseicos i  i a sine i
memory and processing time than REDUCE, Ai - 0 sina i  Cosa. I I
the preferred system which was imple- - -- ,--
mented was REDUCE. It is based on LISP 0 0 0 1 7
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The transpose C of a 3x3 submatrix The input data differ for basic and

of A gives the pure rotation from Ri -1  rigid. In the basic version, only the .mechanical data of the arms are consid-

to Ri and is useful when computing ered; in the rigid version, the mechani-
velocities of the chain in a recursive cal data of the actuators are also
way. considered. In the elastic version of ...

A 4x4 matrix W based on A per- DYMIR, mechanical input data are those
forms the coordinate transformation in the rigid version plus the elastic

between R' and R frames so that constants. The output uses the same -"
format and symbols as in the other two

W1 = 1  versions, but refers to the elastic
model. "'" J

The DYMIR program uses symbolic
W = A i=2,3,.. .n. algebraic manipulation to compute the

dynamical equations of open spatial " -
Thus the position of the end point mechanical chains. It allows the user

of the manipulator relative to the frame to compute these dynamical equations for
R0  is given by the first three rows of systems with up to 12 degrees of free- " -
the last column of Wn. dom, taking into account, if required,The equatolmn wc ge t elasticity and transmission losses atThe equation which gives the joints.

coordinates of the manipulator end-point Specifically, the equations of
relative to an inertial frame expressed Speciicallythe eqaons of
in terms of generalized coordinates is into account are given by fjont tke
usually called a kinematic model. The i ov
mathematics of determining dynamic B (q )Ne + f (qeq) + e (q) = m
models of rigid body chains is discussed e e e e e e e e e
by Cesareo et al. (1983).

The basic version of DYMIR refers where: the subscript e denotes that the
to a robot only as a simple kinematic terms are related to the case of
chain considering rigid joints. The elastic joints
behavior of motor and gear boxes is not q is the vector of joint variables
accounted for. However, the basic e
version is useful as a first approxima- qe is the time derivative of q
tion in the study of a robot for synthe- e is the time derivative of'

sis and control. evee
DYMIR consists of 10 modules; each Be (qe) is the inertia matrix

performs a particular computation needed f (qe ) is the vector containing

in the dynamic model. In the basic e e. -
DYMIR, the inertia of the rotor is centrifugal and coriolis terms
considered part of the inertia of the e (q ) is the vector defining potential
arm to which it is linked. In order to e e

avoid taking into account the effect of terms (e.g., gravity)

the rotors in data input, a modified me
version of DYMIR must be used. Kinemat- forces.
ic data (and inertia) of the rotors are
entered separately from those of the The effect of elastic forces at each, 'i. .
arm, and the gear ratio, n of each joint is taken into account by adding .-' N
gear box is inserted. 1 the elastic potential energy:

A new module of DYMIR was designed "2
to perform these computations; however, K (q - qe/ni odd i
the use of the code with this improved e ei+l - 1

version is the same as for the basic where KI is the elastic constant com-
version. e

The basic and rigid versions of puted at the output, and 1/n. is the
DYMIR discussed above are valid when transmission coefficient of the g box-

elasticity may be neglected. Joint in the joint i. o

elasticity for certain types of gear The DYMIR program computes the
boxes can be incorporated in thE nze compe the

Lagrange equations as a set of conserva- ero com(qnend f tq e mitrs
tive forces. Each joint is then split e e e e e e e
into the rotor of the motor and the of the symbols on which they depend
output of the gear box, which is through algebraic manipulation of those
attached to the arm. This is the symbols. (An appendix with sample output
elastic version. If transmission losses is provided in Cesareo et al., 1983.)
at gear boxes cannot be neglected, the Thus the user has a model of the robot
elastic model can be modified, he wishes to control.

13
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Reference These factors have motivated the
Cesareo, G., Nicolo, F., Nicosia, S., Japanese to begin their Fifth Generation

DYMIR: A Code for Generating Computer project, which will include re-
Dynamic Model of Robots, RAP. 02.83 search and development in VLSI technol-
(Universita degli Studi di Roma, ogy, distributed processing, software
Dipartimento di Informatica e engineering, knowledge engineering, " 9
Sistemistica, Via Eudossiana 18, artificial intelligence, and pattern
00184). information processing.

Focus of the Japanese Proet"
During he 1983 Fifth Generation10131183 World Conference--held in London from 27

through 29 September--Kazuhiro Fuchi and
Kunio Murakami ot the Institute for New

JAPAN'S FIFTH GENERATION COMPUTER Generation Computer Technology (ICOT)
PROJECT: PROGRESS AND ASSESSMENT gave a progress report on Japan's Fifth

Generation Computer Project. During the
by J.F. Blackburn. same conference Edward Feigenbaum,

Professor of Computer Science and
Director of the Heuristic Programming

Society in the 1990s will expect Project at Stanford University, gave a
improved performance from information personal assessment of the project.
technology and will require more advanc- According to Fuchi, the idea behind
ed and higher-level functions than are the Fifth Generation Computer Systems
available today. For example, there (FGCS) is to develop an expert system.
will be demands for use of more varied The basic task for the 1990s will be
media, easy-to-use computers, and higher knowledge information processing. The
software productivity; in addition, Japanese hope that this project will
information technology will have to be encourage other countries to undertake
applied to new areas. To meet these similar programs.
needs, there must be a review and In hardware, it will be necessary %
evaluation of the design philosophy of to use natural communication capabili-
current computer technology. Conven- ties, such as the use of natural lan-
tional computers are relatively guage. Logic programming will need to
straightforward in hardware design, and be used (ESN 37-10/11:400 [1983]). A
they depend heavily on software to fundamental question is whether current
provide an efficient processing system. machine designs with improvements will
They are mainly designed for numerical be able to meet these needs. The
processing carried out sequentially. answer, in the opinion of the Japanese,
The pursuit of high speed and large is that a new approach is needed,
memory capacity has led to enormous including new devices and a different
computer systems. machine architecture. The key will be

Several factors now have to be logic programming.
considered: A further question to be considered

is whether to use classical programming
1 Hardware costs have been or relational data-base programming.

substantially reduced through very large However, in logic programming these two
scale integration (VLSI), and computer systems can be brought together. Logic
systems can use as much hardware as programming is a kind of functional
required. programming. If logic programming is Ln;"

2. A new architecture for parallel adopted as the machine language of the
processing is required because device new system, then a high-level architec-
speed has approached the limit for ture will be required. Fuchi said many
sequential processing. Americans don't like logic programming.

3. Two-dimensional VLSI chips are It was emphasized that FGCS is not
designed today with the aid of super- a VLSI project. Although progress is
computers. Three-dimensional chips expected in this area, other projects in
would give a better ratio of price to Japan will continue to carry on such
performance but would require far research.
greater computing power for design.

4. Current computer technology Software and Architecture
lacks the basic functions for non-numer- Murakami discussed the program to
ical processing of speech, text, graph- support software development and the
ics, and patterns, and for artificial architecture of the machines. The
intelligence--including inference, asso- relational data-base machine will be
ciation, and learning. Such functions called Delta; the sequential inference
should be developed, machine will be referred to as PSI.

14
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It is expected that a language like The basic software system will
Prolog will be directly executed on the contain software modules for the follow-
PSI machine. Inferences will be per- ing purposes: (1) problem solving and
formed based on stored information, inference, (2) knowledge-based manage-
These considerations will lead to the ment, (3) intelligent interface, and (4)
technology and design of the FGCS intelligent programming.
machines. A pilot model prototype sequential

The parallel inference machine inference machine (SIM) for development
(PIM) and the knowledge-based machine of software for the FGCS will be made.
are the nucleus of the FGCS hardware. It will be produced by improving a
During the initial stage of the software selected languaqe (probably Prolog)
support system, an evaluation will be suitable for inference, and by modifying
made of the basic inference module existing machine architecture.
configuration, which includes the Research in the initial stage of
following: FGCS is based on version 0 kernel

language, an extension of Prolog.

1. A parallel-type inference basic Specification of this language was
mechanism to manage the parallel execu- completed in 1982. Version 0 serves as

tion of inference operations. the machine language of the SIM, and is
. Atentatively used for program description

2.in software development. Version 0 was
execute inference operations and rapidly developent pesing, asd
determinedeveloped for sequential processing, and3.en st at ype manother version--called version 1 kernel3. An abstract-data-type mechanism lagaesfoprlelrcsin.I-'-

to consolidate detailed inference language-is for parallel processing. I t
operionsointo several groups and is a logic programming language based onoperations o by gro experience with version 0 and with new
control them by group. functions added.

Figure 1 shows how the SIM and the
The parallel-type inference basic relational data base machine (RDBM) will

mechanism, data flow mechanism, and be connected to each other and to their
abstract-data-type mechanism individual- data bases. Figure 2 gives the func-
ly consist of functional submodules. tional distribution between the two. --
Initially, prototypes of these submo- As mentioned earlier, the relation-
dules will be constructed and then al data-base machine is called Delta.
combined to make a prototype module of Its basic architecture consists of the
the three functional mechanisms, following:
Prototype simulators for experimental
operation will be built to simulate 1. A dedicated engine based on a
module configurations, using different sorting-by-merging algorithm for "heavy" . .4
numbers and combinations of submodules. relational operations--such as Join,
The simulators will be used to determine used to combine tables based on data
the optimum configuration of the modules value.
for the three functional mechanisms, and 2. A stream interface between the
of the inference basic module that will dedicated engine and the hierarchical
compris; these submodules. memory.

Prototype software will be devel- 3. An internal scheme suitable for
oped for evaluation and examination of a dedicated engine and a stream inter-
the VLSI convertibility of the circuit face.
composition of each submodule designed.
It will be used for data gathering and
evaluation for integrating in VLSIs.

Also during the initial stage of
development, an evaluation will be made
of the configuration of the knowledge- SIM
based module, which includes the follow- PROLOG
ing: gna

1. A basic knowledge-based mechan- ' el Plan,
ism to provide overall management of the 

fat -- rat

execution of knowledge-based operations.
2. A parallel-type relation and

knowledge operation mechanism to provide RDBM
speedy knowledge accumulation, retriev- " "'"
al, updating, and data conversion.

3. A relational data-base mechan-
ism to provide large capacity knowledge
accumulation, storage, and management. Figure 1. SIM and the RDBM.
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Figure 4 shows the hardware config-
uration of PSI, the sequential inference

k W hfKD machine. PSI has a cycle time of 200 ns-- and a cache memory access time of 200 .
ns. Its performance is expected to be

iulal.. I 120,000 tol100,000 logical inferences per
(MaupuuSi$tu Isecond; its memory capacity will be

________ _ 2 million to 16 million 40-bit words.

Assessment of the Japanese ProgramWNWrd Pre 
Prof. Feigenbaum's assessment of

Japan's FGCS was based on a trip made to
Japan during July and August 1983. He

pw found that progress at ICOT was steady.
He rated the learning phase as better

ESEUII than usual; progress toward a knowledge-

based machine was better than he had %
Figure 2. Functional distribution expected. He said that there was solid
between SIM and RDBM. progress on sequential processing.

Four of the 40 ICOT people are
working on parallel architecture and az"

4. A large-capacity hierarchical concentrating on VLSI and software. No
memory with nonvolatilized integrated research is being done on applications,
circuit memory. and very little is being done in expert

systems at this stage.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of It is expected that the budget for

Delta. The hierarchical memory will ICOT will hold steady. Mitsubishi has
have a moving head disk of 10 to 20 been chosen to build the first inference
gigabytes and a silicone disk of 16 to machine in 1984. Cooperation between
128 megabytes. Its functions will participating Japanese companies and
include stream generation, data cluster- ICOT is close. The number of staff
ing, memory resource management, data members devoted to FGCS within the

* recovery, and high-bandwidth data companies is growing rapidly. There are
transfer. 100 people working on FGCS in the two

Some architectural features of the laboratories of the Electrical Communi-
Delta system are: (1) high level cations Laboratory, the research arm of
machine language (Prolog-like), (2) Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public %
tagged data representation, (3) fast- Corporation.
stack access mechanism, (4) multipro- Relations between ICOT and the
cessing support, (5) compiling approach. universities is weak but cordial; "-"-'",

".,.- .~

LIA LANA e

*M I IP

LIA LAN Interface Adaptor
4 M81l Multi fts Interface

CP Control Processor
IP Interface Processor -"-
MID Maintenance Processor .... HM' 4Ml

HMCTL :Hielrrchlical Memory
Controller

Figure 3. Delta, the relational data-base machine.
.**4 .%.
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" GERMAN PLANS FOR FIFTH GENERATION

COM.PUTING SYSTEMS

by J.F. BZackburn.

At the first International Confer--
ence on Fifth-Generation Computer

Unit Systems held in Tokyo, 15 through 22

October 19 1 Japanese computer scien-
tiets announced that they had designed a
10-year research plan for developing

Common 1/o s (IKE79S6) prototypes of new computer systems which
will be appropriate for the society of
the 1990s (see preceding article).
These high-speed systems will be very
easy to use and flexible in applica-
tions. Application programs using

Figure 4. Hardware configuration of sophisticated techniques cf artificial
PSI. intelligence will f nable natural lan- ....

guage comprehension by the machine and
automatic translation from one language

research groups under the supervision of to another. The architecture of the
professors are working on FGCS. Also, hardware will consist of communicating
the relation between ICOT and the machines--each specializing in a partic-
Electrotechnology Laboratory--part of ular function, such as handling rela-
the Ministry of International Trade and tional data bases and performing logical
Industry--is considered cordial but inference. Each machine will be a
weak. collection of processors working in

A second world conference on FGCS parallel to perform a job very effi-
is scheduled for November 1984. The ciently. Performance of up to 10,000
meeting will serve as a forum to review times that of today's fastest machines
progress at ICOT and will include is envisioned.
demonstrations and invited papers. It At the Fifth Generation World
is expected to be a culmination of the Conference (London, 27 through 29
first stage of the development process. September 1983), Peter "aulefs (Univer-

The prospects for international sity of Kaiserslautern) gave a report on
cooperation in the project depend on German work dealing with fifth-genera-
what is meant by the term "cooperation." tion computing systems. Even though .-
The Japanese are issuing English lan- there is no total plan corresponding :. %.
guage reports on their work and fre- directly to Japan's, Germany does have
quently invite foreign visitors to programs which are directly related to
Japan. In addition, the Japanese parts of the Japanese program.
occasionally visit American and other
foreign laboratories for discussion. Current Activities
However, genuine collaboration is Germany is doing work in a wide
improbable, if not impossible, because range of artificial intelligence areas,
of geographical distance, cultural including expert systems, natural
differences, and language barriers. One language, robotic vision, man-machine
purpose of the program is to teach interface, deduction, programming
Japanese technologists to innovate, but environment, and machine architecture.
the program also represents intense The program in expert systems is 2
economic competitiveness. So even years old. Projects are under way at
though the problems are most challeng- the University of Kaiserslautern;
ing, international cooperation will not Fraunhofer Gesellschatt at Karlsruhe,
happen. Stuttgart, and Berlin; and Battelle

The Japanese people love technol- Institute at Frankfurt; four companies
ogy; they view the FGCS project with also have projects: Nixdorf, Siemens,
great enthusiasm but with an element of Scientific Control Systems (SCS, Ham-
skepticism as well--because there is burg), and Krupp-Atlas.
some doubt about its total success. Work in expert systems at Kaisers-

lautern includes knowledge-based program
construction, diagnosis (medical and
other), and computer aided design.

10/13/83 Specifically, work is under way on
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integrating software development, The Technical University of Berlin
theorem proving, machine architecture has a machine architecture program to
for distributed sybtems, and expert develop by 1988 a fifth generation com-
systems in medicine. Geselischaft fur puter system expected to perform 100
Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD) million floating point operations per
is working with Kaiserslautern on the second. ""-

"*". above projects. Battelle has a program Ftr Pai'-'[%in fault diagnosis it) automobiles. Ftr ln ''
in.faultvdagnoisanies automobile eStarting in 1984, the government's * .

*Several companies have started
artificial intelligence groups for Department for Research and Industry

a will start a German research and devel-expert systems; the focus for the groups will sta ra n knowledgeved
is on developing prototypes. Included opment program on knowledge-based
are Siemans, Nixdorf, Triumph, SCS, and systems.

* Krupp-Atlas. Also, the Universities of Karlsruhe

Research work in natural languages and Saarbrucken, and Deutsche For-
is being done at the Universities of schungsgemeinschaft (DFG) will begin as H burg nern at the wnieri sok long-range (10 to 15 year) research."Hamburg and erlin. At Hamburg the work program in, artificial intelligetce. " -

• concerns development of a system which prog i aifi ialintllige
will converse with the user. At Berlin, (DFG is the German equivalent of the
the work is on text understanding. National Science Foundation in the US).

The universities of Hamburg and Areas to be covered are expert systems

Karlsruhe are working on computer vision for diagnosis and interpretation in

projects. The following institutes also automobile factories, medicine, and
are carrying on research in'this field: possibly other areas, and for planning
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft-Institut for and construction in the building indus-

intormationsverarbeitung in Technik und try. Also included will be research in

Biologie, Karlsruhe; Forschungsinstitut man-machine interface. For the starting
Bioo serg, Karlsruhe; a phase of the lorg-range research program
fur Mustererkennung, Karlsruhe; and in 18, te bdt wll e $3.""Deutsche Forschungs-Und Versuchsanstalt in 1984, the budget will be $37.5 '"'
Dhrmillion and wil. increase as the major
fur Luft und Raumfahrt, Munich.

Hamburg University is concentrating program gets under way in 1985. The
on scene analysis using techniques for expense will be equally divided between

on seneanaysisusig tchniuesfor government and industry. There will be[' ' digitizing, edge detection, interpreta- goenntadiusr.Trewlb. [
t izon of parts, interpretation of ob- a relatively small number of projects
ects, and reference models. The work (about six); universities and industry
jcs a nc e odels. The wo will cooperate on them. The plan is to
also includes a study of the relation c er o at rad
between vision and natural language. to create a few centers of excellence.

Stuttgart University is working onhe long-range programs at the
a project called Inform; it deals with Universitiesgo K r r aserslahe

* man-machine interfaces and uses know- Universities of Karlsruhe, Kaiserslau-
ledge-based editors and knowledge-based tern, and Saarbrucken will involve as
handling of documents. The university many as 100 scientists in expert sys-

also has a project on office automation. tems, robotics vision, and artificial

Two universities--Kaiserslautern intelligence software.
and the Technical University of Berlin As is true of the Alvey Program inand he Tchnial Uiverity f Belin the UK (ESN 37-12: 447-450 [1983]) the -'"
--have programs in deduction. Kaiser- t K3 2 -] h
slautern is working on a program verifi- German program in areas related to

fifth generation computing systems willcation system to be used in nuclear fifthegeneationEcompe ingf systese willtion
power plants and railroad operation. It complement the European fifth generationprogram, ESPRIT.
is based on the use of intelligent data p
bases.
is The Technical University of Berlin
is building a hardware system to use 10/21/83
symbolic LISP language.

In the area of programming environ-
ments, the work at Siemans on Interlisp
is significant. The work is an adapta- IBM INSTITUTE '83 AT OXFORD UNIVERSITY
tion from the IBM 360/370 version
developed at Uppsala University in by J.F. BZackburn.
Sweden.

.- ? The University of Kaiserslautern is
carrying on researcii on LISP/PROLOG and Each year for the last 6 years IBM
other languages. Stuttgart University has sponsored at Oxford University a
has a project called OBTALK--similar to week-long seminar giving current and
SMALLTALK in the US. future directions in their information
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. systems. Institute '83 was held from 12 turwiiizls; each uscr Can haVL larg•-
* through 16 September 1983; it was addressdble memwcry. In fact, up tv - ".

attended by more than 300 people aitd 32,000 users cat, have appro::inmut-ly 2
covered the following topics: informa- gigabytes of memory.
tion systems management, the end user, The question of a system's ea-E cf '.
industry, large systems, intermediate use by people who are not data-process-
systems, data systems, and ccmmunica- ioy proiecssionol is beconina more and
tions. wore important. A major problem is

This article c.ncentrates on the scheduling access to extcrral data. 1r
sessions dealing with large systems, the past, th various job control
office systems, computer aided engineer- languages and methods of assessing data
ing, and communications, presented difficulties for the nonpro- L

fessicnal. The user needed to track and
, Software Architecture for Larc-. Systems locate external data, understand it, and
* David Norris gave a very good be able to plan and predict its changes;

lecture on software architecture for this required an expert. However, the
large systems. The trend is toward MVS has a resource management syste. 
higher performance in millions of which gives heuristic scheduling and
instructions per second (MIPS) . Al- greatly simplifies the data accessing
though IB14. generally has not competed procedures.
for the very largest systems in terms of In an integrated data-base s;ysttm,

. MIPS, they have System 3084Q rated at 27 the question of authority to access and
- MIPS. The other two trends in large to update is an important consideration.

systems are toward corporate-wide In the past there w.re two states of
integrated data bases and accommodation authority: supervisor and program. .
of users who are not data-processing These are adequate for batch processing

* professionals. systems. However, a hierarchy of
High performance is attained authority is needed in an integrated

" through ttie use of multiple central system accessed Iram a variety of
processing units (CPUs). Systems have locations. There nust be data-base
shown an 18 percent per year increase in management, telecommunications manage-
MIPS for many years, but customers' ment, and other functions with different
needs for large systems are growing at needs and hence requiring ditferent
the rate of 30 to 40 percent. access authorities. The MVS offers a

Corporate-wide integrated data hierarchy of authorities and controlled
bases are possible because of address- sharing access.

- able data and controlled sharing capa-
bility. The new IBM operating system Relational Data Systems
called multiple virtual systems/extended Rebtona DiscuSsed rain dtarcitetue (VSXA)prvids upprtJ. Jones discused relational data
architecture (MVS/XA) provides support systems. In most enterprises today the
for multiple CPUs and addressable data. majority of data processing systems art,

In the early days of the IBM System majr at apsi systems ar-
360, introduced in 1964, the capability operational systems designed for;

to address 4 million bytes (8 bits each)
appeared adequate. However, the search 0 Stable applications that change very
for hightr speed and bigger addressable little over the years.
memory led to the concept of virtual * high transaction rates, typically
memory, introduced in the System 360/67 several thousand per day.
and continued in the System 370. This . Complex predefined data structures to
allowed 16 million bytes of directly provide the required performance.
addressable data and required 24 bits e Current data, updated in real time.

"" for the address part of an instruction.
Even 16 million bytes of directly An emerging need for timely and

addressable memory proved inadequate, accurate information to support busine-
and 31-bit addressing was made available decisions requires systems in which:
in the 3000 series of processors (e.g.,
3084) . Thus, it became possible to
directly address more than 2 gigabytes e Specific problems are solved.
(2 billion bytes) of memory. This was * Serablerflexiblit svailabl
supported by the multiple virtual system e Considerable flexibility is available

(MVS) programming system. Finally, MVS ment s.
was extended by MVS/XA through imple- mm d ia n

menting 32,768 virtual memories of 2 provided.
gigabytes each in a so-called horizontal
system arrangement.

The extended MVS system permits To meet these needs, a relational
very large networks of many thousands of model of data, in which data are viewed
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as tables, is most suitable. This by the relational data-base management %
tabular view is easy tu understand. We systems SQL/DS and DB2, and by Query
are accustomed to a tabular view uf data Management Facility (QMF), a query
in telephone directories, timetables, system for users. In SQL the user
and business reports. A user sees the specifies what is wanted, not how to get
data in two-dimensional tables con- it--it is nonprocedural. For example,
sisting of rows and columns. As an to ask the system who is employee 60 and
example, an employee table might have what does he earn, the user would enter:
four columns of data: employee number,
name, department number, and salary.
The actual manner of data storage is not Seec ame Saar
relevant to the user. He simply asks Where Empnum = 60
for the data he wants, and the data-base
management system selects the optimum
path to the data. The user would receive:

Tables in a relational data base
are related dynamically through the Name Salary
values of the information in them. Part Henderson 8000
of the power and flexibility of a
relational data-base management system SQL supports all functions expected
is this ability to relate information in a relational language, including
dynanmically and not to have it prede- joining of tables and set processing. .
fined in the data structure. If, for To give everyone in department Dll a 10-
example, we wish to know the department percent pay raise, the entry would be:
in which an employee named Sutton works,
the system uses the employee table and Update Employee
the department table. First, the Set Saly Sl 1Set Salary = Salary 1 .1
employee table gives the department Where Dept ="D11"
number in which Sutton works. This.Wer-Dp ='D"

number is matched with department number
in the department table, thus providing SQL has built-in functions and arithme-
the department's name. tic operators, allowing the user to

A relational language provides group or sort data, and to find the
operators which process sets of rows, average, minimum, maximum, and total of

- . rather than a single row at a time. A a specific column. The same language is
single relational request can be used to used to define, retrieve, and manipulate
selectively retrieve, update, or delete data.
multiple rows of a table. This is
called set processing. For example, let Computer Aided Engineering
us say that the user asks for details of Douglas Brand gave a report on
all employees working in department Dll. computer aided engineering. Typical
The systew would present the result in problems faced in engineering today are
the form of a table with all rows cor- listed in Table 1.
responding to DII, which contains infor- The total engineering cycle re-
mation about the relevant employees. quires an integrated solution (Figure

A relational language called 1). The following are substantial
Structural Query Language (SQL) is used issues that must be considered:

Table 1

Engineering Problem

* Critical skills shortage o Automatic drafting
* Design lead time * Modeling
o Quality control/scrap/rework o Design analysis and simulation
o Accommodation of new technologies/ 9 Tracking and releasing systems

materials e Numerical control
a • Engineering changes o Robotics
* Project management e Project control
e Excessive paperwork o Telecommunications

- •e Distribution of drawings o Data management
* Up-to-date information
e Interaction/dialogue between

designers/toolmaker/inspector
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2. Design drafting
a. Use of work stations

FlDESIGN b. Drafting productivity improve-II H ments
TEST c. Fewer redesigns/manutacturing

.I -. Iqueries
• I-RELEASE d. Increased flexibility/responsi--'..'-9 bilities"-" 2

""'"BUILD e. High throughput on drafting
machine changes

3. Data bases/manufacturing
Figure 1. The engineering cycle, a. Less load on print room

b. Less drawing storage areas
c. Reduced fitting/benchwork

1 . Computer aided engineering is d. Shorter floor-to-floor time
the life blood of manufacturing indus- e. Fast access to design information
tries. 4. Equipment/software support

2. High-investment technology a. Availability
requires skillful initial judgments. b. Reliability

3. Strategies must minimize risk c. Throughput
of obsolescence

extensiveeObjective monitoring in the func-4. Change requires extensive"'
4.ta n ange reqai rs tional departments should include costtrainin andeduatio, sreductions, reduced outsourcing, in-
5. There are substantial benefits creased capacity, and improved effi-

to getting things right, minimal oppor- ciency. At the corporate level return
- tunity for recovery if you get them 'iny Attecoprtelvlrtr

tuongy fon investment, competitiveness, and good
wrong. business control should be monitored.

Choice of appropriate computer-aided-
ThE estimated obsolescence hier- design computing systems can help meet

archy of the tools and information is the above monitoring objectives.
shown in Table 2. It is therefore I y s o r e
necessary that the system architecture, AB presentationwonkIBMhSystemssyte gowh at, nd apliatonA presentation on IBM Systems
system growth path, and application Network Architecture was given by Ian
software structure be compatible, McGowan and S. Mallinson. In a communi-
consistent, and serviceable. cations network, the desired character-

The following are -some key activi- istics are: (1) ability to connect any
ties that the engineering department system to any other, (2)efficient use
must carry out: (1) agree upon and sse oayohr 2 fiin s" ""mustcarr out (i)agre upo and of resources, .(3) good performance,---.
establish the business flow, (2) identi - ofrsuc, (3 godpfrmne
fy critical improvements required, (3) (4) ability to use new communications
awp spfacilities, (5) availability, (6) sup-appoint working parties to prepare an Vo -.

port for existing terminals, (7) abilitytointegrated plan, (4) handle business
reconciliation, (5) provide organiza- e to take of advantage and main terminandls, (89)
tion/staffing, and (6) provide manage-
ment, icluding accountability, monitor- speedy resolution of problems (growthien, adliing, n lwithout disruption; vendor supplied anding, and delivering,.anane) .

In the computer-aided-design Ted).department, objective monitoring shouldare numerous pressures oninluderte o tive mbusiness communications. Business has
ileh oonan increasing need for information, and

information systems must be able to
1. Design validation accommodate more users and more applica-

a. Reduced destructive testing tions. New technologies that are
b. Newer prototypes diverse and sophisticated are sometimes
c. Shorter concept design phase incompatible with existing systems.
d. Reduced weight/material/cost Furthermore, there are many internal

constraints--such as employees, skills,
and money--and external constraints,

Table 2 including legislation, competition, and
customer requirements.

Obsolescence Hierarchy IBM has taken a structured approach
to communications in its Systems Network
Architecture (SNA). The architecture of

Computer 0.5-1.5 years the system is a set of rules (formats
System software 1-2 years and protocols) specifying how products 4.
Application software 2-3 years communicate with each other. The
Application data 3-20 years implementation of the architecture is an
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SNA Functional Layers International Standards

Service Manager Application Layer " 94
Presentation Services Presentation Layer

Data Flow Control Session Layer

Transmission Control Transport Layer
Path Control Network Layer

Data Link Control Data Link Layer

Physical Control Physical Layer

Figure 2. Functional layers and international standards.

evolving set of hardware and software The architecture of SNA offers a
products. The proper strategy includes consistent structure for all types *of

. a consistent basis for network invest- communication and provides a basis for
ment. long-term investment and growth.

The fundamental purpose of SNA is:

1 . To define a set of standards
that permits: 10/21/83

* a. Continuing compatibility of -
terminals and applications

b. Access tc new technologies and EART"""ENC
functionsIEA7TH SCIENCE

c. Sharing of network resources
d. Access from any terminal to any

application NEW DATA LOGGER
e. Distribution or consolidation of

function by Robert Dolan. Dr. Dolan is the
f. Migration and- coexistence for Liaison Scientist for Geology an..

non-SNA devices Oceanography in Europe and the Middle
2. To maximize network value East for the Office of Naval Research',-

through: Branch Office. He is on leave until
a. Improved performance and availa- September 1984 from the University of

bility Virginia, Charlottesville, where he is
b. Effective operational control Professor of Environmental Sciences. *.

c. Problem determination facilities %
d. Nondisruptive growth

A team of geomorphologists at _"

The functional layers of the SNA Queens University, Belfast, has devel-
are compatible with international oped a data logger designed for hard,
standards, although the correspondence practical use in the field. Called
is not one-to-one. (Figure 2). SNA QLOG, the unit has a high-capacity
supports dial-up systems, packet- memory which can be removed easily for
switched systems, and leased lines, simple replay into the memory of a

The virtual telecommunications computer; thus, expensive decoding
access method (VTAM) operates on a host equipment is not needed. It is rugged
processor to provide a common interface and lightweight (5.5 kg) and has a long
to applications, manage user access, battery life. The unit is 300x300x175
maintain integrity and security, deter- mm (Figure 1); the logger operates
mine destination and mailing, and between -200 and +600 C. '
provide a control point for the network. QLOG records analog data as 12-bit

The Network Control Program oper- words; each datum can be one of 4096
ates on a communications controller to divisions of the analog measurement
handle time-dependent network functions, range. Up to 32 channels of data can be
control and optimize information flow, recorded, and channel identification
and handle and report physical errors. is provided with each value. Time

Ole %'
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information is also recorded automati-
cally; errors from transducer failure
can be detected easily.

QLOG uses an 8-bit, low-power
microprocessor to control its operation.
This gives a versatile logging system,
and the operator is free to design
routines of various channels and time -.-

scans. At the simplest (and cheapest)
level, such requirements are held by an
erasable, programmable, read-only memory
(EPROM) and can be altered by changing
to another EPROM with the new logging
sequence. This can be done in the
field. Each logger comes with an EPROM
containing a basic scanning sequence
that is set up according to the indivi-
dual project's requirements--e.g.,
channel 1 could be logged every 15
minutes, channels 2 through 5 every 30
minutes, and channels 6 through 10 every
38.5 minutes.

The Belfast team soon will add a
hand-held unit which can be plugged into
the logger and will allow direct access
to the system EPROM so that program
changes can be made easily in the field.

Figure 1. QLOG unit. Thus, channels can be selected and scans

Analogue (up to 32hs) QLog & Memory
Dateag&Mmr FiELD

(16. 32 or 48k bytes)

QLog _ - _.

E n I --- '

Digital (up to 8o€h) For data Input
Date and Chocking

Replacement I
memoryIiI

"-- -' " ' - '-
c eomputer er

Portable Cassette
Disc Drive

' ' ' ' ' LABORATORY

Calibration VDU".

Data conversion MPror.
statistical pr s"olg Plotter
Data display oet.

Figure 2. QLOG system.
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changed. The system can be instructed because it's not. The impact of the
to remain inactive for a period (days or continued conflict spills over to uni-
weeks) before starting to log data. The versity life in niany ways. The best
unit also can monitor what is happening students in the UK dc not find graduate
on one channel and switch on more chan- school in Northern Ireland desirable,-.
nels if a threshold of interest is and visitors are sometimes reluctant to
reached. Digital (pulse) data can also travel there.
be recorded in eight 8-bit-wide channels The geomorphologists I met at
(Figure 2), and one or more of the chan- Belfast and Coleraine have active
nels can be used as an event counter, research programs under way that have

The system appears to be very resulted in an impressive publication
flexible: it allows custom-designed record (see the references at the end of
logging sequences, and the memory this article). Julian Orford at Queen's
modules are light and compact but store University of Belfast has pulled togeth-
a lot of data. For example, if 16 er an excellent team of colleagues, and
channels are logged every hour, then a William Carter of the New University of
48K-byte memory will store data at this Ulster has several research projects un-
rate for 60 ,tys. After a full module der way in collaboration with associates
is replaced with a fresh one, the in the School of Environmental Studies.
contents of the full module can be read Orford's research, in collaboration .

into the memory of a microcomputer. The with Carter of New University (Cole-
Belfast group claims that the QLOG raine) , on gravel beaches and barriers
allows the operator full control over represents, in my opinion, an important
the microprocessor in the system, and it contribution to the coastal literature.
is thus possible to do complex logging Gravel beaches are common along the UK
tasks that are difficult with equipment coast, especially reaches with orienta-
costing several times as much. They are tions perpendicular to tetchs of high
producing a limited number of the QLOG waves. Some deposits that are over 10-w-
units at $4000 each. above sea 'level overwash periodically.

In visiting these sites on a calm day,
it was diffiLult to believe that wave"-

10/28/83 and storm surge could elevate the water
level to such heights. But the evidence
is clearly there. To the best of my

NORTHERN IRELAND 1983 knowledge there is nothing comparable
along the US coasts--unless in a remote

by Robert Dolan. area of Alaska. Consequently, Orford
and Carter's studies should add signifi-
cantly to our understanding of high-

In the January 1975 issue of ESN I energy beaches.
reported on the research atmosphere in Cuspate landforms are also common
Northern Ireland. At that time bomb- on these gravel beaches. In some k.
ings, shootings, murders, and intimida- places, as many as four sets oi cusps
tions dominated the lives of most of the occur in a distinct hierarchical pat-
people, especially those living in tern. Since all the gravel beaches are
Belfast and Londonderry. Although the in bays with rock-bounded headlands,
universities of Northern Ireland were these should be excellent sites to in-
not physically affected by the conflict, vestigate the role of trapped energy
the social and emotional atmosphere then (edge waves) in determining inshore mor-
was highly charged, hardly a healthy phology, espe- cially cusp formation and
environment for research. Some of the spacing. The embayments range in length
most productive faculty members left from a few hundred meters to several
Northern Ireland, convinced that a kilometers, and the beach morphology
settlement of the long conflict would and cusp spacing varies from bay to bay.
never be achieved. In addition to their coastal

Although a settlement still hasn't research, the geomorphologists at
been reached, and there is still vic- Belfast use geochemical methods and
lence in Northern Ireland, the overall scanning electron microscopy to explore
level of concern and anxiety is lower in fundamental questions concerning physi-
1983. I recently spent 4 days in Bel- cal and chemical weathering of sedimen-
fast and Coleraine; the contrast between tary particles. For this work, they
1974 and 1983 was remarkable--if we have a modest but well-equipped labora-
assume that the departments and faculty tory. Now their greatest concern, other
members I visited are representative, than the overall problem of cuts in _-

Rather than depression, I noted support for higher education in tne UK
optimism and enthusiasm. This is not (see ESN 37-12:490 [1983]), is the lack
to suggest that all's well in Ulster, of top-quality graduate students. Most
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of the research, including laborious Smith, B.J., and J.P. McGreevey, "ASim-
field work, is being carried out by the ulation Study of Salt Weathering in
faculty and staff themselves, which Hot Deserts," Geografiska Annaler,
restricts the scope of their research. 65 (1983).

In the Department of Civil Engi- Smith, B.J., and W.B. Whalley, "Late ,.

neering at Queen's, I again sensed a Quaternary Drift Deposits of North
good deal of optimism about the future. Central Nigeria Examined by Scann-
Their research program is healthy and ing Electron Microscopy, Catena, 8
growing. In the area of marine engi- (1981).
neering they are investigating wave , "Observations on the Composition
power (see "Progress in Wave Power" and Minerology of an Algerian Duri-
elsewhere in this issue), floating crust Complex, Geoderma, 28 (1982).
breakwaters, and harbor designs. Whalley, W.B., J.R. Marshall, and B.J.

In summary, although these are not Smith, "Origin of Desert Loess from
"normal times" in Northern Ireland, the Some Experimental Observations,"
research situation is significantly Nature, 300 (1982).
better than a decade ago.
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Poland, South Africa, Sweden, Switzer- High-density polyethylene material is
land, Turkey, and the UK, US, and USSR. used as a seal in rock hammers. In the
Support was provided by the UK Ministry laboratory tests, four polymer groupings
of Defence and the US Air Force, Army, occurred on the basis of cumulative vol-
and Navy. The conference proceedings ume loss during erosion: polyamide and "
were printed by the Royal Aircraft polyacetal copolymer materials exhibit-
Establishment (RAE) under the editorship ing leathery behavior and slow erosion
of J.E. Field, (Cavendish Laboratory, damage; related polyacetal material with
University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, glass fiber reinforcement showing ero-
Cdmbridge CB3 OHE) and N.S. Corney, sion rates almost 10 times greater;
(RAE, Farnborough, Hants.). The pro- glassy poly (amide-imide), polypropy-
ceedings may be ordered from Dr. Field. lene, polysulfone, polyethylene tere-

David Tabor opened the conference phatalate and polytetrafluoroethylene
with several comments on cavitation, materials showing appreciable erosion by
liquid impact, and solid particle ero- brittle chip removal; and polyurethane,
sion. He pointed out that more informa- polycarbonate, and polyvinylidene fluor-
tion is needed about shock waves and jet ide materials giving unsuitable catas-
formation associated with collapsing trophic failure.
bubbles as well as improved analyses of Dr. Carolyn M. (Preece) Hansson (the
long-life assessment from results of Danish Corrosion Centre, Glostrup, Den-
short-term tests. The importance of mark) and Dr. Inge L.H. Hansson (Techni-
surface roughness and coatings in pre- cal University, Lyngby, Denmark) report-
venting rain erosion has to be investi- ed on the superior cavitation erosion
gated further. Distinguishing between properties of DSP cement as a potential
corrosive and erosive effects in liquid coating material. The DSP cement is
impacts is becoming increasingly criti- made by blending 0.1-vm "microsilica" as
cal to a proper analysis of results, the space filler displacing water among
Strain rate effects and fatigue proper- 100-pm clinker particles of ordinary
ties should be correlated with solid Portland cement with the use, also, of a
particle erosion results on ductile surface-active (superplasticizer) agent.
solids, at least. There is some ques- Although three times the price of ordi- . -
tion about the local temperatures gener- nary concrete, the material is very
ated by solid particle impacts and about resistant to erosion, shows excellent
critical damage effects tied to the casting properties, and adheres to
hardness properties of the erodent. New steel.
ideas about the compaction of brittle The following researchers presented
solids might be usefully applied to papers dealing with the erosion proper-
problems with solid particle erosion, ties of metals: S. Pedersen and I.L.H.
New materials and techniques are always Hansson (Denmark) on nickel coated brass
in demand. Tabor concluded by proposing and steel; these same authors and T.F.
that the challenge in this complex sub- Pedersen on copper and type 304 austeni-
ject is to gain a fundamental under- tic stainless steel; P.A. Lush, R.J.K.
standing of the processes, coupled with Wood, and L.J. Carpanini (City Universi-
useful and reliable predictions for ty, London) on aluminum; and B.C.S. Rao
engineering applications, and D.H. Buckley (National Aeronautics

and Space Administration Lewis Research
Cavitation Center, Cleveland, OH) on aluminum,

Four sessions of the conference copper, brass, and a Ti-5AI-2.5Sn alloy.
dealt with basic studies of cavitation Inge Hansson and K.A. Mgrch (Tech-
damage and theories of erosion, testing nical University, Lyngby) developed an . A_
methods, specific erosion problems, and annular guide vane to obtain uniform and
cavitating jets. Prof. Tony Ball (De- reproducible cavitation results with vi-
partment of Metallurgy and Materials brations from an ultrasonic horn, as
Science, University of Cape Town, South standardized by the American Society for
Africa) presented a comprehensive exper- Testing and Materials in ASTM G-32. The
imental survey of laboratory results on testing method is being applied to mea-
ultrasonic vibratory cavitation erosion; suring the cavitation erosion resistance
the work was done on polymeric materials of surface coatings. A high-speed Barr
with A. Barletta. The Mining Technology and Stroud type CP 5 camera has been em-'
Laboratory of the Chamber of Mines Re- ployed to observe at 250,000 frames per -c
search- Organization of South Africa is second the formation and collapse of
supporting research at Cape Town on the clusters of cavities. M~rch (1983) has
use of pH 4 mine water for powering hy- given a theoretical description of cavi-
draulic drills, hammers, cutters, and tation collapse dynamics. M.G. Talks
conveyors in the gold mining industry. (Mining Research and Development Estab- t t
Valves, impellers, and seals in the lishment, Burton-on-Trent, UK) described
equipment are attacked by the fluid, a multistage erosion test for 60/40
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brass tips in fire-resistant water-oil spray of micron-sized droplets. Simu-

emulsions in a 20-kHz vibratory cavita- lated results were shown with computer
tion apparatus. graphics. The work has important impli-

Yoshinori Oka (Mazda Pump Mfg. Co., cations for surface cleaning and was
Japan) and Masanobu Matsumura (Hiroshima impressive in that it explains many of .
University, Japan) described experimen- the features observed in photographic
tal results for the simultaneous attack records of such phenomena. Nonetheless
of iron by cavitation and corrosion in there are many unanswered questions.
hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide Spalling is a speculation invoked. Is
solutions. M.J. Kenn (Imperial College there time for satellite drop formation?
of Science and Technology, UK) showed a What is the effect of drop size? Final-
variety of examples of extreme cavita- ly, what roles do cohesive forces play
tion damage to concrete structures aris- in splashing and'spalling, and what is
ing from severely sheared water flows, the role of surface roughness?
Although Kenn supported Carolyn P.H. Pidsley (University of Leeds,
Hansson's effort to have improved DSP UK) gave a related numerical finite
concrete material adopted for wider difference calculation of spherical
engineering uses, he pointed out that droplet impacts. The numerical method
improved design of structures was an of solution was based on codes available
important consideration for minimizing from the US Los Alamos Scientific
erosion damage, too. A.N. Kukushkin Laboratories. The analysis relates to
presented a paper with I.A. Shalobasov studies of shaped charges and penetra-
(Ministry of Power Engineering, Moscow tion mechanics. Field, J.P. Dear,
103906, USSR) on the effect of surface- P.N.H. Davies (Cavendish Laboratory) and
active agents in altering the regime of Marie FinnstrOm (University of Lule.
cavitation flow within working fluids presented experimental results of jet--
for generator pumps. The frequency ting of wedge-shaped cast water/gelatine
spectrum of pressure pulses in the wall sheets fired onto targets and observed
cavitation layer, the dispersal of bub- at a microsecond photographic framing
bles, and their collapse dynamics are rate. Shock structures and critical
affected by the surface-active agents as conditions for jetting were observed.
well, as their forming films on metal Explosive welding, shaped charges, and
surfaces to protect against corrosion, liquid impact erosion methods are hoped

The use of jet cavitation for rock to be future applications of the work. - - -
cutting was described by D.A. Summers During the discussion, the subject of
(Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research satellite drop formation came up again.
Center, University of Missouri, Rolla). Lesser suggested that the relaxation
Volume flow through the jet exit nozzle, time for satellite drop formation is on
jet velocity, and jet pressure were a nanosecond scale. However, there was
investigated. In related work, A. not general agreement on this controver-
Lichtarowicz, and P. Kay (University of sial point. These are areas that very
Nottingham, UK) obtained results compar- much need investigation in this impor- *.

ing water and hydraulic oil as cutting tant field. Among other topics that
media. K.S. Janakiram (Karnataka Power require study are the need to understand
Corporation, Bangalore, India) and B.C. the energy transfer mechanism between
Syamala" Rao (Indian Institute of Sci- the liquid and the surface and the mech-
ence, Bangalore) reported on velocity anism for surface damage during the
and frequency effects in the water impact of the liquid.
cavitation piercing of aluminum. Crack growth in ZnS due to water

droplet impacts was the subject of a -_

Liquid Impact paper by E.R. Case and A.G. Evans (Uni-
Four sessions dealt with fundamen- versity of California, Berkeley). The

tal studies, material responses, turbine temporal nature of the stress state was
erosion, and jet production. M.B. employed to predict the impact velocity
Lesser (University of Lulea, Sweden) and dependence of the depth of cracking.
J.E. Field (Cavendish Laboratory) gave a Field, S. van der Zwaag, and D. Townsend
geometrical wave theory for two-dimen- presented results on liquid droplet im-
sional (circular) liquid drop impacts on pact damage for ZnS, Ge, and Al.O 3 mate-
a rigid target at collision speeds gen- rials, especially including the effect
erating shock and release waves. The of the material grain size for ZnS.
analysis related to fast photographic Impact velocity and droplet size were
results obtained earlier at the Caven- investigated with a jet gun apparatus
dish Laboratory by Camus and Brunton. (Figure 1).
Initial jetting from the liquid surface Fracture-toughness stress intensi-
adjacent to the contact interface was ties derived for ZnS were shown to
concluded to be directed toward the follow a Hall-Petch-type inverse square

.1 target and reflected away to form a jet root of grain size dependence down to a • -
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and G.F. Schmitt (Wright-Patterson Aero-
nautical Laboratories, US) on rain ero-
sion of polyurethane as compared with
fluoroelastomer-coated glass or graphite -.

00 epoxy and quartz polyimide composite
substrates. The results here seem dif-

----------- ferent from those reported by Ball.
Applications are to aircraft leading ...

edges, radomes, antenna covers, and hel-
4" icopter rotor blades. Rain erosion of

radome materials was described in papers
by A. Campbell (Reinforced and Microwave
Plastics Group, British Aerospace, Ste-
venage); N.S. Corney and J.S. Pippett
(Materials and Structures Department,
RAE, Farnborough); and K.N. Letson (US
Army Missile Laboratory, Redstone Arsen-
al, AL). The results of whirling arm
tests of polyethersulphone, polyetheri-
mide, and polyetheretherketone thermo-

* plastics were described by Campbell and
Corney; Letson discussed rocket sled

breech reserrvr y tests of fiber reinforced polytetra-

b e fluoroethylene. The best material found
to date for high resistance to rain ero-
sion is polyetheretherketone. In this

Figure 1. Cavendish Laboratory jet gun area, as well as others in this field,
apparatus: a. chamber nozzle section; scaling and substitution are difficult.
b. 22-caliber firing mechanism. It was reported that nylon is a poor

substitute for water in resistance stud-
ies. Another key point is the matter of

grain diameter of 10 urm. Grain-size- monitoring the surface temperature of
dependent hardness measurements were the radome material during real-time -"-

reported also in connection with re- experiments.
search activities at the Royal Signal J.A. Krzyzanowski (Institute of
and Radar Establishment, Malvern, UK. Fluid Flow Machinery, Polish Academy of
Recently, Armstrong (1983) described Sciences, Gdansk) gave comprehensive
this type of grain-size dependence for design equations for erosion of steam
measurements of fracture mechanics turbine blades by droplet impacts and
stress intensity. More recent experi- presented results obtained by Z. Szpren-
ments at the Cavendish Laboratory have giel and B. Wiegle (Department of Gas
shown that hot-pressed silicon nitride Dynamics, Institute of Fluid Flow Ma- p.
material is intermediate between Al.O, chinery) and G. Beckmann (Ingenieurhoch-
which has a superior capability to with- schule Zittau, German Democratic Repub-
stand impacts, and ZnS, which is less lic [GDR]). Z. Ruml (Skoda Power Machin-
effective. The high modulus of Ge coat- ery Plant, Plzen, Czechoslovakia) pre-
ings of 1- to 3-1jm thickness prevents sented results obtained with M. Orna and
the formation of Hertzian-type ring A. Liska on erosion of 12 Cr-1.5NiMoWV
cracks. W.F. Adler (General Research steel and Ti-6al-3Sn-3Zr-2.5V turbine
Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA 93111) blade materials.
pointed out that such water-jet experi- A device for creating high-speed
ments were useful but that further com- water jets was described by R. Lovgren
plications were involved in actual dam- and G. Gustafsson (Luleg University of
age situations--for example, the shape Technology). A device for giving pas-
of the impacted surface is an important sively interrupted pulses was discussed
consideration. The key problem is that in a paper by G.L. Chahine, A.F. Conn,
no convincing evidence was provided to V.E. Johnson, Jr., and G.S. Frederick
ensure that jets would behave as drops (Tracor Hydronautics, Laurel, MD 20707).
do. Thus, there is difficulty in scal- In the first paper, jets were generated
ing to drop behavior, and in fact it from (electrode discharge) moving shock
would only be speculation as to whether waves focused by reflection within vari-
damage begins at about 300 m/s for drops ous nozzle designs. The second paper
as for jets. described an acoustically tuned, self-

C.J. Hurley (University of Dayton modulated resonating nozzle system for
Research Institute, US) reported superi- obtaining high-frequency generation of -3
or results obtained with J. Zahavi water slugs for cutting or cleaning
(Israel Institute of Metals, Technion) operations.
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Solid Particle Erosion further erosive attack. Additional pa-
About half of the ELSI VI confer- pers were by S. Hogmark and A. Hammar-

ence papers (Field and Corney, 1983) sten (Institute of Technology, Uppsala
were devoted to solid particle erosion University, Sweden) with S. Sbderberg
studies. A.V. Levy (Materials and Mo- (University of Houston, US) on the
lecular Research Division, Lawrence Ber- combined effects of corrosion and
keley Laboratory, CA 94720) presented erosion; P. Veerabhadra Rao and D.H.
eycellent scanning electron microscopy Euckley (National Aeronautics and Space
results of erosion behavior in ductile Administration Lewis Research Center,
and brittle (metal and ceramic) materi- Cleveland, OH 44135) on the effects of
als. Ductile erosion involves local ex- exposure time on erosion of components
trusion of platelet material, forging of employed for petrochemical, aircraft,
the platelets, and their eventual frac- and coal gasification uses; and D.
turing--much like "blacksnaithing"--by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf (University of Virgin-
the erodent particles. Brittle ero- ia, Charlottesville) with L.K. Ives and
sion involves the initiation of mostly A.W. Ruff (National Bureau of Standards,
Hertzian cone cracks and the chipping Washington, DC 20239) on a dislocation
away of particles isolated by the cell model description of evaluating the
cracks, subsurface stress states generated dur-

Field, in a paper with D.P. Andrews ing erosion and wear damaging processes.
and S.M. Walley, described a sandblast- Erosion of corrosion-resistant
ing erosion rig and the total range of coatings for jet engine compressors was
gas gun equipment, and high speed photo- reported by H.J. Kolkman (National Aero-
graphic cameras available within the space Laboratory [NLR], Amsterdam, The -
Cavendish Laboratory for solid-particle Netherlands). The NLR compressor test
erosion studies. A Hadland Image Con- rig 4s shown in Figure 2. Erodent is
verter (Imacon) Camera gave a photo- injected in one half of the bifurcated
graphic sequence at 5 ls per frame of nozzle so that simultaneous studies of
radial jetting of steel impacted by corrosion with anti without erosion may
steel. I.M. Hutchings (Department of be conducted. Levy described erosion
Metallurgy and Materials Science, Uni- results obtained on brittle protective
versity of Cambridge) presented work coatings with D. Boone, A. Davis, and E. . --.
with A.K. Cousens on the strong influ- Scholz (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

ence of erodent-particle shape for US). Superior properties were shown for
spherical beads, angular glass frag- finer microstructures in dense coatings
ments, and angular silicon carbide of partially stabilized zirconia ceramic
impacting on mild steel. Spherical thermal barrier coatings and silicon
particles were prone to give brittle- carbide wear-resistant coatings, as was
like erosion behavior, whereas the mentioned earlier for the ZnS liquid
angular grit promoted ductile-type impact results of Field and colleagues. I
erosion. D.J. Stephenson, J.R. Nicholls, and P. 3

In other Cambridge reports, S.M. Hancock (Cranfield Institute of Technol-
Walley and Field discussed the impact ogy, Bedford, UK) described experiments
erosion of polyethylene; S.P. Timothy on the high-temperature erosion of su-
and Hutchings described adiabatic shear peralloy gas turbine blade materials--
band effects for Ti-6AI-4V material
impacted by steel. The indication was
that such shear-band effects are in-
creasingly important for larger projec- ------- TES

-tile impacts. An interesting connection r-- -- -- Xrot Y .8K)

with the specific titanium material 1 = -i &
studied is that Armstrong, Coffey, and POLLUTNTS.

Elban (1982) have proposed that disloca-""-.-
tion pile-up avalanches are the funda- BUNE T.. ROOM

mental cause of such heating effects; SU .CHIMNEY
the plastic flow properties of titanium adnEA
are known to show a strong grain-size Z ERODENT w " n

dependence, indicating tnat dislocation COMPRESSOR

pile-ups are important. R. Brown (Mate- BU._E

rials Laboratory, University of Rhode ZZL"
Island, Kingston 02881) gave an account
of work with M. Emiliani on spherical CIE,"
silica particle impact erosion of T
Ti-6A1-4V alloy to simulate turbine
blade and vane attack by ingested sand.
A glassy protective layer first formed Figure 2. NLR compressor rig with
on the target and then was removed by incorporated erosion facility.
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particularly involving fracturing of the References
surface scale in a ductile or brittle Armstrong, R.W., "Grain Size Effects and
manner, depending on the scale thickness Their Importance to Polycrystal
(see ESN 37-7:266-271 [1983]). G.T. Mechanical Properties," I'te2,na-
Bursten, G.W. Ashley, P.I. Marshall, and tional Conference on Deformation--
R.D.K. Misra (Department of Metallurgy All Aspects, ICMS-83 (Ranchi,
"nd Materials Science, Cambridge) pre- India, 17-19 March 1983), in press.

. sented combined corrosion-erosion re- Armstrong, R.W., C.S. Coffey, and W.L.
sults obtained with a technique of moni- Elban, "Adiabatic Heating Effects
toring the electrochemical behavior of a at a Dislocation Pile-Up Ava-
scratched metal surface' lanche," Acta Metalurgica, 30

Solid particle erosion dynamics and (1982), 2111-2116.
. further applications of erosion study Field, J.E. and N.S. Corney, Erosion by

methods were described in the following Liquid and Solid Impact (Proceed-
papers: "A Computer Model for Particle ings of Sixth International Confer-

. Velocity Calculation in Erosion Test- ence, Cambridge, England, 5-8
- ing," A.J. Ninham and I.M. Hutchings September 1983).

(Cambridge); "Erosive Particle Kinemat- Mgrch, K.A., "Fundamental Aspects of the .-. -
ics in the Turbulent Combustion Boundary Dynamics of Cavitating Liquids"
Layer Contacting a Solid Wall," A.C. (Ph.D. Thesis, Technical University
Buckingham and W.J. Siekhaus (Lawrence of Denmark, 1983).
Livermore National Laboratory, CA
94550); "Improved Calculations of Parti-
cle Trajectories Around Turbine Blades,"
D. GUnes and M. MengUtUrk (Bogazici Uni-
versity, Istanbul, Turkey); "Secondary 10/31/83
Flow Effects on Erosion Damage of Tur-
bine Blades," A.F. Abdel Azim (Zagazig
University, Cairo, Egypt) and W.T.
Rouleau (Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213); "Research Advanc- PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF THE SOLID STATE:
es in Turbomachinery Exposed to Paricu- METALS AND ALLOYS
late Flow," W. Tabakoff and A. Hamed
(University of Cincinnati, OH 45221); by R.W. Armstrong.
and "Effect of Particle Size and Hard-
ness on Material Erosion in Fluidized
Beds," D.A. Woodford and R.T. Wood The 37th international meeting of
(General Electric Company, Schenectady, the Societd de Chimie Physique was held
NY 12301). at Ecole Nationale Supdrieure de Chimie

Other topics were: ash erosion in de Paris, 11, rue Pierre et Marie Curie,
coal boilers (E. Raask, Central Electri- Paris, from 19 through 23 September
city Research Laboratories, Leatherhead, 1983. Prof. P. Lacombe, President of
UK); erosion of pneumatic pipe bends (D. the organizing committee, and C. Troyan-
Mills and J.S. Mason [Thames Polytech- owsky, Secretary General, were enthusi-
nic, UK], K.N. Tong [Esso Malaytia, astic about the 60 papers presented on
.Kuala Lumpur], K. Shimoda and T. Yukawa applications of physical chemistry
*(Hitachi Research Laboratory, Chiba, principles to determining the micro-
Japan], V.K. Agarwal [Indian Institute structures and, mostly, mechanical
of Technology, New Delhi], D. Mills, and properties of metals and alloys.
J.S. Mason); erosion by solid/liquid All non-French speakers gave
slurries (C. Forse and A. Ball [Univer- invited keynote papers. Among 14
sity of Cape Town], and D.K. Shetty, invited presentations were "Adsorption

' I.G. Wright, and A.H. Clauer [Battelle Phenomena and the Strength of Polycry-
Columbus Laboratories, OH 43201]). Las- stalline Solids" (E.D. Hondros National
er impact damage of carbon/carbon compo- Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middle-
site material to simulate hypervelocity sex TWIl OLW, UK); "Surface and Environ-
erosion by water or ice particles was mental Effects in the Elastic-Plastic

* described by A. Deom, D. Devezeaux de Fracture Transitions in Metal Crystals"
Lavergne, and D.L. Balageas (Office Na- (E.D. Shchukin, V.I. Savenko, and L.A.
tional d'Etudes de Recherches Adrospati- Kochanova, Institute of Physical Chemis-
ales, 92320 Chatillon, France). P.J. try of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Schneider (Lockheed Missiles and Space Moscow); "Adsorption-Sensitive Flow and
Company, Sunnyvale, CA) described a Fracture of Solids" (A.R.C. Westwood,

* multiparticle erosion test facility Martin Marietta Laboratories, Baltimore,
designed to simulate erosion effects on MD 21227); "Adsorption of Simple Ele-
materials exposed to hypersonic flows as ments on Cubic Transition Metals" (D.
related to reentry vehicle systems. Spanjaard, Physics of Solids, University
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of Paris-South, F-91405 Orsay, and M.C. ular corrosion studies have shown
DesjonquLres, Laboratory of Ionic pitting at vanadium carbide precipitates
Microscopy, Faculty of Sciences of on dislocations. Holes form at extrin-
Rouen, 76130 Rouen); "The Role of sic dislocations along grain boundaries
Surfaces in Solid State Oxide Reactions" during the thinning of specimens for
(J. Haber, Institute of Catalysis and electron microscope examination.

* Surface Chemistry, Polish Academy of Perfect coincident site boundaries don't
Sciences, Krakdw, Poland), "Structure corrode.
and Electrical Conductivity of Grain J. Cabane (Metallurgical Labora-
Boundaries in Electronic Ceramics" (F. tory, University of St. Jdrome, Mar-
Buchy, Thomson-CSF-Corbeville); and seille) gave an invited paper on the
Recent Developments in Chemical Analy- measurement of segregation and diffusion
sis with High Spatial Resolution" (C. at grain boundaries in a variety of
Colliex, C. Jeanguillaume, and P. metals and alloys. Studies of bicry-
Trebbia, Physics of Solids, University stals show that the intergranular
of Paris-South, F-91405 Orsay). T.E. structure and segregate composition
Fischer presented "A New Model for depend sensitively on the orientation of
Oxidative Wear," co-authored with M.D. boundaries. For the case of weak
Sexton (Exxon Research and Engineering boundary attraction, segregation,
Company, Lindon, NJ). diffusion, and grain boundary properties

L. Priester (Physical Metallurgy, can be analyzed with conventional
University of Paris-South) presented the three-dimensional solid solution models.
invited paper "Influence of Atomic Bond- Strong boundary attraction is more
ing at Grain Boundaries and of Inter- complicated and better analyzed by
granular Segregation on Material Proper- comparison with two-dimensional struc-
ties." Emphasis was given to the inter- tures observed on surfaces; the interac-
disciplinary nature of the subject. The tion between atoms is akin to that
interface quality of grain boundaries between those in the three-dimensional
was compared to that of free surfaces phases at the limiting solubilities.
from a chdmical viewpoint, involving the Related presentations were given by
segregation of impurities and preferred P. Guiraldenq (Department of Metallurgy
sites for the initiation of phase and Physics of Materials, Ecole Centrale
changes. Both of these items depend on de Lyon) on percolation theory for
the "perfect" boundary structure and its intergranular diffusion; M. Biscondi
associated defects, as studied in the (Physical Metallurgy, ENSMSE, St.
discipline of solid state physics. Etienne) on diffusing atom paths across

Priester has been concerned with grain boundary interfaces and intergran-
the influence of segregAted elements at ular diffusion anisotropy relating to
grain boundaries on the presence of experimental results on zinc in aluminum
extrinsic (crystal) dislocations and, bicrystal boundaries; and Tran-Huu-Loi,
conversely, the effect of such disloca- J.P. Mornirdi, and M. Gantois (Depart-
tions on attracting impurities to ment of Metallurgical Engineering, Ecole
boundaries and initiating intergranular des Mines, Nancy) on the intergranular
phase transformations. Mechanical segregation of phosphorus in tungsten
properties, recrystallization behavior, relating to the ductile-brittle transi-
and intergranular corrosion are strongly tion temperature and fractography
influenced by these effects. Priester observations.
showed excellent transmission electron J.L. Martin (Department of Physics,
microscope results obtained at magnifi- Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
cations of about 30,000x on Fe-C alloys (EPFL, PHBI Ecublens, CH 1015, Switzer-
with Cr, Mo, or V additions (Lartigue land) reported excellent 200- and
and Priester, 1983). 1000-kV electron microscope results at

Segregation of the alloying ele- 50,000x of dislocation networks within
ments with C at grain boundaries is very Al and Al-llZn polycrystal grain bound-
much affected by the extrinsic disloca- ary interfaces and of dislocations
tions in the boundaries. Diffusion to bowing out from boundaries. Electron
the dislocation sites from the matrix, replication at 2000x showed the fanning
diffusion in the boundary interfaces, of slip bands at grain boundaries.
and diffusion along the dislocations Subgrain boundaries obstructed disloca-
themselves are all factors influencing tion motion at intermediate temperatures
the precipitation of microcarbides at where thermally activated dislocation
the dislocation sites. The strength processes operated. The need for high .

properties were to be analyzed on a local stresses prevented cross-slip--
Hall-Petch basis (Baker, 1983) particu- except at irregular points along the
larly, in terms of grain boundary subgrain boundaries. Further deforma-
structure considerations which have been tion results were reported for bicry-
described by Grabski (1982). Intergran- stals, tricrystals, and multicrystals of
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aluminum or zinc by P. Mussot, C. Rey, made on either side of the Curie temper-
and A. Zaoui (Centre National de la Re- ature and for austenite. Sulfur de-
cherche Scientitique [CNRS] , University creased the activation energy below the
of Paris-North, 93430 Villetaneuse) . A Curie temperature and increased it above
geometrical tensor description was given the Curie temperature and in austenite. @.
for the compatibility of deformations The invited paper "Interfacial
between grain6 at their boundary regions Phenomena in Fiber Composite Materials"
and of the internal stresses generated. was presented by R. Naslain, in coopera-
D. Gratias reported work with A. Thalal tion with R. Pailler (Laboratory for the
and R. Portier (Centre d'Etudes de Chemistry of Solids, CNRS, University of
Chimie Mstallurgique [CECM-CNRS], 94400 Bordeaux-I, 33405 Talence). Fibers of
Vitry) to develop a comprehensive elec- interest are SiC single crystals or
tion microscope diffraction analysis of whiskers with diameters less than 1 um,
dynamical multicrystal imaging for co- microcrystalline A1203 or SiC fibers
incident and non-coincident reflections with diameters between 5 and 20 pm, and
through lamellar bicrystals having spe- B or SiC filaments of 100- to 200-rm
cial twinning orientation relationships. width. B fibers in Ti and SiC fibers in

H.J. Grabke presented the invited Ti or Ti-6A-4V have been c. .racterized
paper "Effects of Adsorbed Carbon and by electron diffraction, Auger electron -
Sulfur on the Carburization and Graphi- spectroscopy, and secondary ion mass
tization of Fe, Ni and Fe-Ni Alloys in spectroscopy of thin sections or frac-
CH4 -H7 Atmospheres," coauthored with K. ture surfaces. Extracted fibers have
Ohla and E.M. Mueller (Max-Planck-Insti- been studied by x-ray diffraction meth-
tut fur Eisenforschung, DUsseldorf, ods. TiB and TiB 2 phases are found in
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG]). The the reaction zones surrounding the
reversible carburization of thin metal fibers. Ti5 C3 , TiC, and TiSi , occur in
foils was studied in flowing CH4 -H2  the SiC-containing Ti composites. Fiber
mixtures for the pure metals and alloys coatings and matrix alloying additions
of 10, 20, 30, or 80 percent nickel in are employed to protect against undesir-
iron using gravimetric or resistometric ed reactions--for example, B4C coatings
methods. At high carbon activities, its have been employed with Ti. The results
segregation on Ni caused surface facet- are correlated with fracture mechanics
ing which led to carbon monolayer stabi- tests and scanning electron microscope
lized (111) faces and to a striking de- (SEM) observations.
crease of the decomposition of methane R. Bonnet reported work with M.
on the surface. The adsorption of sul- Dupeux, M. Ignet, and G. Marcon (ENSEEG,
fur in the presence of H2S blocks the 38402 St. Martin d'Heres) on "Interfa-
rate controlling decomposition ot meth- cial Properties and Deformation of Ori-
ane. For carbon activities greater than ented Dual Phase Materials." Direction-
unity, graphite layers grow in an orien- ally solidified Ag-Cu and Al-Al2Cu
tation with the basal (0001) parallel to eutectic composites (McLean, 1983) and
the metal surface. Slow growth occurs superalloy nickel-base (Fe-NiAl) "mono-
epitaxially on faceted (111) surfaces of crystals" were described. The interface
Ni. Graphite islands are observed with structure of the in-situ composite was
the scanning electron microscope to grow modeled. Compression test results were
to irregular nodules in the presence of being obtained. Faceted interf, 'es were
sulfur, which retards growth on iron and obtained for the lamellar Al-AI2Cu sys-
accelerates it on nickel. The chemical tem. SEM fractrographs were shown.
kinetic rate equations were evaluated Work is being done to optimize the alloy
both for the carburization and graphiti- composition for improved strength pro-
zation results. Shchukin (USSR) propos- perties associated with coherent *Fe
ed that it should be interesting to fibers in the NiAl matrix.
connect such equilibrium studies with A. Atkinson (Atomic Energy Research
the irreversible reactions which occur Establishment, Harwell, Didcot, OXll "
at the hot tips of cutting tool steels. ORA, UK) presented the invited paper

D. Treheux (Department of Metal- "Diffusion and Related Phenomena in
lurgy and Physics of Materials, Ecole Oxides." Tracer self-diffusion, solute
Centrale de Lyon) reported on the influ- diffusion, chemical diffusion, interdif-
ence of sulfur on intergranular auto- fusion, point defect energetics, oxida-
graphic diffusion of iron in Fe-S alloys tion, and creep were discussed. Cation
containing between 10.5 and 120 ppm S. diffusivities were measured in FeO, MnO,
The segregation of sulfur on intergranu- CoO, NiO, Fe304, and Cr2 03 ; measurements
lar fracture surfaces was demonstrated, for the last two were made in 1983.
Diffusion measurements for ferromagnetic Anion diffusion measurements were
and paramagnetic ferritic iron were reported for NiO (1982)t AL2 03 (1982)
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and MgO (1983). Dopant diffusion of occurs with chromium addition; so a bal-

Cr3+, Ni2+, Co2+, Fe2+, and Mn2+ has anced amount of the alloying element is

been measured in NiO and CoO, for which used. Vanadium is present in lower-

the ions move more slowly the smaller grade fuels; it forms V 205 , which has a .

they are. A grain boundary diffusion disastrous corrosive effect on turbine

width of about one atomic distance has blades. Magnesium is added to form

% been determined for the diffusivity of Mg3V2 08 , but then MgSO is formed with
Ni in NiO. The anisotropy of boundary sulfur to give a worse corrosion prob-

lem. Sea salt is another difficulty.
diffusivity has been measured for Cr51  Creep deformation and corrosion are
in MgO. The outward diffusion of Ni intimately connected because corrosive
ions occurs along grain boundaries in penetration occurs at fissures in the
NiO during oxidation. Creep deformation creep-fractured oxide films. Solid
appears to be controlled by diffusion of particle erosion occurs also in accord-
the slowest moving ion, but the activa- ance with a ductile or brittle behavior
tion energies for creep and diffusion of the oxide films, depending on their
seem to be in greater disagreement the thickness. Alloy coatings are an active
more closely they are measured, topic of research to alleviate these

C. Monty (Physics of Materials, surface-related problems. .

CNRS, 92195 Meudon) reported on the The conference proceedings are to
"Heterodiffusion of Cation Impurities in be printed within 6 months by Elsevier
NiO and CoO." Nonstochiometric effects Scientific Publishing Company, Amster-
were investigated in Ni (lx)Q, Co ( 0x)O, dam. Papers from poster sessions will
Mn 0O, and Fe 0O. The presence of compose about 50 percent of the book,

(l-x) (lix) including written discussion collected
Cr in NiO gave an enhanced diffusivity at the posters. A number of the poster
for Co. Although appreciable scatter presentations were outstanding. J.
occurred in the measurements, it was Desseaux-Thibault, J.M. Penisson, and A.
confirmed that the activation energy for Bourret (DRF-PHS F-38041 Grenoble)
diffusion was greater for ions with showed atom imaging with Japan Electron
smaller radii. Optics Laboratory Co. (JEOL) high-reso-

Other papers dealt with the reac- lution electron microscopy of coincident
tion of crystal MoO 3 and H2S to form site grain boundaries in Mo bicrystals,
MoS. by way of conversion first to ori- oxide-decorated dislocaticn core* struc-

- entation-related MoO 2, by A. Steinbrunn, tures in Si, and ion bombardment and
C. Lattaud, H. Reteno, and J.C. Colson thermal defect clusters in Si. F.
(Labo'ratory for Research on the Reactiv- Gaillard, M. Charbonnier, A. Roche, R.
ity of Solids, Faculty of Sciences Bador, and M. Romand (University Claude
Mirande, 21004 Dijon); the effect of Bernard-Lyon I, 69622 Villeurbanne)
carbon and sulfur on the properties of described low-energy, electron-induced,
Cr2 03 and Al 2 03 formed by the oxidation x-ray spectrometry results on the
of Ni-Cr, Ni-Cr-Fe, and Fe-Cr-Al alloys, adhesive bonding of 5- to 100-nm-thick
by G. Ben Abderrazik, J. Rousselet, G. oxide films on steel or aluminum sur-
Moulin, and A.M. Huntz (Physical Metal- faces. D. Michel (Laboratory for
lurgy, University of Paris-South); the Chemical Applications of Solid State
effect of aluminum and chromium addi- Physics, CNRS, 94400 Vitry) showed I
tions to titanium on the mechanical lattice imaging of interface structures
properties of oxides formed at high in the A1203-ZrO 2 (Y20 3) eutectic system
temperatures, by A.M. Chaze, C. Coddet, for which the orientation relationships b
and G. Beranger (University of Technolo- were established:
gy, 60206 Compiegne); and the flow and (0001)A120 3 11 (001) and [i00] II
fracture mechanics properties of Al- t-Zr02

-' . bonded SiC material, by R. Moussa, F. [00] or (0001) II (110) and [1100] II
Osterstock, and G. Nouet (Laboratory of [001].
Crystallography, Chemistry and Physics J. Wach (LARIGS, CNRS, University of
of Solids, University of Caen, 14032). Nancy, 54600) presented a uni- fied

P. Hancock presented the invited atomic model description of sublimation,
* paper, coauthored with J.R. Nicholls diffusion, and melting of metal struc-

(Cranfield Institute of Technology, tures, including development of the
Bedford, UK) , on "The Industrial Chal- kinetic equations for these processes.

. lenge to High Temperature Alloys." J. Vicens, S. Lay, F. Ofterstock, G.
Whereas chromium gives both protection Nouet, and J.L. Chermant (University of
against oxidation and solid solution Caen) showed excellent transmission-
strengthening of Fe-based alloys, oppo- electron-microscopy results on disloca-
site effects are produced in Ni- and Co- tions in the grain-boundary interfaces
based alloys. Corrosion resistance is of WC deformed at temperatures in the
provided, but reduced strengthening range 1500 to 1700 0 K.
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References NATO and Company Cantieri Navali
Baker, T.N., Yield, Flow and Fracture of Riuniti of Genoa, Italy, signed a con-

Polycrystals (University of Strath- tract for a $37 million modern oceano-
clyde Conference, Applied Science graphic research ship. While member
Publishers, 1983). nations own fleets of ships, this will

Grabski, M.W., "The Effect of Grain be the first ship to be owned and oper-
Boundary Structure on the Plastic ated by NATO. The new vessel will be
Deformation of Polycrystals," in built at the Maggiano Shipyard, La
Hdtdrogeneite de Deformation et" Spezia, and when completed (in about 29
Endommagement (Colloque Bilateral months) will be operated by NATO's
Franco-Polonais, University Paris- SACLANT Anti-Submarine Warfare Research
Sud, Orsay, 1982). Centre, La Spezia.

Lartigue, S. and Priester L., "Stability When the new ship becomes opera-
of Extrinsic Grain Boundary Dislo- tional it may well be the finest oceano-
cations in Relation with Intergran- graphic research vessel in the world.
ular Segregation and Precipita- Some of the general specifications are
tion," Acta Metallurgica, 31 (1983) listed in Table 1. By virtue of its
1809-1819. size, type of construction, and endur-

McLean, M., Directionally Solidified ance it will be able to carry out ocean-
Materials for High Temperature ographic research in support of NATO in
Service (London: The Metals Soci- all areas of interest. With its present
ety, 1983). research ship (a converted cargo ship,

which is nearing the end of its useful -
life) SACLANT Centre has been restricted

111/83 to conducting most of its research in
the Mediterranean. Specifications for
the new ship call for operation at zero

OCEAN SCIENCES speed in sea state 5, full operation
under tow at sea state 6, limited opera-
tion at 7, and survival in sea state

NATO BUYS ITS FIRST SHIP--A NEW OCEANO- greater than 8.
GRAPHIC RESEARCH VESSEL Basically the new vessel is a

by Chester McKinney. Dr. Mckinney is cargo-type ship that will provide a
the Liaison Scientist for Underwater large amount of laboratory space andthel Liaison Scends fores Undergeater
Acoustics in Europe and the Middle East ample winches and cranes. A large well

for the Office of Naval Research's runs vertically through the ship. Most

London Branch Office. He is on leave of the cabins are for one person, with a

until September 1984 from The University few for two people.
of Texas at Austin, where he is Senior Navigation equipment will include
Research Scientist at Applied Research Decca Mainchain, dual channel satellite,
Laboratoriesn GPS (Global Positioning System), Loran

Lbrt e C, Transit, and Omega. There will be

extensive computer equipment, recorders,
A first for the North Atlantic and displays for both scientific work

Treaty Organization (NATO) occurred on and ship control. Ship performance
10 October 1983, when representatives of and operation will be automatically .. '.-

Table 1

Preliminary Dpsign Figures

Length overall 93 m
Molded beam 15 m
Draft, design full load, molded 4.9 m
Full load displacement 3000 MT

3
Fuel oil tankage 315 m
Fresh water tankage 100 MT minimum
Shaft power (ABS max. cont.) 2970 kW
Sustained sea speed 16.3 kn
Range at 12 kn 8000 nmi minimum '. "

Crew 30 1.-*

Scientific party 20
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Table 2 -. '. >j
Operational States

Speed
State (kn) Duration Power Supply

Quiet drift 0 1 hr on Battery
6 hr off

Semi-quiet drift 0 12 hr on Silent ship service
14 hr off Generator

Semi-quiet tow 6 12 hr on Aux. propulsion
4 hr off and silent ship

gen.
Cruise 5-16.3 continuous Main propulsion
Low speed tow 8 continuous Main propulsion
High speed tow 12 continuous Main propulsion

Table 3

Underwater-Radiated Noise Specifications

Band Levels Third Octave (dB//l uPa at im)-

State 20 Hz 100 Hz 20 kHz

Quiet drift 101 101 89
Semi-quiet drift 101 118 106
Semi-quiet tow 119 126 116
Low speed tow 131 134 122
High speed tow 144 144 132

monitored. The engine room will be quiet ship and its application in
unmanned (remotely controlled). underwater research.

A major emphasis is being placed on
making the new research platform acoust-
ically and electromagnetically quiet.
The propulsion and electric power gener-

- ating engines are all mounted on vibra- 10/18/83

.. tion-isolation pads and in sound-absorb-
*ing enclosures. The operational states

are shown in Table 2 and the underwater-
radiated noise specifications in Table OCEANEXPO/OCEANTROPIQUES 1984
3. All intakes and exhausts to the sea
are on one side of the ship, with the by Robert Dolan. Dr. Dolan is the
other being the "quiet side." Liaison Scientist for Geology and

Dr. Ralph R. Goodman, Director of Oceanography in Europe and in the Middle
SACLANT Centre, says that acquisition of East for the Office of Naval Research's
the new ship with its special features London Branch Office. He is on leave
of long range and quiet background will until Septem' i984 from the University
have a significant impact on the formu- of Virginia, where he is Professor of

. lation of the future research program of Environmental Sciences.
the centre. During the construction
phase, he will have a dedicated team to
oversee the work. At the same time, the Oceanexpo was held in Bordeaux,
research staff will be making and refin- France, from 11 through 15 October 1983.
ing specific plans for taking full ad- The meeting included a display of
vantage of the ship's capabilities. To oceanographic equipment for exploration
this end, the Centre proposes to hold an and exploitation of the seas and sympos- fop
international symposium in 1984 on the ia of invited and submittied papers.
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The last time Oceanexpo was held in PROGRESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WAVE
* Bordeaux the program attracted 223 exhi- POWER

bitors and over 9000 visitors from 90
countries--that was in 1980. This by Robert Dolan.
year's meeting must have been a disap-
pointment to the organizers because IWh e ae te i n
doubt that more than 2000 people attend- With the pause in the spiraling

' ed. By the afternoon of the second day, cost of oil and gas, the UK Department
the great exhibition hall at times seem- of Energy has lost some of its enthusi-
ed almost deserted. The manufacturing asm for research and development of wave
representatives I talked with agreed energy projects (see ESN 32-4, 33-3, and
that attendance was far below what they 34-3). Nevertheless, progress on wave
had expected. The technical program energy is being made at several institu-
was poorly attended also; the early ses- tions, including the Department of Civil
sion on the first day attracted only a Engineering at Queen's University,
dozen or so participants, and by the Belfast. During a recent visit to
third day some of the sessions had as Northern Ireland, I spent an afternoon
few as four in the audience, a real em- with the head of the department, Prof.
barrassment to the chairmen and those A.E. Long, and one of his young collea-
offering papers. One can only speculate gues who has specialized in wave energy,

S- about the reasons for this dramatic drop Dr. Trevor Whittaker.
in participation in Oceanexpo. It could The primary problems in exploita-
reflect the world economic situation, tion of wave power are the variability

* - perhaps coupled with the fact that of wave height (energy) and direction,
things may not be changing very rapidly transmission of the power from the
in the field of oce.an exploration and source to users, structural moorings,
exploitation, structural size, structural strength,

The technical program consisted of corrosion, marine growth, and cost.
simultaneous sessions (morning and The Belfast engineers are convinced that
afternoon) of six to eight papers each. their wave energy system offers excel-
Topics ranged from marine robotics, to lent prospects for selected applications
navigation and safety, to development's and that some of the most troublesome
impact on coastal ecosystems. Perhaps problems are minimized. Their wave-
by chance I selected the weakest sample energy converter uses the oscillating
of the overall program. But whatever water column principle (Figure 1). The

* -. , the reason, I found the papers far too progression of a wave past the device
general to be of technical value, or far causes a vertical motion in the water
too site-specific to be of general ap- column housed within the structure.
plicability. Several papers were essen- This in turn forces air through a
tially "canned" audiovisual presenta- special turbine coupled to a convention-
tions clearly designed for public rela- al generator, which produces the elec-
tions. The one paper that generated the trical output. A complete wave power
largest audience (still only about 50 station would consist of several lines
people) and considerable debate was pre- of these devices mounted on the seabed
sented by the head of the US delegation in about 30 m of water.
to the UN Conference on Sea Law. He To rectify an oscillating air flow,
summarized the US point of view on conventional turbines use complex
exploitation of resources on the inter- ducting and nonreturn valves which
national seabed. reduce performance and reliability. The

The overall low attendance at Belfast engineers solved this problem
Oceanexpo made it difficult to assess using the "Wells Self-Rectifying Tur-
how well the participants received the bine," which was invented by Prof. A.A.
exhibits of equipment and instruments.
The Japanese firms displayed impressive
electronic instruments. In contrast,
the USSR display seemed almost anti-
quated, at least 10 years behind the
times. The electronics in particular _-
appeared dated--with manual relays and _ A-::7
toggle switches, for example. - --7

Figure 1. Operating principle of wave
10/28/83 energy converter.

• .. .-..3,
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Wells, FRS, and patented by Queen's duces power output without the need for
University. The turbine is always the added complexity of rectifying
driven in the same direction for either valves.
direction of air flow, and the only Another feature of the turbine is
moving part is the rotor, that it is a high-speed system; its ro-

Their present design is a product tational speed is only limited when the
of years of research that have resulted blade tips approach the speed of sound.
in a better understanding of the wave- It therefore has the advantage that its
water column interaction and the design speed is appropriate for direct coupling
criteria for the Wells turbine. The to standard electrical generators.
device can be matched to various sea- The Belfast engineers are currently
state climates, and the turbine charac- investigating a wave-powered buoy for
teristic can be matched to the site the lighthouse authorities in the UK.
hydrodynamics, thus maintaining a high The product of this work to date has
power-conversion efficiency (Figure 2). been development of a small Wells
A single water-column floating buoy was turbine coupled to a 100-W generator for
considered initially; the Belfast engi- use on navigation buoys (Figure 4).
neers now believe that multi-column The first 100-W Wells turbine
structures placed on the seabed would be generator has been tested at sea during
better suited for a large-scale wave the past year for periods of up to 4
power station. These fixed structures months. Although the buoy is moored in
could be constructed and installed using a sheltered site with wave periods

-present-day technology. The difficul- between 3 and 5 seconds and low heights,
ties associated with mooring and flexi- the alternator has maintained the
ble transmission cables would then be battery charge for the navigation
eliminated. lights. Two further units are being

The Wells turbine consists of sev- prepared for installation on fully
eral symmetrical aerofoil blades arrang- instrumented buoys in order to test the
ed around a central hub, as shown in generator's performnance, and a further
Figure 3. The special feature of the eight units will be evaluated on other
turbine is that even though the cyclic buoys. "'. - i*
airflow produces an oscillating axial The Belfast team also is optimistic
force on the aerofoil blades, the tan- about larger applications. At present,
gential force on the rotor is always in the estimated cost per kilowatt-hour for -
the same direction. This induces the a Wells turbine of a larger size is
required rotation of the rotor and pro- comparable to that of a new oil-fired

power station. And with further devel-
opments already under consideration, a

10 cost of less than 7 cents per kilowatt-
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Figure 2. Device performance. Figure 3. Wells turbine.
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hour may be possible. However, the generating system would have to be
problems of transmission and maintenance coupled with a diesel generator, with
remain, the diesel supplying the "fine power"'

The size and number of units in a for uses such as radios, lights, and q
large-scale installation have not yet other essential constant power needs.
been determined, but Whittaker believes Electricity from the wave generator
that the cost of foundations and trans- would be used for "coarse power" needs,
mission emplacement can be reduced. His such as large-scale refrigeration,
investigation also has suggested that heating, seawater desalination, and
tunnels between installations would be perhaps industrial applications. In
economically feasible, which would collaboration with a group of engineers
simplify the electrical interconnection at Manchester Polytechnic and a commer-
and maintenance of the devices. cial firm, the Belfast team now has a

The Belfast engineers will con- feasibility study under way for develop-
struct a larger turbine in 1984, one ment of a 1-MW wave power unit. A I-MW
with a blade diameter of 1 m and a generator could provide energy for an
generating capacity of about 125 kW. It island community of approximately 750 to
will be a laboratory unit for further 1000 people.
testing and research. The long-term Regardless of the attractiveness of
goal is to design a system that could wave power, oil and gas today is still
supply power for a sizable island so cheap that there is really no poten-
community. The ideal island would be tial competition in the foreseeable
isolated--so that the cost of any energy future. Consequently, support in the UK
source (oil, fdr example) would be high. for further research on large-scale
And it would be within the high wave systems wil. be limited. Some engineers
energy zone of the British Isles, believe that even if oil prices doubled,
probably off the Outer Hebrides north of wave-power stations still could not
Scotland. Within this zone, waves are compete and that tidal power would be a
large enough to run a turbine at 50 better alternative energy source (see
percent capacity 70 percent of the time, ESN 37-8:312 [1983]). Consequently, the
and at nearly 90 percent capacity 50 Belfast engineers have decided to
percent of the time. Thus, the wave- concentrate their efforts for the time

being on what they term small- and
intermediate-scale units (100 W to 125
kW) for special applications, looking
into the 21st century for larger-scale
developments.

Reference
lot Whittaker, T.J.T., F.A. McPeake, and

A.G. Barr, "The Development and
Testing of a Wave-Activated Naviga-
tion Buoy With a Wells Turbine"

-Daymrk (Paper to be presented at the Third
International Symposium on Offshore
Mechanics and Arctic Engineering,
New Orleans, LA, February 1984).

Wells Turbine Unit

Detail A

chamber 10/28/83

Float Structure ...t
3-Om dia.

J' THE IAPSO SYMPOSIA AND OCEANOGRAPHY AT
" THE 18TH IUGG

by Robert E. Stevenson. Dr. Stevenson
is Scientific Liaison Officer, Office of

Tail Tube Naval Research, Scripps Institution of
O 7mda. Oceanography, La Jolla, CA.

L ---- Balast The 18th General Assembly of the
International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics (IUGG) was held in Hamburg,

Figure 4. Navigation buoy. Federal Republic of Germany, in August
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1983. This article highlights some of Sea, and the Persian Gulf--were covered
the symposia sponsored by the interna- from the points of view of mixincr, cir-
tional Association for the Physical culation as traced by tritium, and cir-
Sciences of the Ocean (IAPSO), and some culation at the very bottom. Finally, ..
of the sessions on oceanography. For two sessions looked at the North Pacific
detailed information, see the proceed- Ocean, especially at the time and space
ings, which are available from the IUGG variables of the Kuroshio, the genera-
Publications Office, 39ter Rue Gay tion of Possby waves, and the eddy
Lussac, 75005 Paris, France. fields of the Kuroshio.

The symposium convened by Christo-
IAPSO Symposia pher Mooers (Naval Postgraduate School,

The symposium on the effects of Monterey, CA) was on intermediate scales
interfacial processes opened with an of motion. Mokers drew together some
intriguing conceptual talk by John outstanding works on nonlinear inertial
Steele, director of the Woods Hole waves, internal tides, Kelvin waves gel-
Oceanographic Institution. It set the erated by transient atmospheric fronts,
pattern for all the papers. There were shear and vorticity from topographic ef-
several innovative ideas, such as S. fects, storm surges, the Malaga Eddy in
Tsunogai's question: "Is the blooming the Alboran Sea, and dynamics in shal-
of blue-Qreen algae in the Kuroshio low, marginal seas. The session chaired
induced by airborne dust?" His data are by George Creswell (Commonwealth Scien-
interesting, but it is difficult to come tific and Industrial Pesearch Organiza-
to conclusions. Dave Brooks (Texas A&M tion, Australia) was especially inter-
University) presented data and analyses esting in that several approaches were
of water motion in the Gulf of Mexico in discussed in studying the dynamics of
the wake of a hurricane. He learned warm-core eddies in the Alboran and East
that current speeds of 90 cm/s, near- Australian seas, and eddy structures in
inertial "wake," 20-i upwelling at the shallow Baltic and over the shelf
depths of 200 to 300 m, and coherent break off the California coast.
wake oscillations over the scales of the Dr. Michael Gregg (University of
current-meter array remained after the Washington) convened an extraordinarily
storm had passed. R.S. Lampitt (Insti- good symposium on small-scale motions
tute of Oceanographic Sciences, UK) and structures. The research covered
repdrted on the fate of marine snow in the spectrum--from micro-scale thermal .
the deep sea. Apparently it aggregates and salinity variability and bubbles,
quickly on the sea floor, and soon through fossil turbulence, to a variety
disappears from ocean currents. Biolog- of internal wave origins and interac-
ical activity within the surficial sedi- tions. Presentations by Murray Levine
ments results in an interesting arti- (Oregon State University) and Charles
fact: natural radioisotopes that are Eriksen (Massachusetts Institute of
"scavenged" by the snow as it falls Technology) were especially well attend-
through the water column. ed. Levine discussed the "Malaise of

The IAPSO symposium with the Upper-Ocean Internal Wave Research," and
largest number of papers was on large- as one would guess, the title alone drew
scale dynamics and circulation in the a large audience. They were not disap-... .
ocean,, convened by W.R. Holland. Some pointed, for they heard a thought-pro- .

55 presentations were expected, although yoking presentation pointing out that
only one of the nine Soviet speakers the differences in the physical process-
appeared. In the first three sessions, es between the upper (surface) and deep
the emphasis was on mesoscale turbulence (internal) wave fields are surprisingly
in the N( .th Atlantic--primarily from small, that any progress to be made
data gathered during the POLYMODE and beyond our present state of knowledge
TOURBILLON experiments. Basically, the must come from theory-driven observa-
spectrum of efforts was covered--from tions, and that the complexity of the
dynamic forecast models, Lagrangian problem has yet to be suitably addressed
studies of vorticity balance, and energy with theoretical ideas.
budgets (from the Local Dynamics Experi- Eriksen pointed out that the
ment), to the census of eddies and spectrum of the internal wave field can
isolated lenses in both the east and be radically modified by both ocean
west North Atlantic Ocean. currents and seafloor topography. The

Another set of sessions in Hol- modifications involve chanqes in wave
land's symposium addressed the mean, number or frequency, as well as energy
wind-driven circulation of the North density of the Fourier components.
Atlantic, its variability, and the Eriksen also showed how internal waves
influence of the mid-ocean ridge and influence ocean circulation.
seamounts on the general flow. Inland The new president of IAPSO, Gunther
seas--such as the Mediterranean, the Red Krause (Kiel, Federal Republic of
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Germany), convened a symposium on the following: "Ship and Satellite Chloro- -
oceanography of the North and Baltic phyll Observations in Gulf-Stream Warm-
seas. Most of the papers were on the core Ring 82-B," by Karen Baker, Ray
Baltic; the variability of currents, Smith, Otis Brown, Jim Brown, and R. .
appropriate models, and the character- Evans (US); "Optical, Physical, Biologi-
istics of "macroturbulence" (mesoscale) cal, and Chemical Structures Mid-lati-
were discussed. Kullenberg pointed out tude Northeast Pacific Ocean, October-
that the temperature and salinity November, 1982," by Jim Mueller (Naval
changes imply an "oceanization" of the Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA);
Baltic, but man's interference has "Phytoplankton Dynamics and Optical
clearly resulted in measurable and det- Properties," by Dale Kiefer (University
rimental differences in the 20th centu- of Southern California); "Maximum Ef-
ry. An interesting discussion on hori- fects of Sunlight Focusing Under a Dis-
zontal macroturbulence was presented by turbal Sea Surface," by Jerzy Dera and
A. Jankowski and Z. Catewics (Poland) D. Stromski (Poland); and Ron Zaneveld's
from data gathered from a set of buoys overview of ODEX.
with current meters in the southern Bal- " m l u i te
tic. Values near shore were two orders "Chemiconvene ith atr. "
of magnitude larger than those in the Column," convened by S. Krishnaswami

(India), was an extremely popular
open symposium. The opening paper by R.

A symposium on oceanographic ad- Chesselet (France) on "Chemistry of
vances from new technologies was conven- Marine Suspended Matter and the Trace-
ed by R.E. Stevenson (US Office of Naval Element Cycle" set the tone. It was
Research [ONR]/Scripps). It was orga- clear that fine particles (smaller than
nized into three-session groups: one, 5 um) remain suspended for 100 years or
chaired by Neil R. Andersen (Intergov- more--embedded, in many cases, in
ernmental Oceanographic Commission/ particular dynamic ocean features,
National Science Foundation), on new such as fronts or eddies. Anthropo-
knowledge in chemical oceanography; the genic inputs are but a few percent
second, chaired by Peter Worcester of the natural ocean fluxes--except
(Scripps), on recent advances in acoust- for lead. Cycles of trace metals,
ic tomography; and the third, chaired by cadmium, zinc, nickel, and copper
the convener, on space oceanography from are internally self-sustained in the
data gathered by manned and unmanned ocean.
spacecraft. Both Gene Traganza (Naval Details of organic compounds in the
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA) and deep-ocean water column, from sediment-
Jan Duinker (The Netherlands) gave trap experiments, were discussed by John
thought-prcvoking papers, and the entire Farrington (Woods Hole Oceanographic In-
session on acoustic tomography lent real stitution); he showed contrasts with
excitement to the potential of that data from shallow waters that were des-
"remote-sensing" technique. Michael cribed by Victor Smetacek (Kiel, Federal
Parke (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) , A.D. Republic of Germany). The organic pro-
Kirwan, Jr. (University of South Flor- ducts are vastly different, primarily
ida), and M. Janopaul (Environmental because of the great variation in time
Research Laboratory/National Oceano- and distance from the basic source:
graphic and Atmospheric Administration) surface-layer plankton.
showed the tremendous breadth of oceano- Ted Wu (California Institute of "
graphy that is coming from both space Technology) put together a symposium on
and earth-borne remote sensing. From tsunami wave propagation; there were &. -
all the presentations in this symposium several papers of note, especially from
it is easily seen that oceanographers the Japanese contributors. T. Kajiura
around the world are readily taking ad- (University of Tokyo, Japan) opened the
vantage of new technologies to probe the program with a paper on the beach runup
unknown--especially the mesoscale ocean, of transient waves. He noted that fric-

Ray Smith (University of Californ- tion can be expressed simply by a single
ia, Santa Barbara) put together five relation to two easily determined rati-
sessions on marine optics of the upper os. When the slope is steep and the
ocean. A lot of work has been done in time scale of the solitary is small, the
this field over the past 4 years, effect of friction is minor. Turn the
especially from data gathered by the ratio around, and friction becomes sig-
coastal zone color scanner (CZCS) from nificant. Hisashi Miyoshi (Tokyo Fish-
the NIMBUS-7 satellite, and by the eries) described the energy convergenceOptical Dynamics Experiment (ODEX); the of tsunamis approaching an island. He

work is funded by ONR and led by Ron pointed out that a gentle island slope
Zaneveld (Oregon State University). can converge all the wave's energy and
There were several exceptional reports. can, therefore sharply direct the
Particularly good, I thought, were the tsunami wave.
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Oceanography models, global and otherwise; the ef-
In oceanography, there were nine fects of oceans on monsoons, and vice

interdisciplinary symposia: "Geodetic versa; the interannual variability of
Features of the Ocean Surface and Their local, regional, and global winds, and
Implications," "Hot Spots and Mantle the influence of such variations on the
Plumes," "Remote Sensing for Climate oceans; examinations of the current El
Studies," "Sea-Ice Margins," "Low-Lati- Nifio, with some intriguing data from the
tude Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Circula- western Pacific; fluctuations and varia-
tion," "Ridge Crest Hydrothermal Activ- bility in the troposphere. A session on
ity and the Chemistry of Sea Water," the equatorial Atlantic permitted known
"The Ocean and the CO Climate Re- equatorial processes to be brought to-2
sponse," "Oceanic and Atmospheric Boun- gether and new directions to be suggest-

dary Layers," and "Coastal and Near ed in analysis, modeling, and event

Shore Zone Processes." recognition.
The first two sessions on geodetic Ridge-crest thermal activitv and

features were basically composed of re- the associated chemistry of the sur-
ports on the results of satellite alti- rounding seawater has become of increas-
metry--mainly SEASAT. Several excellent ing interest as the use of deep submer-

papers clearly showed that orbiting ra- sibles permits precise sampling of the

dar altimeters provide data essential to areas in question. Work has been done
our knowledge of the geoid, topographic primarily in the Atlantic and parts of
features of the seafloor and mesoscale the East Pacific spreading centers, so
ocean variability. The next four ses most of the papers covered these stud-
sions covered specific geodetic ques- ies. A particularly interesting paper
tions in both concept and geography-- by researchers from the University of
e.g., gravimetry of the South Atlantic, Edinburgh dealt with the metalliferous
and the M, model of global ocean tides, sediments of the Semail ophiolite, Oman,

formed at a late cretaceous spreading
The symposium on hot spots was outer; although ancient collapsed "sino-

successful. Extremely interesting data bers" could be identified, it was shown
and modeling of the complicated, hot- that they differed from the domes on the
spotted Pacific were presented--along Galapagos Ridge.
with some apparently comparable ancient "Oceanic and Atmospheric Boundary
remnants (China and Africa), information Layers" brought together in one sympos- "
on episodic, globally synchronous ium models, measurements, and the varia-
discharges, and deep-mantle-plumes. tions of response in the atmosphere and

"Remote Sensing for Climate Stud- the upper mixed layer. Furthermore, the
ies" attracted a large audience through- scales of interest did not cover the
out its six sessions; those attending spectrum, but were confined to the
heard about ways that satellite data can microscale and mesoscale, where the
be used to answer questions about cli- actions of importance really lie anyway.
mate. There were studies of aerosols, .. -
atmospheric moisture, ozone, clouds,
snow, soil moisture, and radioactive 10/17/83
flux measurements. In short, research-
ers discussed many parameters that seem
to influence climate and that can be OPERATIONS
remotely sensed. RESEARCH

d "Sea-Ice Margins" included two
sessions on ocean processes and model- NEW DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
ing, two on sea-ice processes, one on
meteorological processes, and one on by D.R. Parr. Dr. Barr is Professor of
remote sensing and sea-ice processes. Statistics and Operations Research at
The last session was particularly inter- the NavaZ Postgraduate School, Monterey,

" esting in that marginal ice zones cover- CA.
ed by the various active and passive
microwave sensors on the SEASAT and Many military situations seem to be
NIMBUS-7 satellites were studied. It is characterized by multiple objectives in
clear that microwave sensors on future the face of fuzzy data. The US Army has . . .
spacecraft (the Space Shuttle, NROSS, been supporting a German research pro-
ERS-l, and TOPEX) can provide data es- gram exomining the performance of deci-
sential to an understanding of the sion support systems (DSS) dealing with
marginal ice zone. such situations, according to Dr. i .. 1

The symposium on low-latitude George Sokol, Chief of the Communica-
coupled ocean/atmosphere circulation tions Engineering and Computer Science
dealt with teleconnections, both lati- Branch, Army Research, Development and
tudinal and longitudinal; a variety of Standardization Group (UK) (USARDSG).
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Prof. H.-J. Zimmermann (Aachen Institute min (FAC + (YR) (FHYR) (Loss.) x,
of Technology, Federal Republic of Ger- •1"1
many) and several of his-associates have where: FAC. is the flyaway cost of
recently developed a working DSS des- aircraft i,
cribed as an efficient algorithm for YR is the operating time under ., -
fuzzy linear programming with multiple steady state conditions,
objectives. (For a definition and dis- FHYR is the planned flying time,
cussion of fuzzy set applications, see and
ESN 36-8:180-182 [1982].) Loss i is the expected peacetime

The system has been installed on a 1

Cyber 175 computer, and there are now "

plans to exercise the algorithm by solv- The performance goal is to maximize
ing various typical military problems. the total payload (sum over aircraft of
To demonstrate the workability of the external payloads the aircraft can
DSS, Zimmermann is looking for applica- carry). The resulting problem is
tions to actual military problems which modeled by Zimmermann and his associates

. may be amenable to modeling as fuzzy as a fuzzy multi-objective linear
lingar programs with multiple objec- programming problem. The fuzziness in
tives. Interested readers are invited this model accommodates flexibility in
to submit representative problems they the constraints and objectives. The
believe might be suitable for exercises, objective functions may be fuzzy, for
Such problems should be submitted example, because the performance goals
through USARDSG, at the following to be maximized might be nondichotomous
address: expressions, or the cost goals might

involve preferred levels and tradeoffsCieComuiaineadCmue

Science which contradict "crisp" minimization.

US Army European Research Office Such problems, which in many actual
P.O. Box 65 applications will be of much higherP.O. Box 65 dimensionality, can be solved by theFPO NY 09510. .- '
FPO NY 09510. Aachen system, acccrding to Zimmermann.
To illustrate a problem Zimmermann

believes is amenable to this approach,
let us consider one for which a solution 1015183
has already been attempted on the Aachen ilk.-m-c system. The problem concerns capital
budgeting of military aircraft expendi- pHysICS
tures; it has been adapted from B.W. PHYSICS

' Taylor III et al., "An Integer Goal Pro-
gramming Model for Determining Military CHANNELING RESEARCH IN SWITZERLAND

* Aircraft Expenditures," Journal of the
Operational Research Society, 34 (1983), by David Mosher. Dr. Mosher is the

379-390. The decision variables are the Liaison Scientist for Physics in Europe
numbers x. of different types of air and the Middle East for the Office of

i Naval Research's London Branch Office.
craft to be acquired; multiple goals and He is on reassignment until July 1984
constraints reflect the weapon system's from the Naval Research Laboratory,
effectiveness, cost, and performance. Washington, DC, where he is Supervisory
Effectiveness constraints reflecting Research Physicist.

-- requirements to destroy at least speci-
fied numbers of enemy air and surface DpcS targets may be paraphrased as follows: During the past year, activities at

taret my e prahrse asfolos: CERN--the European Organization for
. The total air-to-air loss exchange Nuclear Research--have made headlines

ratio for all aircraft must be at with the discovery of a family of
least as large as the total number of subatomic particles called intermediate
air targets one wants to destroy; vector bosons. These particles carry

9 The total air-to-surface 'loss ex- the weak nuclear force just as photons
change ratio for all aircraft must be carry the electromagnetic force, as

" at least as large as the number of predicted by the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg
surface targets one wants to destroy; theory unifying the two forces. The

9 A fighter force is to be procured three theorists won a Nobel prize for
that will be sufficient to reduce the their efforts, and the experimental

* enemy's air and surface forces to a discovery will probably receive next
given level within a specified period year's prize. The vector bosons were
of time. discovered in collision experiments at

The cost goal is to minimize the total 540 GeV between oppositely rotating
flyaway cost, proton and antiproton beams on the Super

Proton Synchrotron (SPS).
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Although the most visible, these increases (ESN 37-10/11:419 [1983]).
collider experiments represent only a Technological limitations prevent
small part of CERN's program to under- construction of wigglers with periods
stand elementary particles and their much below 1 cm, so radiation is limited
interactions with matter. For many to below about 100 keV for the highest
experiments, proton beams are extracted energy accelerators dedicated as syn-
from the SPS or the 28-GeV Proton chrotron radiation sources. Thus, it
Synchrotron (PS) and are directed to has not been possible to conduct a wide

... fixed targets. The secondary beams of range of experiments requiring higher
various particles produced in the target energy pthotons.
are sorted and guided by electrostatic Channeling
and magnetic fields to a number of High-energy charged particles
experimental areas. In one of the PS incident on crystals experience strong
experimental areas, radiation associated electrostatic steering forces when the
with channeling of positrons and elec- incidence angle to close-packed crystal-
trons in crystals is studied with a view line directions is small. These forces
toward development of coherent gamma-ray guide the particles between adjacent
experient on te similarly configured crystal planes and cause them to oscil-
experiment on the ring accelerator at late in the tranverse direction. The
the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research particles undergo correlated small-angle
(SIN, Villigen), channeling of positrons scatterin from atomic nuclei. For
,produced by the radioactive scte o larger angles of incidence, particles

muons is used to yield crystal are stochastically scattered across
information in group-IV semiconductors, crystal planes. Channeled orbits are
Research in these programs is described shown schematically in Figure 1 for
here. positive and negative particles.

The channeling effect has been
Background extensively studied for heavy particles

In the PS experiment, an Aarhus- and can be understood using a classical
CERN-Strasbourg collaboration has been ori ca derto sn G las1974)-.. orbit description (Gemmel, 1974).
studying channeling effects in silicon Interestingly, the classical treatment
and germanium crystals. The photon holds for high-energy positrons and
radiation from 1- to 10-GeV electrons electrons as well because the large
and. positrons channeled along crystal relativistic factor provides an effec-
axes and planes has been investigated in tive large mass. Just as in a wiggler
detail. This experiment is of particu- magnet, the oscillations of channeled
lar interest because it investigates electrons and positrons cause these
coherent radiation with a wiggler light particles to emit polarized
structure operating in a very different radiation in a forward-directed cone.
regime from those of magnetic insertion The difference is the small periodicity
devices and free electron lasers (FELs). length of the crystal lattice spacing

The last decade has seen the which leads to high photon energies.
emergence of high-quality photon sources Coupled with gigaelectronvolt particle
for condensed-matter physics, material this spacing can result in
structure, and chemistry based on efficient generation of channeling
synchrotron radiation from electron radiation in the form of about one
storage rings (ESN 36-12:345 [1982]). gamma-ray photon per incident lepton.
During 'the last few years, synchrotron: ' Since channeled electrons and positrons "=
radiation has been enhanced at short see different electric fields, their
wavelengths (into the x-ray regime) by channeled radiations are expected to be
the use of wiggler magnets inserted into different. For electrons, an enhance-
the ring. Similar structures contained d ent o eluctris ansev e w
within optical cavities form the bases.
for FELs. The wiggler provides a
periodic magnetic field which causes
electrons to oscillate transverse to the _______________

propagation direction. The oscillations
produce a forward-directed cone of p-' tive
electromagnetic radiation called brems-
strahlung. At certain photon energies,
the contributions from each wiggle in
the electron orbit can add coherently to
produce enhanced, monoenergetic radia- "cle
tion. As one might expect, the emission 7Z"-
wavelength decreases (i.e., photon /
energy increases) as the wiggler pl y[e
period decreases and as electron energy Figure 1. Channel orbits.
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. a broad spectral peak. For positrons, a radiation (emitted only by superluminal
dramatic increase in intensity is seen charged particles) is used to trigger
at sharper distinct spectral peaks. The data storage. Wire detectors in front
spectra can be understood by averaging of and behind the silicon crystal
over the orbits of channeled particles determine the position and angle of
with different transverse energies and positrons which enter it. Emerging
angles of incidence, channel radiation photons are reduced in

The orbits of channeled particles energy by pair production in CdTl
depend on the arrangement of scattering targets, and the total energy of the
nuclei in the crystal lattice. Thus, by transmitted photon plus electron-posi-
measuring the angular distribution of tron pairs is measured in a large NaTl
particles which exit the crystal, one detector. The total signal determines
can acquire information about crystal the energy of the channel radiation
structure in a fashion analogous to photon. Only events for which the pairs
x-ray diffraction. Recent experiments produce a signal in a scintillator

- at SIN have employed the decay of backing the CdTl are recorded.
* low-energy muons embedded in crystals as Figure 2 summarizes channeling

a source of positrons. The angular radiation spectral data for positrons of
distribution of the emerging channeled different momenta incident along the
positrons gives information about the [110] plane of a 100-im-thick Si crys-
crystal structure and the bonding sites tal. The spectra are normalized to that
of charged muons in the lattice. Since of incoherent bremsstrahlung expected
muons are heavy cousins of electrons from an amorphous target of the same
(they are leptons not mesons), the thickness. The figure therefore shows
manner in which they bond provides other the enhancement due to coherent effects
information about the electronic struc- as a function of emitted photon energy,
ture of the crystal. E. The inserts show the variation of

radiation intensity in the first peak as
The CERN Experiment a function of angle to the [110] plane.

I reviewed CERN's work with S.P. Angles are normalized to T the maximum .. ,
M-.ler, a member of the research team. p
Following peimary sftudes h te. incident angle for channeling (about 0.1nFollowing preliminary studies of the mrad for gigaelectronvolt positrons andchanneling of 5- to 50-GeV electrons andparticle
positrons using an SPS secondary beam
(Atkinson et al., 1982), the research energy).
program has continued on PS for the 1- The data show a distribution of

to 10-GeV regime. The emphasis of the equally spaced peaks. This harmonic *.-

current program is to develop channeling structure is most easily understood as

radiation as a monoenergetic source of the distribution of quantum mechanical
gamma rays. Thus, positrons are of energy states, expected from the nearly

harmonic motion of positrons in the
greatest interest because of their trnvse pa. Th coepndg
narrow peaked spectra. Positrons and
positive pi mesons are produced by spectra of channeled electrons do show a
collision of the PS proton beam with a large enhancement (about 20 for thef io th momentum range shown in Figure 2) , but

Bending and focusing magnets are because they move in a highly anharmonic

used to select positrons with a well- potential, radiation is broadly distri-
defined momentum out of the shower of buted over photon energy.deftine mentm pots odu the erThe solid curves show the predic-
particles and photons produced in the tion of classical orbit theory using a
target. Since only a small fraction of tial bi wh siulas

5potential distribution which simulates.
the 105 positrons produced in each PS the actual one more accurately than does
burst are momentum-selected and trans- a s4mple harmonic distribution (Ellison
mitted through the beam line for analy- et al., 1982). Overall agreement
sis, channeled particles and their between measurements and the theory is
photons are discriminated and character- good, especially at higher energies.
ized individually with a sophisticated Discrepancies can be understood in terms
array of detectors coupled to a data of neglected incoherent scattering and
acquisition computer. Only data from particle dechanneling effects. A major
events in which channeled positrons triumph of the theory is the ability to
produce forward-directed gamma rays are explain why the peak structure is
stored in the computer. unexpectedly sharp in the 5- to 20-GeV/c

One detector element which triggers momentum range in the presence of a
data storage is a chamber filled with a transverse energy spread. This new
few atmospheres of He gas. The index of understanding of anharmonic effects
refraction of the gas is such that only suggests the possibility of developing
positrons have a velocity greater than monoenergetic gamma ray sources in the

%' light in the medium. Thus, Cherenkov 10- to 100-MeV energy range by choosing
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Figure 2. Channeling radiation spectral data.

different crystals and planar direc- the 10- to 30-MeV range would be
tions. For projectile energies in the emitted.
5-GeV range, the photon energy is nearly
independent of incident angle within?. P Applications of Channeling
Thus, thick crystals can be used without In addition to providing a radia--
regard to multiple scattering effects to tion probe for nuclear structure analog-
obtain high gamma-ray efficiency. For ous to synchrotron radiation for atomic

* each 5-GeV/c positron incident on a structure, the channeling effect has
2-mm-thick Si crystal, about 1 photon in other applications that are under
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Figure 3. a. Positron channeling pattern; b. x-ray diffraction pattern.

investigation. One intriguing idea is muons come to rest. To date, the
to channel particles through curved experiments have revealed the sites of
paths using elastically bent crystals. +
Experiments in Dubna, USSR, have demon- hydrogen-like muonium (p e-) states in

strated bending of 8-GeV/c protons the group-IV semiconductors (Bosshard et .
through 30 mrad by planar channeling al., 1983). The change in location of
(Elishev et al., 1979). The technique these states with temperature and
may be applicable to beam guidance--it crystal type can reveal much about the

allows bending with much smaller radii electronic structure of matter. -

•. . of curvature than do steering magnets. References ..

The sharp bend also enhances synchrotron Atkinson, M., et al., CERN Report EP/
radiation at short wavelengths. 82-03 (1982).

Another application area for Bosshard, A., et al., SIN NewsZetter,
channeling was described to me by B.D. No. 15 (1983), 87.

- Patterson (University of Zurich), who is Elishev, A.F., et al., Physics Letters,
conducting experiments at SIN. For this 88B (1979), 387.
work, low-energy (less than 30 MeV) Ellison, J.A., E. Uggerhoj, J.F. Bak,
positive muons are selected out of the and S.P. Moller, PhysicaZ Review .
fixed-target secondary beam of the Letters, 112B (1982), 83.
600-MeV proton ring accelerator. The Gemmel, D.S., Reviews of Modern Physics, " " •
muons enter a silicon wafer and come to Vol 46, No. 1 (1974).
rest at some point in the lattice near
the surface of the crystal. Subsequent-
ly, the muon decays into a positron and
two nutrinos (half-life of 2.2 us). A 10/27/83
measurement of the angular distribution
of the channeled decay positrons shows a
maximum for a lattice site in the
channel and a minimum for a site shadow- MUON-CATALYZED FUSION
ed by a host atom in the direction of
observation. by David Mosher.

Multiwire proportional chambers are
used to determine the angular distribu-
tion of positrons which leave the Thermonuclear fusion of the liaht-
crystal. Figure 3a shows a positron est elements in stellar interiors is the
channeling pattern for a Si crystal at universal source of radiant energy and
room temperature. The spot intensity is the heavier elements. On earth, man has
proportional to the number of detections been attempting to control the process
in the two-dimensional angular space. A for energy production since the 1950s.
Laue x-ray diffraction pattern for the The attractions of fusion for power
same sample is shown in Figure 3b. The production are freedom from fossil
lines of minimum counting rate can fuels, an inherent safety compared to
therefore be identified with positron fission, and virtually inexhaustible :-
blocking by atoms in the (110) plane. fuel--the hydrogen isotopes can be

The channeling patterns can be used extracted from seawater.
with other experiments to obtain infor- Two main approaches to controlled -
mation on the lattice sites at which fusion have been developed, with the aim
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of comn:ercial power production at the catalyzed fusion was the most specula-
beginninT of the next century. Both tive of these concepts and one of the
magnetic-confinement and inertial-con- most interesting.
finement fusion techniques rely on I learned about this intriguing q
heating a deuterium-tritium mixture to concept at the conference and in later
kiloelectronvolt temperatures (10 to 100 discussions with Anil Kumar at the
million OK). At such temperatures, Institut de G6nie Atomique of the Ecole
colliding nuclei have enough energy to Polyteci-nique F~d6rale in Laussane,

- overcome electrostatic repulsion and Switzerland. The conference results
approach sufficiently closely to fuse. indicate that muon-catalyzed fusion may
One requirement for conventional fusion be scientifically feasible. However,
is then to heat the fuel to high plasma analyses of Kumar and others indicate
temperature. A second requirement is that it will be commercially interesting
that the plasma be held together for a only if the high energy cost of muon
sufficient time to "burn." In stars, creation with an accelerator can be
such confinement is provided by a offset by incorporating fissile-fuel
balance of plasma pressure with huge breeding assemblies to boost energy
gravitational forces, gain.

Scientific feasibility of magnetic-
confinement fusion (MCF) will probably The Basic Concept
be demonstrated with tokamak devices W.H. Preunlich cf the University of

* within the next 5 years on recently Vienna described the process of muon-
commissioned US and West European catalyzed fusion. Muons are heavy
devices and on machines in construction cousins of electrons (m = 207m)
in the USSR and Japan. Such devices "1.e

employ strong magnetic fields to isolate produced by high-energy reactions in
accelerator targets and are unstable,a large-volume tenuous plasma from the with a 2.2-ps half-life. The major

walls of a doughnut-shaped container.
The inertial confinement (ICF) concept fusion reaction of interest occurs when
r o do la negative muon stops in a high-density,-.. relies on irradiation of small fuel-, .-.--

- pellets with several megajoules of diatomic gas mixture of deuterium (d2)
* laser- or charged-particle beam energy and tritium (t2 ) and forms a muonic atom

to compress the fuel and heat it to wour
ignition temperature. Scientific with a d or t nucleus. If du forms, the

feasibility for ICF with both laser and muon transfers irreversibly to a triton
ion beams may also be demonstrated because of the higher tv binding energy.
during this decade. Owing to the large mass, the muon is

bound to the nucleus in a Bohr orbit 200
Following these predicted success-

es, both MCF and ICF must be evaluated tron. The mucni m c t hen
for engineering and economic feasibility frms The u cle t moe
as commercial power producers. Clearly, forms with the nuclei 200 times more

many problems with power production tightly bound than in d2. The closeness
could be avoided if a means werE found of the two nuclei leads to rapid tunnel-
to promote continuous fusion at tempera- ing through the coulomb barrier and, as
tures and pressures which allow for the nuclei come within range of the
material contact between the fuel and strong force, fusion occurs. Following
container. An entirely different ap- fusion, the muon is usually liberated to
proach to the problem, muon-catalyzed induce further cycles of the process.
fusion, provides hope for a solution. The main reaction is

This topic was one of many discuss-ed at the Third International Confrence d+t+ujdtu 4He+n++17.6 MeV.

on Emerging Nuclear Systems (ICENES3)
held in Helsinki, Finland, from 6 The muon therefore serves as a
through 9 June 1983. The intent of the catalyst permitting fusion to occur at
conference was to provide a forum for cold (even cryogenic) temperatures
assessing the commercial power-producino without being consumed. Muons are lost
capabilities of advanced fission and to catalysis in three ways. First, the
fusion reactors, hybrid and symbiotic muon can decay into an electron and two
fission-fusion reactors, novel fusion nutrinos. However, the mean lifetime is
and fuel-breeding concepts. The broad much longer than the reaction cycle
scope of ICENES3 encouraged the partici- time. Second, there is a probability of
pation of scientists interested in the about 1 percent that the muon will stick
engineering, economic, and political to the helium ion and be lost. Third,
aspects of the well-established fission the muon can be scavenged by impurities
technologies, as well as researchers such as helium formed in tritium decay.
investigating the scientific feasibility It is important that each muon be
of more speculative concepts. Muon- available tc promote many fusion
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reacticns because c-f the high ,nerav in compourd reactions. Althouqh Fioure
cost of its creatiut--ccnftrunce parti- 1 suggests 14 coupled equations cf the
cipaits assumed a cost in the 3- tc 10- form shown, Harms worked with subsets cf
GPV range for each mucn. Since each four to six equations which described
iusicn releases 17.6 MeV of energy, each the most important processes and were
mucn must be used for several hundred much easier to solve numerically. The "k
fusion cycles to produce energy. results show a rapid decrease in mucn

density in the first nanosecond as
Reported Research mesomclecules are formed, followed by a

The simplified description of l-ijs plateau due to recycling of muons
catalyzed fusion presented above repre- before their decay. With an initial
serts only the dominant process in the 1? -3 " -r
cycle. The mesomolecules ddjw and t muon density nf 10 cm , the energy: cycl. Themesemoecule ddu ad ttu and neutron yieldspemuhwrdtr-'

- can also form and fuse. The ddl fusion mined as yis per muon were deter-
mine asfunctions o f dtw formationcan occur in two ways, and each process

can have products with the mucn either rate. For rates consistent with experi-.:.ments discussed below, about I-GeV•
free or bound. Also, the mucP itself entg dised el"w aulated

:-P.- can decay at any time during the cycle.• -- with 50 t o 70 neufrons produced per •-'/
The full process is shown in Figure 1, wt-pe
where the A and K labels indicate the muon. Harms concluded that a favorableenergy balance will require use of some
process rates. nu

To calculate energy production and clear synergetic system.
Harm also considered more exoticthe number of cycles catalyzed per muon, fusion cycles that could be catalyzed by

.ne must determine the time-dependent muon ance t onle such as
behavior of thu components shown in the mucns and are neutron lean such as

figure. Results of such a calculation d- He and p- B. The p- B reaction
were presented in a point kinetic produces no neutrons but three alpha-
analysis by A.A. Harms (McMaster Univer- 4

-* . sity, Hamilton, Canada). The density of particles (4He nuclei). Since all
eac cnsi n in tfusion energy is carried off in charged..- each constituent in the cycle was
determined by solution of coupled rate particles, it may be converted toeterequations of the form electricity with higher efficiency than

neutron kinetic energy. One disadvan---N dNi=N tage is that the energy yield per mucni _. X - Ni +  
:;XjNj- K Z .NN (i)-" "
• i i k i k i cannot be boosted by breedina without

The first term represents the decay ot neutrons, so that large muon fluxes
arbitrary species Ni, the second the (about 10 4/s) are required for net
production of N. by decay of precursors, energy production. However, the other

i side of the same coin presents a politi-
and the last represents the loss of N. cal advantage--the cycle cannot be used.. , ii

1-w'd H

I> j 'fd usKI - 2 KC- 7HoL+_
•a "

----.-- W. Tv -,.-

*G (StA)2

""4L X -

.%

Figure 1. Muon-catalyzed fusion in a deuterium-tritium mixture.
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for breeding weapons-grade fissile At low and intermediate deuterium
material, concentrations, the muon catalysis rate

An experiment determining the shows an increase with temperature above .--

absolute neutron yield in muon-catalyzed 2500 K, in agreement with previous Soviet .,j
dt fusion was described by Steve E. results (Bystritsky et al., 1980). The
Jones (Idaho National Engineering present experiment is the first carried
Laboratory). High density deuterium- out at high tritium levels, and a new
tritium mixtures were irradiated at the phenomenon was observed under those con-

% Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) ditions--muon catalysis cycle rates
at the US Los Alamos National Labora- showed a strong temperature dependence.
tory. One important feature of this The dtV formation rate, expected to peak
experiment was the ability to vary dt at about 540 0K on theoretical grounds,
concentrations and temperature, which continued to increase above this temper-
allowed one to determine a number of ature. From the variation in neutron
constituent rates and their variation yield versus temperature from an equimo-
with temperature. lar dt mixture at 60 percent of liquid

The apparatus is shown in Figure 2. hydrogen density, the sticking probabil-
- Scintillation counters define incoming ity of the muon to the He fusion product

muons, and their decay into electrons is -3
detected by other scintillators placed was estimated to be (7.6+0.5)xi -

bte te ae ad ern tc somewhat less than the 0.009 theoretical,-.." between the target and neutron detec- vlu. Tefso yidprmon f"" " "

tor. About 25 percent of the muons value. The fusion yield per muon ofentering the target window are stopped 90±9 was correspondingly higher than thein the dt gas, and the probability is value calculated by Harms. Results also'"'% in the dgas , an d t m Te prb bil t impremons t ur e s. Afd the tium waec s of

low for more than one active muon to be demonstrated the disastrous effects of

in the gas at any one time. The event ipr itrs fe h rtu a
signature for data recording is registra- allowed to decay for 6 days, producing a
tion of one muon entering the target 3He concentration of 4.2x10 , a 40
window, one muon decay electron, and at percent reduction in neutron yield was
least one high energy neutron. The observed. Thus, the tritium inventory
target vessel design reflects con- must be frequently filtered tr prevent A
straints at the LAMPF biomedical channel muon attachment to the decay product.
and the requirement to contain gas mix- A team of researchers from the
tures with up to 35,000 curies of Austrian Academy of Sciences in collab-
tritium at 1000 atmosphere pressures and oration with C. Petitjean from The
100 to 600 0 K temperatures. Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research

"" - Wilmator .

" - Mduon commie,'(I) " ".

.- ".

- .- -

Eloctmn / - .'
d.Itctor/

Figure 2. LAMPF experimental arrangement.
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(SIN, Villigen) presented three papers for the two initial atomic states, and
at ICENES3 on hyperfine effects in muon explained the temperature-independent
catalysis. Hyperfine effects were first neutron yield observed in Bystritsky's
observed in neutron counter experiments experiments.
at SIN while fusion of ddV was being
studied (Kammel et a!., 1982). Two Reactor Concepts
different molecular formation rates were Although each conference presenta-
found to be related to the F = 3/2 and tion had a different emphasis, research-
F = 1/2 vibrational states of the initi- ers were in substantial agreement con-
ally formed Ud atom. Petitjean describ- cerning applicability to power produc-
ed more recent experiments measuring the tion. At best, about 100 14-MeV neu-
gamma ray yield in the fusion reaction trons can be produced by each muon--a
pdU-gHe3 + y. From the enhancement of factor of three or more is still lacking

yield at high d concentrations, the to produce the energy cost. For the
2 most part, this limit is due to the

contributions from the two d hyperfine muon's sticking to the helium fusion
states could be individually determined, product with a probability slightly less

P. Kammel of the Austrian group than 1 percent. H. Takahashi (Brook-
discussed hyperfine effects in the haven National Laboratory) suggested
reaction kinetics of dt systems. Kammel that a powerful x-ray laser might reduce
made the point that these effects should the sticking factor by tuning to the
not be neglected in experiments or bound-state resonance. However, no such
reaction kinetic studies and must be laser is technologically feasible. Even
understood for reaction optimization. if it were, the finite dtV molecular
The F = 0 and F = 1 levels of the Lit formation time would still limit produc-
atom have dtp formation rates which are tion to a few hundred neutrons in a muon
very different in magnitude and temper- decay time. . W. Seifritz (SIN) and B.
ature dependence, so that the total Goel (Karlsruhe Nuclear Institute, Fed- -
formation rate must be deduced from five eral Republic of Germany) investigated
allowed transitions between tu and dtV muon-catalyzed inertial confinement
hyperfine states. Kammel presented an fusion with a similarly poor evaluation
expression for dtu formation which for power production. Thus, all
predicted the variation with temperature are in agreement that additional

pion sourcemon

chargedl',particies . " fid ..

field

Ji L -- -

* sto re eater

d super-heated

soae iti eat hamber
cleanerhage exhne9

Figure 3. MCHR conceptual design.
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neutron-induced nuclear reactions must tively competitive with concepts based
be used for power production. on either accelerator breeding or

Anil Kumar looked at the con- thermonuclear breeding alone.
straints for power production and has It seems that a successful MCHR 9
developed a conceptual design for a Muon must await development of commercially

- . Catalyzed Hybrid Reactor (MCHR). Figure viable accelerator and fusion breeding .-
. 3 shows the conceptual design of the techniques. Achievement of economical

MCHR. The muons are produced through breeding by these means depends not only
the decay of pions that, in turn, are on technological advances, but also on
produced by the interaction of acceler- high fission-ore costs and a future
ated light nuclei with light targets. public acceptance of fission reactors.
Negative pi mesons are extracted from These issues were main areas of discus-
the target and are confined by a magne- sion at ICENES3. Yet, as a plasma
tic field until they decay with a half- physicist, I fihd exciting the concept
life of 26 ns into negative muons. The of controlled fusion at normal material

,% . gigaelectronvolt-energy muons created temperatures and with conventional
must be moderated in a few centimeters "plumbing," rather than at above
of high-Z material before entering the 10 million *K with magnetic bottles. A
fusion chamber. Moderation allows the compact MCHR for shipboard use might
muons to be stopped in a 100-cm-diameter make more sense than either a magnetic V-7 .
chamber for gases in the 1/10 liquid- or inertial confinement fusion system.
hydrogen density range. The moderated However, its realization will first
megaelectronvolt muons enter the chamber require the development of a sufficient-
with the pressurized deuterium and ly compact and efficient gigaelectron-
tritium gas kept at about 6001K, the volt-level accelerator. But that's
temperature of fastest dtV formation, another story (ESN 37-1:32[1983]).

When muon-catalyzed fusion occurs,
the charged helium nucleus heats the References
fluid and the 14-MeV neutron heats the Bystritsky, V.M., et al., Physics Let-
hybrid blanket. The gas mixture and ters, 94B (1980), 476.
blanket working fluid are cooled in heat Kammel, P., et al., Physics Letters,
exchangers and recirculated, and the 112B (1982), 319.
extracted heat is used to produce Petrov, Y.V., Nature, 285 (1980), 466.
electricity in a thermal cycle. The
energy liberated per muon is boosted by
breeding tritium and fissile fuel in the
blanket. However, Kumar states that
blanket breeding does not produce 11/3/83
sufficient energy to make the process -Z
economical. He suggests that the wasted
portion of the accelerator beam (i.e.,
the portion scattered or transmitted by SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
the pion target) can be used to produce ACOUSTIC REMOTE SENSING OF THE ATMOS-
fissile fuel by the spallation of PHERE AND OCEANS

238 232fertile materials like U and Th.
The addition of a spallation breeder by Chester McKinney. Dr. McKinney is
substantially complicates the reactor the Liaison Scientist for Underwater
design but can represent an important Acoustics in Europe and the Middle East
improvement--80 percent of the original for the Office of Naval Research's
beam energy is carried by the "waste" London Branch Office. He is on Zave
beam. until September 1984 from The University

The efficiency, r of such a of Texas at Austin, where he is Senior
r, Research Scientist at Applied Research

reactor is given by Laboratories.

r e (Mna) -I (2)""-- "%
r e (Mna The Second International Symposium

whr is the efficiency of electrical on Acoustic Remote Sensing of the
rproduction from thermal power, Atmosphere and Oceans (ISARSAO) was held

power a  at the Consiglio Nazionale Delle

is the accelerator efficiency, and M is Recerche (CNP), Rome, Italy, from 29
the energy multiplication provided by August through 1 September 1983. This
fuel breeding. It has been estimated meeting was hosted by CNR and the
that M = 35, na - 0.6, n e - 0.35 so that University of Rome. There were 38

=i = 0.3 (Petrov, 1980). Kumar believes participants (plus about five local
r students) from 13 countries, and 44

that this figure makes the MCHR attrac- papers were presented. "
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Most of the papers dealt with using features such as the heights of inver-
. acoustic echo ranging (ER) equipment to sion layers and regions of turbulence;

probe the atmosphere, while only seven if provided with Doppler processors,
involved underwater acoustic measure- such a system can give a measure of
ments. Sodar (for sound detection and vertical wind speed. A multibeam -- i
ranging, analogous to radar) appears to Doppler sodar can provide three-dimen-
be the accepted acronym for atmospheric sional contours of wind vectors.
echo ranging, although some of the Typically, measurements can be made for
authors used terms such as acoustic altitudes from about 20 to 600 m; in
radar (not very appropriate) and air this height regime, sodar can fill a
sonar. All the papers were presented useful complementary role with tower-
(in English) in an informal manner, and mounted instruments for the first few
the discussion was lively. Prof. G. meters and radar for the higher alti-
Fiocco, who organized the symposium, tudes.
plans to publish the proceedings in some By using first- and second-order
form, but this may take a year. Readers statistics, sodar--sometimes in combina-
interested in a detailed description of tion with other instruments--can measure
the meeting are referred to US Office of a number of characteristics of the
Naval Resrarch, London, conference atmosphere, but wind speed, wind shear,
report C-16-93; this article presents turbulence, and temperature are the
only a brief nverview of the technical basic ones. Sodar appears to have two
program, major areas of application. One is for

the measurement of wind shear and
Acoustic Remote Sensing in the Atmos- turbulence near airports. The capabil-

' phere ity of sodar has been demonstrated, but
The technique of echo ranging must operational acceptance has been low.

rank as one of the most important and The other major use is for detecting and
popular measurement methods known to tracking air pollution, especially
man, but only in the past 15 to 20 years around industrial complexes, and for
has it been exploited for atmospheric site selection. About a dozen of the
remote sensing. During that period the papers related to this application.
science and technology have matured It is evident that the small sodar
significantly, and at present there are community has collected a vast quantity
perhaps 500 or more sodar systems in use of atmospheric data in a wide variety of
worldwide. Commercial equipment is locations, including industrial sites,
available from at least six manufactur- airports, urban areas, Antarctica,
ers at prices ranging from a few thou- coastal areas, and remote mountain

- sand dollars for the most elementary peaks. Some of the data collection
devices to $100,000 and more for advanc- programs have run for at least 5 years.

- ed systems. Operating frequencies range At present the research effort seems to
from about 1 to 10 kHz, with 2 to 4 kHz be shifting to and emphasizing model
being most common, pulse lengths of 50 development and signal processing. One r'. -
to 200 ms, and beamwidths of a few author listed the following advances
degrees. A common type of acoustic since the first ISARSAO:
array is a tweeter loudspeaker driving a I vime
parabolic reflector, all of this being wind parameters t
surrounded on sides and bottom by a
box-type baffle to minimize local noise. e Active integration of sodar into air
Three popular types of configuration monitoring work
are: (1) single-beam, upward-looking g Advances in the interpretation of
array, (2) three-beam arrays, and (3) pollution databistatic arrays. Each of these has good .mpovmet i.uin sdr.imltnandadi eatrys. Eaho hsehsgo Improvements in using sodar simultan-

eously with radar, lidar, towers, and
As with any echo-ranging system, radio sondes.

sodar depends on a change in the imped-
ance of the medium for echo generation. Two papers reviewed a considerable
In general, sodar depends on temperature body of work which has 'been done on the
changes, which cause density changes, radio acoustic sensor system (RASS).
for echoes. These impedance changes are This technique involves the use of a
quite small, and it is necessary to high-power acoustic source (beamed up-
integrate the received signals over a ward) to modify the electromagnetic im-
considerable volume and for a matter of pedance of the atmosphere, which in turn
minutes to achieve useful signal-to- can be remotely sensed with a higher
noise ratios. This situation tends to resolution radar probing the same column
discourage any move to obtain higher of air. With RASS, useful data can be
resolution. A single-beam, upward-look- obtained for altitudes up to 3000 m
ing system can be used to measure for strong winds. The RASS equipment
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is considerably more complex than support for basic scientific research
conventional sodar. conducted in the nation's universities.

The level of funding is far higher in
Underwater Acoustic Remote Sensing the US, for example, where the corres-

The seven papers dealing with ponding figure is 8 to 10 percent. . .
underwater acoustic remote sensing, Yet because of the way it is
while small in number, were high in administered, the roughly L9,000,000
quality and interest. All the papers ($13,500,000) that the MoD spends each
described experimental work, but some year on some 300 projects has greater
included theoretical models, impact than one might expect. In

A paper by D.M. Farmer (Canada) addition, a significant amount is spent
described four techniques for acous- on basic research conducted in the MoD's
tically measuring water flow and turbu- own research establishments.
lence: (1) a conventional high-fre- I met recently with Mr. H.G.R.

* quency depth sounder, (2) a forward- Robinson, the MoD's Assistant Chief
looking sonar, (3) a correlation sonar, Scientific Advisor for Research.
and (4) a forward-scatter system. R. Robinson explained that the ministry's - .-.
Lhermitte (US) described a five-beam, present general research interests are
bottom-mounted, high-resolution sonar (with the highest priority areas listed
used to measure the three-dimensional first):

% water current field. Ted Brown des-
cribed his work (which is in an early 1. Electronics .
phase) to develop a technique to measure 2. Mechanical engineering
the speed of sound (and thus tempera- 3. Aeronautical engineering
ture) as a function of depth. H. Medwin 4. Civil and electrical engi-
(Naval Postgraudate School, Monterey, neering
CA) presented experimental data on the 5. Computer sciences
generation of a boundary wave by a 6. Acoustics, *..-
volume wave moving over a slightly rough 7. Materials science
ocean bottom at very low grazing angle. 8. Physics
Inversely, a measurement of the boundary 9. Chemistry ..

wave can be used to infer the nature of 10. Biology
the bottom roughness. Papers by Farmer 11. Behavioral sciences
and by B.R. Kerman (Canada) presented
work on the relationship between wind These areas of basic science are viewed
and ambient noise for shallow water and as directly supporting the so-called

e. high frequencies. John Proni reviewed Major Fields in which the MoD seeks
the US National Oceanographic and technological improvements (see Table
Atmospheric Administration's program of 1). All research and development in a
the past decade; the research uses given Major Field is coordinated by a
active acoustic sensing to detect and single individual, often the director or
track pollution in the oceans, deputy director of one of the MoD

research establishments; this Major
9 Field Leader is therefore responsible

for activities that may take place at
10/17/83 several universities and research

establishments, all in support of a
single Major Field.

SCIENCE POLICY Extramural Research Support

Research projects funded by the MoD
A at universities are called "extramural"

SUPPORT OF SCIENCE RESEARCH BY THE --as opposed to the "intramural" pro-I
BRITISH MILITARY jects funded at MoD research establish-

ments. Although lower figures have been
* by James W. Daniel, Scientific Director reported incorrectly, Robinson stated -

for Europe and the Middle East for the that there are presently about 300
Office of Naval Reearch's London Branch Vxtramural research projects supported
Office. Dr. Daniel is on leave until at universities, with a total annual
1985 from The University of Texas, where expenditure of about B9,000,000. The
he is Professor of Mathematics, of system for awarding these funds differs
Computer Sciences, and of Education. from that in the US in two ways, each

having important consequences.
First, individual researchers are

The British Ministry of Defence invited to request support for work of
* (MoD) provides only a small fraction-- interest to a particular Major Field

less than 2 percent--of the financial Leader; no public call for research
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proposals is made. Each Major Field The ADXR then approaches a researcher
Leader has an Assistant Director for with the suggestion that he or she
Extramural Research (ADXR) at an MoD submit an informal request for support
research establishment, one of whose on a particular topic; the ADXR and the -

tasks is to be aware of relevant re- researcher's university then draw up an
" search being performed in universities, agreement that the MoD will provide

Table 1 - -.

MoD's Major Fields

Major Field Number Major Field Title

1 Aerodynamics, Structures, and Materials
2 Gas Turbines
3 Pocket Propulsion
4 Armored righting Vehicles & Engineering

Equipment
6 Ships and Submarines
7 Guided and Air-launched Weapons
8 Undersea Warfare
9 Conventional Weapons, Armaments, & Pyro-

technics
10 Chemical and Biological Defense
11 Electronic Components
12 Electronic Systems
14 Navigation and Avionics
20 Space

Table 2

Research Establishments and Their Fields

Major Fields Major Fields
Research Establishment of Interest as Leader

Admiralty Marine Tech- 6,8,11,12 6
nology Establishment 6 ,6-

Admiralty Surface Wea-
pons Establishment 9,12,14 ---

Admiralty Underwater
Weapons Establishment 6,8 8

Royal Signals and 7,11,12 ii 12
Radar Establishment ,

Atomic Weapons Research Nuclear,l,3,4, Nuclear
Establishment 6,7,9,10,11,14 Nuclear .-

Chemical Defense 9-10 10
Establishment 9,10 10

Military Vehicles and 4 4
Engineering Establishment

Propellants, Explosives, .
Rocket Motors Establishment

Royal Armament Research &
Development Establishment 7,9 9

Royal Aircraft Estab- 1,2,6,7,8,9, 1,2,7, .'lishment 11,12,14,20 14,20
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certain funds and that the researcher scientific research in the universities.
will work in a certain area. All Yet the funds that are allocated estab-
research results are unclassified and lish close ties between the MoD research
available for publication in the open establishments and the universities,
literature. This system has the impor- avoid the "deflation factor" associated
tant advantage of closely relating basic in the US with high 9verhead costs, and
research in the universities to the work maintain the research vitality of the ..
in the research establishments where the establishments. Thus the MoD funds have
ADXR sits. It has the disadvantage of greater impact than might at first .

"
'. -

'

depending on the ADXR's knowledge of who appear to be the case.
is working in related fields in the
universities, although this problem is
more apparent than real since university
researchers can usually make themselves
known to relevant ADXRs. 10/f/83

A second important difference in
the funding systems is that British
research agreements between the MoD and
the university do not include overhead
funds; universities are assumed to STATISTICS
provide overhead support themselves. As
a consequence, expenditures by the MoD
go for the direct support of research ISI MEETINGS
work. Since, in addition, university
salaries are lower in the UK than in the by D.R. Barr. Dr. Barr is Professor of
US, it is clear that the MOD's Statistics and Operations Research at
39,000,000 buys appreciably mcre direct the NavaZ Postgraduate SchooZ, Monterey,
research than would be the case in the CA.
US; it is perhaps equivalent to
$26,000,000.

The 44th session of the Interna-
Intramural Research Support tional Statistical Institute (ISI) was

Robinson explained that the McD held in Madrid, Spain, from 12 through
feels that it must stimulate basic 22 September 1983. A program with
scientific research within its own approximately 60 sessions, each with six
research establishments as well as in to eight papers, was presented to over
the universities; thus the intramural 1000 attendees. About half of the
research program was. created. Each sessions were composed of invited . .

research establishment is required to papers; these, together with the contri-
devote 5 percent of its budget (magni- buted paper sessions, covered a remark-
tudes of the resulting expenditures are ably wide range of statistical topics--
classified) to in-house research in including, for example, exploratory data
basic science--that is, to projects analysis, microcomputer developments,
whose direct application appears to lie sample survey design and evaluation, %
at least 15 years in the future. This official statistics, as well as more %

helps not only to keep the establish- "traditional" sessions on time series, --.
ments - informed about leading-edge classical and Bayesian inference, and
research but also to make them more reliability. Two special lectures were L:
attractive environments for young presented: the Fisher lecture, by Prof.
scientists completing their university D.J. Finney (University of Edinburgh,
training. Results from this research UK), was "Biological Assay: A Microcosm
are generally classified and not openly of Statistical Practice." Finney
published. Intramural research is recounted the development of bio-assay
naturally concentrated at each estab- methods, in which he played a key role,
lishment in those areas in which it has and described current research in the
existing strength or in which it wishes area. The Mahalanobis lecture was
to develop strength. Table 2 lists the presented by Barbara Bailar (US Bureau
major establishments, the Major Fields of the Census) , who gave an historical
(by number) in which they participate, account of Mahalanobis' work, leading up
and the Major Fields in which they are to current problems under study at the
the lead establishment. Bureau of the Census.

A unique session was devoted to the
Conclusion three best unpublished papers by recent

The UK's MoD provides a relatively graduates living in developing coun-
small fraction of the support for basic tries. The ISI had invited individuals

9
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to submit candidate papers for review by In a session on geological and
a jury of distinguished statisticians: geophysical statistics, Pierre Delfiner . -.

C.R. Rao (University of Pittsburg), 0. (Etudes et Productions Schlumberger,
Barndorff-Nielsen (Aarhus University, France) gave an interesting paper,
Denmark), and A. Stuart (University of "Selected Problems in Geostatistics."
London). The winners, whose expenses in Delfiner discussed two significant
attending the conference were paid by problems currently receiving much
ISI, were: attention in geostatistics: the change

of support problem and the local predic-
9 S.M. Ogbonmwan (University of Benin, tion problem. The geostatistical . .

Nigeria), "A New Nonparametric support of a variable is the basic
Multiple Comparison Test Based on sampling unit (volume or area) over
Sen's Ncnparametric Generalization of which it is measured. The variable Z(X)
the T-Method of Multiple Comparisons is often defined as an average of Z over
for the One Way"; the support centered at X. The study of

e R. Srinivasan (Bangalore, India), the distribution of Z(X) as a function
"Supply and Demand Model for Short- of the support > is one of the most
haul Air Services in India"; important problems of geostatistics,

e Xie Xinghong (East China Normal Delfiner stated. It is also one which
University, People's Republic of standard statistical methods do not
China), "The Uniqueness of Optimal address. Delfiner discussed the problem
Sequential Decision." of estimating recovery of ore from a

mine, and the effect of having data
A somewhat controversial paper was samples on one support while inferences

given by E.B. James (Computer Center of are desired for some other (usually --
Imperial College, UK)--"Microcomputers: larger) support.
The Coming Revolution in Statistics." Delfiner discussed Kriging, a
James said that with respect to micro- method often used for the prediction
computers, he takes a position which is problem. Basically, the problem is:unusual for a computer scientist working given values of Z(X) at n sample points "'"

ina large university computinq center: X1,X2,..Xn, estimate the value Z(X0)
the microcomputer can provide a quality o s t eh
of support to the statistician which o
cannot be provided by a centralized Kriging method, which was described
computing system, however powerful and later by a discussant of the paper as "a
efficiently managed. He believes the particular variant of linear regression
programs now being provided for micro- which seems nonparametric," the value
computers are generally better than Z(X) is modeled as the sum m(x)+y(x),
those provided on larger machines, in where m is a low-frequency mean trend or
two ways: they are more efficient, so "drift," and y is a high frequency
as to allow significant computing on the stationary term. The basic challenge is
less powerful machines; they have far the inclusion of environmental factors,
better user-friendliness, such as the nature of the deposit

James discussed the impact micro- involved (dunes, alluvial deposits, -.
computers are having on the practice of river deltas, and so on) in the estima-
statistics, in terms of interactiveness, tion of the drift, m. Delfiner discuss-
graphics, word processing and report ed several Kriging approaches, including
writing, and--of extreme importance, procedures he called "universal Kriging"
James feels--portability fie described and "disjunctive Kriging." He described
his vision of future computers for coming methods of computer mapping,
statistical work. He believes the which he called "intelligent Krigirg,"
keyboard will disappear, possibly in that will use qualitative knowledge
favor of voice input of commands. He translated into a form Kriging algo-
thinks the dividing line between hard- rithms can "understand."
ware and software will disappear, and a L. Ljung (Linkoping University,
range of specialized "engines" will be Sweden) gave an excellent review of
available'for work in different applica- models for "dynamical"' systems in his
tion areas. Statisticians would have paper, "Recurvise Identification of
available a statistical engine--and if Stochastic, Dynamical Systems." He
required, a range of reference data discussed methods for sequential estima-
bases of very great size realized as tion of parameters in dynamical systems.
video disks. "The processing power of a (In the control theory and signal pro-
personal unit designed especially for ceasing fields, these methods are called
statistics could easily rival that of adaptive algorithms.) Ljung discussed
the largest existing general-purpose the relationships between general
computers very soon," James said. recursive identification algorithms and

ta . .. . . . . .. . °~
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the corresponding off-line identifica- and so forth. An explosion which was
tion problem, with particular emphasis conducted for scientific purposes 2
on the roles of the algorithms in off- years ago thus yielded unique results;
line identification problems. He we recorded waves with a speed of 1 . 9
stressed the role of prediction of km/s. Various parameters were measured
future outputs and its gradient with from the earth, but also from space.
respect to the parameters, and presented The ionosphere is a natural laboratory
some basic asymptotic properties of the (and] allows plasma processes to be ...
algorithms he discussed, created in conditions which are diffi-

The meeting was distinctive in cult to obtain with terrestrial models."
several ways. The hospitality of the The institute will address practi-
Spanish authorities and various Spanish cal problems and will conduct coopera
organizations involved was exceptional. tive programs with other nations.
The breadth of the program and the wide
variations in the sessions was remark-
able. It is, in short, a very interest-
ing experience to share 2 weeks of R. L. CaroviZlano
intensive statistical presentations with 10/5/83
a thousand statisticians from all
corners of the world.

LOST CHOSEN TO HEAD ESA
10/13/183

At its June meeting, the Council of
the European Space Agency (ESA) chose

NEWS N O TES Prof. Reimar List as its next Director
General. LUst will succeed E. Quist-
gaard on 15 May 1984.

IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH EMPHASIZED IN USSR Dr. Lst brings to his new post
with ESA a strong *background in space . ,

The USSR's Kazakh Academy of science and a successful record of
Sciences has announced the programs and administrative leadership in science.
objectives of its recently established He currently heads the Max-Planck-
Institute of the Ionosphere. According Gesellschaft (MPG), where he is complet-
to the Daily Snap (Soviet News Abstract ing his second 6-year term as president.
Publication, 15 September 1983), previ- MPG is the governing agency of the
ously existing meteorological and prestigious complex of Max Planck
ionospheric facilities, equipment, and Institutes located throughout the
stations in the region are being upgrad- Federal Republic of Germany (one insti- -. *
ed and expanded. The institute has tute is in The Netherlands). Lst has
established a joint program of courses served on many high-level ESA committees
and research with the Kazakh State and was scientific director of the
University to train students in iono- European Space Research Organization .'-
spheric physics. New capabilities at (ESRO) from 1962 to 1964. (ESRO eventu- '. .

the institute will include remote ally evolved into ESA.) In addition,
control of field stations and a radar the disciplinary emphasis of several of .

system for studying the ionosphere and the Max Planck Institutes is in space
upper atmosphere. The radar will be science, astronomy, or astrophysics.
powerful enough to generate gravitation- LUst's personal accomplishments are
al waves and will use a laser system. in space physics, notably his theoreti-

Satellite and rocket launches in cal work in the early sixties on the
the Soviet space program are made from solar wind, and his contributions to the
Kazakh, which is located at high lati- German barium-cloud active-experiments . ?
tudes in a remote region of the USSR in program that pioneered this important
the West Siberian Plain. The territory field.
also has been used for planned explo- List will face many difficult
sions and tests of an "industrial issues in directing ESA. Foremost among
character." So-called active experi- these will be to strike an effective
ments will be conducted at the institute balance between ESA programs and the
to modify, diagnose, and study proper- national programs of strong member
ties of the upper atmosphere. V.M. states. Critics complain that ESA
Krasnov, Deputy Director of the insti- launch costs are excessive'and that ESA
tute, has said that "research planning gives too little attention to applied
is oriented toward the integrated programs. As in the US, programs with
approach. Emphasis is on I I I active communications satellites are compli-
methods, purposefully directed explo- cated by developing commercial and ""'''
sions, launches of geophysical rockets, industrial interests. On the other . .
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hand, if the recent successes of the which advises the government on the
European rocket launcher, Ariane, con- exploitation of research and technology,
tinue, prospects for program develop- has begun two new studies. 2. 1
ment, financing, and planning will be The first follows up ACARD's recent
brightened considerably. report on advanced manufacturing tech-

nology: "New Opportunities in Manufac-
R. L. CaroviZZano turing: The Management of Technology."
R L0/5/83 The working group assigned to the new

study will examine developments in con- '-.'

trol and instrumentation technology and

IMS WORKING GROUP REPORT the manufacture and use of control sys-
tems in the UK. Dr. Bryan Lindley, Di-

ESN 37-9: 382-386 (1983) described rector of Technology, Dunlop Holdings,
the Sixth Workshop on IMS Observations will chair the group. The following
in Northern Europe, held in Windsor, questions will be addressed:
England, from 16 to 20 May 1983. A 1. What new developments willtheme of the workshop concerned reac-
tions of the ionosphere and neutral at- occur in sensors, processors, actuators,
mosphere; one of the study periods instrumentation, and other components of

mospere oneof he tudyperods control systems, as well as associated
chosen for comprehensive data coverage
was 26 to 27 January 1982. Following methods of data handling and transmis-

the Windsor meeting, a booklet entitled sion over the next 10 years?
"IMS Working Group Report on the January 2. Is the underlying research,
26, 27, 1982 Event" was prepared on the design, and development base strong?

assembled data. Coverage includes: (1) 3. What measures are needed to en-

magnetic field data from the French-Sov- sure that new and existing technology is

iet ARCAD 3 project, carried out on the used in industry and widely exploited?

AUREOL 3 satellite; from ground-based The second study is linked to
measurements by the World Data Center, ACARD's role in advising the government
Russia; and from the Air Force Geophys- on its annual review of research. The
ics Laboratory magnetometer chain; (2) working group for this study will survey
electron and ion data from ARCAD 3 and current scientific developments and ad-
the GEOS 2 satellite; (3) extremely low vise ACARD on work which shows commer-
frequency/very low frequency waves from cial and economic promise in the medium
ARCAD 3 and GEOS 2; (4) electric field to long term. The study will be led by
data from GEOS 2; (5) relaxation sounder Dr. Charles Reece, Director of Research
data from GEOS 2 and the ISEE 2 satel- and Technology at Imperial Chemical
lite; (6) incoherent scatter radar data Industries. .
from EISCAT, Saint Santin, and Chatani- "..
ka; (7) aurora data; (8) riometer data; '-
and (9) ionospheric neutral wind data L.E. Shaffer

determined by interferomoters. The 11/2/83
assembled data base is useful to study
substorm events, the magnetospheric con-
vection electric field, magnetic field YARSLEY PIEZOELECTRIC AND PYROELECTRIC
aligned currents, and synoptic studies POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE FILMS NOW IN
by means of space and ground-based PRODUCTIONobservations. 't

C.seava udoer Metallized poled films of poly-C. Mazaudier coordinated assembly vinyldene fluoride are now in full
of the data base and may be consulted
for further information: pilot plant production (see also ESN

36-9:213 [19821). The width is 15 cm,
Dr. Christine Mazaudier and continuous reels up to 200-m long
CNET/CRPE are available in thicknesses of 9, 25,
38-40 Rue du General Leclerc and 40 microns. Greater thicknesses are
92131 Issy-les-Moulineaux under development. Aluminum is the
FRANCE normal metallizer, but nickel, gold, and

other metals are available on request.
The properties (average figures) of

R. L. CaroviZtano the commercial product are given in .- ..

10/15/83 Tables 1 and 2. Further details may be
obtained from Yaraley Research Labora- • '
tories Ltd., The Street, Ashstead,

ACARD LAUNCHES NEW STUDIES Surrey KT21-2AB, England.

The UK's Advisory Council for
Applied -Research and Development Vivian T. Stannett
(ACARD, 70 Whitehall, London SWlA 2AS), 10/28/83
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Table 1

Ageing, Stability, Heat Shrinkage

* ~AgsiVn Charcteristics

* Thermal &Sting teats on the stability of the piezoelectric
coefficient and shrinkage io the machine direction indicate that
Y:areay PVdF filme appear to be superior In ageing characterist-

4 ~ics to other piezoelectric PVdF films which are comercially
% available.

Stabilityv of Coeffioaieant (25-mm fiie)r

g3I aged

Temperature (CO Time 3 nta

to9 100 minute: 0.91
120 100 minutes 0.7 1
150 100 mianut 0.35

67 2500 ba 097
t00 2500 hours 0.77

-20--60.-20 100 1-hr cycles 1.00

seat Shr~inktage (26-u fim)

Temperature Tine Z Shrinkaze (N)

90 100 minutes - 3.5
120 100 minutes - 8.1
150 100 stnutes -19.2

70 100 houra - 4.5
65 2500 hours - 2.5

100 2500 hours -10.0

Table 2

Properties

Property 40 13m 
2

5 1.2um 9 tIla Units

Piezoelectric d 3118-20 -
coef ficients 32 2.-321

:31 0. 12-%.14 9k w~32 0.018 .022 Va S

Pyroalectric
ceefficient 24-M8umK

1:5ac 2onucivity *'
(mtallized film. A1) 2 0ca -2 *.

Tensile strength * TD ND TD ND D6 i-
(at break) 250-290 34-38 225-265 34-38 180-220 29-35 x 10 m 2

Elongation at ND TD ND TD ND TD
break 14-16 430-450 13-15 440-490 16-20 300-40 z

ND TD ND TD ND TD 6 -2
Tensile modulus 2400 2300 2200 2000 1800 1750 x 10 NM

-2700 -2700 -2600 -2500 -2200 -.2200N

l ear strength 250-320 160-200 170-245 N .s(thickness)
1

Cmachine direction)

"Ieletric conatant 1211 at I hue

Dielectric Ieee 0.02-0.025 at 1 k~z

reaietivigt, 5-~12 G.m
Dielectric breakdown
strewth 135-145 160-170 290-310 kv(DC)= 1

4 -4

Beer sbrimaoa
(Imehis direction'
after amealng at 4.5 4.5 5.5 z
?05C for too he)
d 33'9 - d31 and 833 531 

e'

- mchime diractioul inD Transverse directione
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SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL LOWERS PRICE--AN SERC funding has been to establish
UNHEARD OF EVENT courses for "converting" non-IT students

into IT practitioners. With the aid of
InterdiscipZinary Science Reviews this funding there are IT conversion

(ISR) , the English journal of science courses in about 40 universities and
and humanities, has lowered its sub- polytechnics throughout the UK. Nearly
scription price from $45 to $28 for 900 "studentships" (grants to individual
private subscribers and from $99 to $75 graduate students) have been awarded for
for institutions. This buys four the conversion course; about 200 3-year
quarterly issues of about 100 pages postgraduate research studentships, for
each. graduates from IT programs, have been

ISR, now in its eighth year, has granted. The SERC has commented that it
published nearly 500 contributions receives about three times as many
containing the thoughts of leading applications for these grants as the
scientists, senior technologists, and number available.
humanists abcut the past, present, and In a related matter, the SERC
future of those fields. It is all-em- publication announced that Bryan Oakley
bracing, ranging from relativity to has left his post as Secretary to the
economics, from Gothic cathedrals to SERC to become director of the new Alvey
space exploration, from the OKLO reactor Directorate (see also ESN 37-12:448
to theology; it is interdisciplinary and [1983]). The Alvey Directorate has been
international, set up to run the UK's National Advanced

ISR is published by J.W. Arrowsmith Information Technology Program. This
of Bristol. For a free sample copy, program is supported jointly by the UK's
write to: Dr. A.R. Michaelis, Editor Department of Trade and Industxy,
ISR, Spectrum House, Hillview Gardens, Ministry of Defense, SERC, and industry.
London NW4 2JQ, England. For further information on the Alvey

Directorate, contact:

Mr. B. W. Oakley
James W. Daniel Director, Alvey Directorate --
10/12/83 Room 1131, Department of Industry

Millbank Tower
Millbank, London SWlP 4QUEngland

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE UK 
England

A recent issue of the SERC BulZZe- .- "-.

tin, published by the UK's Science and D1R. Barr

Engineering Research Council, contained 11/2/83

several items relating to the UK's
current activities in information
technology (IT). The IT program con-
cerns information acquisition, process-
ing, and use--exploiting state-of-the-
art techniques in microelectronics, CORRECTION
computing, and telecommunications.

The UK announced its $150 million, ESN 37-8:297 (1983) reported that
3-year program in IT about 1 year ago. the turnover for the clothing industry
Included was a $30 million fund in IT in England's West Midlands is $250
postgraduate education to be administer- billion; the figure should be $250
ed by the SERC. The main aim of the million.
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OCTOBER VAS BULLETINS

The following Military Applications Summary (RAS) Bulletins were published by
the ONR, London, Military Applications Division during October. The MAS Bulletin is
an account of naval developments in European research, development, test, and
evaluation. Its distribution is limited to offices with the US Department of
Defense. DoD organizations should request copies of the Bulletins, by number, from
ONR London. -.,1

MASB Number Title

114-83 Royal Navy South Atlantic Operations (CONFIDENTIAL)

117-83 The Royal Navy Equipment Exhibition (RNEE) 1983:
Aerospace Highlights Part 3

118-83 Denmark Considers XBT Program

119-83 A Simple "Hush House" Technique for Testing Jet
Engines Installed in Aircraft

"9 120-83 German Research Into "Supermaneuverability" and its
Enhancement of Air-to-Air Combat

121-83 A New Deep-Penetration, High-Payload British Para-
chute Designed for Use With Special Forces

OYN'L REPORTS

To request reports, check the boxes on the self-addressed mailer and return it
to ONRL. .

C-15-83: The 11th International Congress on Acoustics, by Chester McKinney. This
report provides an overview of trends in acoustic research, based on the
subject matter of the llth International Congress on Acoustics. The
report includes an appendix written by David Blackstock (Applied Research
Laboratories, The University of Texas). The appendix deals with nonlinear
acovgtics at the congress.

C-16-83: Second International Symposium on Acoustic Remote Sensing of the Atmos-
phere and Oceans, by Chester McKinney. This report discusses papers
dealing with sodar (for sound detection and ranging), which is used for
atmospheric echo ranging. In addition, work on underwater acoustic remote
sensing is examined.

C-17-83: Ninth World Computer Congress: IFIP 83, by J.F. Blackburn. Highlights of
the conferebce included discussions of the design of Ada, the VLSI/ULSI
chip, logic programming, multiprocessor data bases, high-performahce
computers, fifth-generation computers, dataflow machines, and high-speed
processors.
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ONRL COSPONSORED CONFERENCES International Symposium on the
Properties and Applications of Metal

ONR, London, can nominate two regi- Hydrides IV, Eilat, Israel, 3-9 April
stration-free participants in the 1984.
conferences it supports. Readers who Second International Meeting on ."."

are interested in such participation Lithium Batteries, Paris, France, 25-27
should contact the Scientific Director, April 1984.
ONR, London, as soon as possible. International Conference on Laser

Processing and Diagnostics--Applications
Third UK Solar Maximum Mission in Electronic Materials, Linz, Austria,

Workshop, Oxford, UK, 26-28 March 1984. 15-19 July 1984.
Vacuum 84--Technological Aspects of International Conference on Digital

Surface Treatment and Analysis Confer- Signal Processing, Florence, Italy, 4-8
ence, York, UK, 1-4 April 1984. September 1984.

SCIENCE NEWSBRIEF FOR OCTOBER

The following issues of Science Newebrief were published by the ONR, London,
Scientific Liaison Division during October. Science Newsbrief provides concise
accounts of scientific developments or science policy in Europe and the Middle East.
Please request copies, by number, from ONR London.

Science lewebrief Number Title

1-1-83 Bacteria Produce a Unique Thermoplastic-Polyhydroxy-
Butyrate (PHB), by Thomas C. Rozzell and Vivian T.
Stannett ',...-

1-2-83 British Cabinet-Level Science Policy, by James W.
Daniel

.4
m
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